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SAFES TRUST

ZAMBIA: THE PAINS OF CONTINUITY

publish in this issue of SAPEM an interesting interview with former
Republic of Zambia, Dr Kenneth Kaunda. Many readers
will be surprised to learn that virtually the same electorate as ousted him
in 1991 might be considering returning Dr Kaunda to the State House in
1996 or even earlier. As we pointed out in this journal soon after those
General Elections of 1991, President Chiluba and his Movement for

edi^äo da SAPEM uma entrevista interessante com
antigo presidente da Repiiblica da Zambia, Dr. Kenneth Kaunda.
Muitos dos nossos leitores ficaräo surpreendidos de saberem que
virtualmente o mesmo eleitorado que o depos eni 1991, contempla
agora reconduzir o Dr. Kaunda ä presidéncia em 1996 ou mesmo antes.
Como o dissemos. logo depois das elei^Ses gerais de 1991, o presidente

We

Publicamos nesta

President of the

o

Multi-Party Democracy (MMD) were brought into office by what was
clearly a genuine democratic process. Both the occasion itself and the
circumstances surrounding it, were euphoric, appearing as they did to
confirm that Zambia, as many other countries in Africa, was undergoing
a

democratic transformation. We hailed it then as
the end

of

an era

during which the post-colonial state has

demonstrated its inherent weakness (and therefore its resort to the

the resolution of the National
Question. But through this re-awakening ofa civil society that will
increasingly callfor accountability on the part of the rulers, and
for greater participation and dialogue in the development of
policy, the post-colonial state is being gradually transformed. This
is the essence of that which we call the democratic process: the
one-party state) as an agency for

interaction between state and civil

society, with the latter as an

e.xpression of the myriad of voices, civil organisations, parties and
groups that constitute the vibrant society; seeking to contain and
constrain the excesses of the state
(Editorial, SAPEM. Vol. 5,
Nos. 3/4, Dec./Jan., 1991/92).
...

Chiluba e o seu Movimento para a Denuxrracia Multipartidaria (MMD)

foram conduzidos ao poder por aquilo que foi claramente urn processo

genui'namente democrdtico. Tanto a ocasiao em si, como as
circunstancias ä sua volta, foram euforicas. parecendo confirmar a
no^äo de que a Zambia, tal como os outros pafse.s em Africa, estava a
atravessar uma transformagao democnitica. Nessa altura, aclamamolo

como

a qua! o estado pds-colonial
limitagoes inerentes (e portanto o seu
recurso ao estado de partido unico) como o meio de resohi^'do
da Queståo Nacional. Mas através deste novo despertar de
uma sociedade civil que irå cada vez mais exigir a prestaqåo
decontas por parte dos governantes, e uma maior participaqäo
e didlogo no desenvoMmento do proces.w politico, o estado
pos-colonial estå gradualmente a ser tran.sformado. Esta é a

O ftm de uma era
demontrara as siias

essencia

daquilo

durante

que

chamamos de processo democrdtico; a

interacqåo entrc o estado e a sociedade civil, com esta ultima
surgindo como uma expressäo das intimeras votes, organizaqöes

civis,partidos egrupos que constituem uma sociedade vihrante;
pretendo comer e impedir os e.xcessos do estado... (Editorial,

Sadly, the events in Zambia in the period since then might suggest that
analysis was wrong; hardly three years later, we were almost
contradicting our own analysis:

1991/92).
Zambia no periodo que dal se
seguiu sugerem que a nossa anälise estava errada. De tal mancira que
em menos de trés anos estävamos a contradizer-nos a nös pröprios;

inherently weak government that can. within a periodoftno
of its existence, lose II numbers of its Cabinet through
resignations. But is this an indictment on the leadership ofPresident
Chiluba alone or the final exposure of the MMD as an opposition
expediently put together and therefore lacking an organic thread,
direction and real purpose as to the manner in which Zambia
should he restored and transformed? A little more time will tell!
(Editorial, SAPEM, Vol. 7, No. 5, Feb., 1994).

É urn governo täofraco que. cm dais anos de e.xistencia.perdeu
11 dos .sens membros. Mas serå esta apenas uma incriminaqäo
contra a lideranqa de Chiluba ou a denuncia final do MMD
como uma oposiqåo feita å pressa, c portanto isenta de uma
linha organica, de direcqao. e de urn verdadeiro ohjectivo no
que respcita å forma como a Zambia deve ser restaurada e
transformada? O resto. o tempo o dirå! (Editorial. SAPEM,

our

It is an

years

So in
we

our

euphoric acknowledgement of the 1991 General Elections,
and content

had almost overlooked the basic lessons about the nature

SAPEM. Vol. 5. N'^s 3/4. Dez./Jan.,

Tristemente,

os

acontecimentos

na

Vol.7,N'>,5.Fev., 1994).
no nosso reconhecimento euforico das elcigSes gerais de
1991, omitimos as li(;öes bilsicas sobre a natureza e contetido deste
Portanto,

estado pds-colonial: que

é baseado essencialmente na continuidade

that it is based essentially on a continuity that
is almost defiant of change and transformation: and that it is also a vehicle
for either the reproduction and circulation of the same post-colonial elite
and its compradorian class, or the emergence of new opportunists in this

que quase recusa a mudanqa e a transformaqåo: e que é tambcm o
vei'culo tanto da reproduyTio e cimulajao da mesma elite pos-colonial

neo-colonial

ligoes a serem tiradas da experiencia zambiana sao tao
É necessario delinear e tra?ar, a parlir da multiplicidade de
for9as que é a sociedade civil, uma nova plataforma poh'tica e anah'tica
que tenha a capacidade nao apenas de mudar govemos, mas tainbem
de assegurar que a mudanqa em si é sustentada como urn processo
transformativo. Como melhor quebrar esse ciclo vicioso, toma-se um
verdadeiro desafio. tanto ao m'vel analftico como ao nivel politico,
pma as foryas progressistas no nosso continente.

of this post-colonial state:

era.

evident. There is need to devise and design, out of the

is self-

myriad of forces that

political and policy framework that has the
capacity not only to change governments, but also to ensure that change
society,

itself is sustained

classe compradora, como do surgimento de novos oportunistas

ne.sta era

neo-colonial.

Assim,

Therefore, the lesson to be learnt from the Zambian experience
is the civil

e a sua

a new

as a

transformative process. How best to

cycle becomes a real challenge, at both the analytic
levels, for the progressive forces in our continent.

vicious
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break that

and political

as

evidentes.

3

of fighting

LETTERS

in Angola and has pointed out

UNITA as the main party responsible for it.
She has agreed to the resolutions of the

Security Council to sanction Savimbi's
contribution {SAPEM, Vol. 7, No. 11, August
1994), when he says thatFrance decided
to face the challenge, making clear from the

beginning that her intervention

was

movement and has

strictly all the
2.

France has

strictly

the government of Luanda. She has

and

shown it

space". What

a

big lie! It is quite clear,

French intervention in Rwanda was

a

for

last-

attempt to try to prevent the Rwandese
Patriotic Front (RPF) military victory and force
them to enter into negotiations with the
defeated government. In their (the French
government's) calculations such a move
would have helped them to stop the unknown
trom completely taking over Rwanda, a

political agreement between the parties

allow

a

a process
through which we
few black businessmen to amass

wealth and become the

that

the

whites

same

oppressors

yesterday. If
governments give more money to rich black
businessmen to further develop their
businesses they should also realise that such
monies are not produced by governments
themselves,

these

were

unproductive, but
by the majority of our taxpayers.
as

Mungaze

Nairobi

Zambia

CRISIS IN RWANDA
I would like to

the French

respond to Jaques Migozzi.

ambassador to Zimbabwe's

encouraged the peace
negotiations which have started in Lusaka

since November, 1993. She is

pleased by
made in that direction and

the progress

with the concessions made

by each of
parties in order to reach in the

near

4.

future (at least we hope so) a long-

agreement.

Such an agreement could be jeopardised
if the recent and disturbing increase of
fighting continues and should thus be

guaranteed. Together with the other

Kenya

members of the Security Council, France
will see to it,

MOZAMBIQUE HAS POTENTIAL FOR
ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Now that

elections

However, the international community

primary responsibility for peace. In
spirit, France has always encouraged
them to set up the conditions for a true political
dialogue so that Angola could at last
dedicate herself towards her development.

difficulties that

are

inherent in such delicate

of healing the wounds of hafrage,
having been able to put the interests of
Mozambique before their own individual
ideological convictions. It is this high calibre
of statesmanship that has helped to maintain
the cease-fire in that beautiful country for the
past two years. If only this peaceful
atmosphere could be maintained beyond
the elections, by both parties accepting the
processes

electoral results,

Mozambique could definitely

classic example of reconciliation

and economic

prosperity.

Phenias Chikwere
Harare
Zimbabwe

FRENCH POSITION ON UNITA
August, 1994, published
an article by Fernando
Gongalves entitled" Is
France Supplying Arms to UNITA?" I would like
to inform your readers of France's position on
this matter.

1.

strong UN

27-28 October, I would like to

on

a

a

cannot substitute itself for the parties on which

congratulate both president Joaquim
Chissano and his war-time adversary. Rename
leader Afonso Dhlakama for, despite all the

become

helped by

presence.

Mozambique is moving closer to

The SAPEM issue of

Copper belt

France has

term peace

are

Charles Mbwerere

3.

always maintained privileged relations with
the late president Juvenal Habyarimana. If
not, why did the French troops pull out even

Otliello

February,

should take into account that legitimacy.

the two

I

rather than

by inviting President dos Santos

official visit to France in

situation which would further reduce their
influence in the country, where France had

before the humanitarian crisis could be
resolved?

the economic base of our countries from
which the majority of our people can benefit,

an

1994. She considers that the necessary

time

congratulate SAPEM for bringing up the
issue of economic indigenisation in our
countries, in a more comprehensive manner
(,SAPEM, Vol. 7 No. 11, August 1994). But as
you rightly pointed out, the issue ot
indigenisation as brought about by those
who support it, is a programme designed by
black indigenous people to make them
richer through government handouts and
concessions. In their perception, therefore,
fhe interests of the majority of our people to
have more access to resources do not really
matter. If indigenisation is to be a valid
concept it is important that it is done in such
a way as to embrace the need to
expand

taken against it.
recognised the legitimacy of

humanitarian, that it would be limited in time

knowing France's interventionist policies in
Africa to support its dictatorial allies, that the

ECONOMIC INDIGENISATION

implemented very

measures

France has condemned the new outburst

lies the

that

Jacques Migozzi
Ambassador of France. Harare
Zimbabwe

MINISTERS ARE A BAD EXAMPLE
Africa is increasingly degenerating into a
circus and our ministers are the key actors.

They parade themselves before the people
and lament over the plight of the continent,
yet they are supposed to be planning for our
survival. What do they expect the ordinary
people to say — it is the people who should
be crying and astute politicians with
sustainable visions are expected to invigorate
the people through various forms of
empowerment and participatory politics.
Something must be done urgently to stop this
hypocritical stance of our governments,
before everyone is led into believing that
begging from others and not hard work is the
way forward.
Catherine

Nyamadzawo

Chinhoyi
Zimbabwe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR. P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant,
HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include the writer's full name and address and may be edited for
purposes of clarity or space.
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KAUNDA ON THE COMEBACK
to go and address his followers in
Choma and from there, we agreed to work

once

political paralysis Zambia is experiencing has led people in some
quarters ot Zambian society to cry out for Kenneth Kaunda to come back. On its part, the MMD
government headed by President Chiluba continues to pronounce that it carried out a
political revolution which dethroned a Dictator. To find out more about what has gone wrong

The economic and

government that was elected on a popular mandate, Ibbo Mandaza, Editor-in-Chief
of SAPEM, speaks to Kenneth Kaunda;

with

a

together. It was a very difficult meeting
which lasted for about twelve hours. That is
how the Choma Declaration
from there, we

one-party
lasted

as

So you

moved

was

away

bom. And

towards the

participatory democracy which
republic - 17 years.

the second

introduced multi-partyism with
regrets?

fears and

some

1990, there was pressure for multi-party
politics and we went back. We had put in
place a very difficult structural adjustment
programme and we were beginning on the
In

liberalization of the economy.

There

were

for participating in the
economy when we came to power. At
independence, the only thing we had in the
realm of politics was the United National
Independence Party, the African National
Congress and the churches. The economy
was foreign-owned and so we had to do
something to bring the Zambian person into
very

good

reasons

focus. To this end, we had to use

the state

particularly the establishment of
parastatals through which Zambians might
begin to have a say in the economic life of
the country. But the SAPs, of course,
sector,

undemtined all this and devastated the poor.

able to advise your country of
changes?
Well, most of the people who were bom in
1964 did not experience what UNIP fought
against. They were easy target of the MMD
propaganda — namely, that we had
destroyed the economy and have done this
and that. All these lies were easily believed.
So it was a campaign against us basically
based on lies. I am trying to tackle these lies
in my campaign and my target is the young
people who do not know what we fought
against, those who do not know how much
we worked. We were building primary and
secondary schools, colleges and
Were you

these

Kenneth Kaunda (right) with

Why do
There

you

were

think

you

Lozi King, Mwanawina Lewanika

lost the election?
why we lost the

many reasons

Presidential and General Elections of 1991.
First and foremost, we were not

ready for

elections. We should have held elections in
October 1993 but there

was

pressure to go

back to multi-partism. We had a multi-party

system during the First Republic which
lasted some nine years. We experienced
conflict, which led to many deaths, left
Sapem September, 1994

many preople maimed and property destroyed

during elections, across the political divide.
The old veteran of Zambian politics, Harry
Mwaanga Nkumbula used to come to me at
State House, asking why we were doing
this. “What is happening?” I indicated to
him that it was clear to me that our political
culture had not yet absorbed the importance
of differing politically and remain good
friends. The old

man

Nkumbula invited

me

Universities. These

were

not there.

At

independence, we had a 100 University
graduates. Only 1 120 had done senior
secondary school. All this was strange news
to the 24 year old youths in 1990 and 1991.
5
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We had

time to explain to them.

To begin
with, I thought we should have a referendum

to

no

decide whether

or

not we

wanted

to

change. But then when I realised that we
might go back to the cutting of each other’s
throats, across the political divide, I
recommended to my colleagues in the
Central Committee that we should just go
straight into the multi-party elections and
change the Constitution. I urged UNIP
followers to exercise extreme caution whilst
we were

preparing for elections. But when

the elections came, we

lost.

Were you surprised?
No. I wouldn’t say I was

surprised, but I felt
betrayed. People’s brains were battered.
The MMD launched a campaign I have
never witnessed anywhere else in the world.
It was not Zambian. The minds of people
were bitterly captivated by the campaign
and imagine the impact of lies such as,
“Kaunda has stolen US$6 billion.” They
would say this day in and day out. We
allowed their campaigns to be covered on
both radio and television but ironically, my
current campaigns are ignored because of
the intervention of the MMD government.

here is MMD. He is the chief buyer here

and
very powerful position. This
one is UNIP, and my chief waiter is MMD.”

to

commands

establish whether I could invite my own
Paramount Chief to attend a cwala ceremony

I did all that to show President Chiluba that

of the

Nguni. I couldn’t believe it; It did not

he

make

sense

getting into

a place where he was
the Father of the Nation, young as he

was

now
was.

I

these
even

a

was

were

showing him that I knew that
his supporters, but kept them

in the kitchen at State House. The chief

announced, I sent

ceremony in the Eastern Province? It didn’t
make sense to me. So in the end, I solved the

we

were actually saying,
think that the country is going to

pieces, and we think that Paramount Chiefs
should meet and discuss the political
situation in the country”. But why invite the
Nguni chief through young men? It was

took him around the rest of the State

then revealed that an official invitation would

I gave

him a letter and said, “All that I have
is in this letter.” I then proceeded to
say, “Mr President, goodbye.” My books
were packed by the army. I didn’t
pack
anything. The next thing I knew, I was being
picked up by the police on allegations that I
had stolen books. But the army had packed

be sent to

told you

guest of honour. I sent word to my Paramount

all these books. So I took them to the

ware-

delegation. We did that and many accepted.

house and I stood there for six and

a

hours whilst

half

they went through
They found nothing.

my

books.

What

of

your

departure from State House?

were

two

come through me, to invite my
Paramount Chief to attend a Nguni

“look

services, I shall be there to assist.” Before I
House,

can

boys

puzzle. The chiefs

handling my food every day, but
kept him. It was a lesson that he was
there to learn. I took him to the library and
briefed him on the state machinery, etc. and
said, “Whenever you need me to render any

did? I

armed forces. When the results

own

their behalf and

in that situation. How

I still

accommodation and the reports

Commander-in-Chief of all the

Lozi

to see me on

waiter was

Very little appears in the press. It’s “their
democracy”. They say I was a Dictator, but
does a Dictator give up power as easily as I
was

Cabinet

were

about

the

issue

that you
virtually “homeless” after your

When I

was

elected President and

went to

me

and that I

might be invited

as

Chief and found him

getting ready to go to
Chingola for some other business. He
accepted the invitation. I was very happy
and added another condition that
also

invite

some

we

should

councillors in that

So when did you meet

the Chiefs?

When I

eventually met with the Chiefs in
February 1994, one of them said, “when
you have an old clay pot which cooks well
and you happen to purchase a new silverware
pot, don’t break the old pot because you
don’t know how the new one will perform”.
Another said, “If you have two hoes, one
which is sharp and another one which is

Chiluba
congratulating him and proceeded to

State House, I had no house of my own in
Lusaka. This is still the position despite the

broadcast the results. That is not the mind

allegations that I have US$6 billion. A young

of taking a blunt hoe to go and cultivate,

and

from the ZCTU (Mineworkers Union)
Jonathan Kaunda (no blood relative of mine)
offered me accommodation at a guest house.

then you discover that you have taken the
blunt hoe, you have to go back and collect
the sharp hoe!” Those were wise sayings

But after

from Chiefs. I had informed them that I had

message to

a

language of a Dictator.

Can you comment on the manner in which
you have been treated since you left office?
I have experienced a very difficult time I

man

a

short time, I was asked to get out

blunt; and then one day you make a mistake

settled down to do other work, and asked the

by the government. Fortunately, another
young man called Lishomwa from the

chiefs to

State, who is obviously entitled to certain
benefits, would be treated in such a manner.

Western

on

But it wasn’t easy at

treated.

must say.

alone

I

someone

thought that

anyone, let
who has been the Head of

never

all.

How did you handle
After I broadcast my

it?
farewell

message to
the nation, I went to the state house where I
was

to

expecting Chiluba and his colleagues
an hour’s time. They did not

call within

come

was

until after three hours. All the same, I

patient. When they came, I met President

Chiluba
to

at

the entrance and introduced him

the senior staff at the residence. I told

him, “Mr President Elect, this young man
6

Province, offered

small house. That’s how
The

MMD

campaigning that I
Do you

was a

me use
we

has

of his

have been

continued

Dictator.

think that the way they demeaned
Founding Father of this nation
accounts, in part, for some of the huge
turnouts at your rallies?
I think its more the way they have destroyed
the economy. Initially, I kept quiet until
February this year when some chiefs decided
to open dialogue with me on the way forward.
They sent Sacika who was my last Secretary
you as a

and

give me two more
their request.

months to think

And then what

happened?
My next important move was the trip I made
in July to the Eastern Province to attend the
a ceremony where the Municipality of
Chipata was going to award me an honorary
freeman of the city. I decided to go by road
and saw certain things on the way that
shocked me. By the time we got to Chipata,
I certainly saw problems - piles of and bags
of maize which remained unsold. I

was

told

by the people that there was no marketing
system. It had collapsed. People were now
Sapem September. 1994
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sleeping on the roadside with their cooking

waiting for the never arriving lorries
get their produce for sale in the towns. I

pots,
to

day, 1
that the government

couldn't believe this. On the second
received

a

message

was

boycotting the function and they would

not

allow anyone to go

ahead with the

ceremony.

respond to this?
My response was that I would not feel
offended if the function was called off as I
did not see it auguring well for the
How did you

organisers’ future. The government had
done this and there were very good reasons.
They retorted that when they processed this
at their levels, they got all the cooperation.
They had sent me a copy of the

reply in

permission to hold the meeting
had been granted. Come Friday, there was
no police in sight or even any sign of
government representatives except for the
Mayor, his Councillors and, of course, UNIP
supporters. Because of these unforeseen
cirucmstances, I found myself addressing
the first really ever since I left office as
which the

President Chiluba did away

with the “One Zambia, One Nation” motto

obtaining in the rest of the country.
Then 1 will decide to come back or not.” So
from there, I have been touring the country.
is also

been repeating the same

some,

but there are still some Members

Parliament and Ministers who are

have to sack somebody
foreigners have told you to do it?

dealers. Do you
because

President of UNIP in 1992.

Have you

People made the same call “Please come
back, the country is suffering - we are
suffering - so and so.” People were genuinely
waiting. So when I stood up, I said, “Now
you are asking me to come back?” I was
asking not only the people of Chipata, but
also those of Mongu, Livingstone, Mbala Zambezi to Luangwa - Kabwe to Lusaka.
“Are you the same people I left when I left

message?

What about

I have got only two
provinces left now. North West and Mongu.
When I have done that, I will decide whether
to come into politics or not.

It is

office?” I continued, “When Minister Penza

(the Minister of Finance) in December last
year

(1993) led

a

delegation to the Paris

Club, he was told there that unless President
Chiluba got rid of thieves and drug dealers
in his government, there would be no more
aid for

He

us.

statement at the
we

built

came

back and made a

international airport (which

by the way). There was not a single

reaction from the nation. Zambians have

kept quiet up to now. What is the matter?
They are .so quiet over thieves and drug

still the same people that
from office? Why are you so

dealers. Are you
removed

quite? I

me

am

just asking you to react, make

statements and demonstrations at least.

From

onwards, I am going out into the country
and find out whether what 1 have seen here
now

Sapem September. 1994

Yes, the same mes.sage.

So you
The

have not yet decided?

impression I have now is that I have an

80% mandate to come back but I

don’t want

province for granted. But I
should decide by the end of October, 1994,
whether or not I return to politics.

to

take any

What

are

percent?
put it that way. I have gone

the chances, 90

I would rather

through this very moving experience. The
cries from

people

are

unbelievable.

Why has the MMD failed? It came in on
a popular vote and popular expectations.

people of Zambia when I
argued that the only thing the MMD had was
hatred for UNIP. They had nothing else.
Second, the MMD drained a bank called

First, I warned the

Capital Bank and even the national coffers.
They were stealing. But aparty which comes
to power through the causes of hatred has no
chance of succeeding. Thirdly, they are
dishonest people. They might have sacked

of

drug-

regionalism?
terrifying! The first thing they did when

they came to power was to use Kristaphore,
a white Zambian to remove the “One
Zambia, One Nation” motto. They banned
it on television and radio. The man who was
used

as an

the first

instrument of removing

this was

casualty. They fired him. Now in

disintegration, one casualty was
Minister of Finance, Emmanuel

the MMD
the

Kasonde.
How do you run a

country where

all the

key portfolios are held by one area - Luapula
and Northern province? The president is
from the same area as well as Minister of
Defence, Ben Mwila, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Remmy Mushota, Ministry ofHome
Affairs, Chitalu Sampa, Health, Michael
Sate, Works and Supplies, Kashita, Energy,
the lady Edith Nawakwi and the Luapula
province Minister. I didn’t do that. I believe
in God and there should be no discrimination.
one experience I wish should never be
repeated again; but otherwise, it has been
the practice that all key political portfolios
go to different provinces. We made a mistake
at one time, because 1 had not realised that

It is

7
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people had made fictitious alliances which

children. The Chitemene system requires

resulted in

that

a

situation where the President

and the Vice ended up

coming from

one

region.
Has this subject arisen in your rallies? Do

people

see

this?

Yes, indeed.
What is your attitude towards the other
smaller parties; for example, the National

Party?
The National Party is very progressive in its
character. Some of their members are

moving with

parties?
back into politics, we have to
back to politics of national unity.

If you get a 90% acclaim from the nation
that you have to stand, will you be

standing?
Yes, certainly.

lecturers

working on that. They are looking
the mistakes that we made look at for
-

instance the question of culture.

In Northern
Province, Luapula, for example, our people
were used to cutting trees for Chitemene
(slash and bum) and we really had succeeded
to move them away from that system. The
last time I went there, people were
complaining. They are now required to pay
school fees.

Now, when the

man in charge of the
manufacturing, tell us that
Zambia has lost 21 000 jobs ever since the
MMD came to power and we are
experiencing the devastation that is taking
place in the field of agriculture, the future

industries and

looks bleak under the MMD. The whole

of marketing

has collapsed.
The MMD politicians gave each other
buying agencies for maize. Some got half a
crops

billion Kwacha from government, to buy
the maize, but instead of buying maize from
these poor

people, they put that money into
treasury bills to earn interest for themselves.
How do you think like that when you are a
leader? In some parts of the country, people
have gone back to the Chitemene. One officer
told me that this does not only damage the
environment and prepare the land for
desertification, but greatly affects the
8

continent? Is it the

leadership's lack of

are the people who when we were
supporting our brothers and sisters in
Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
South Africa etc. condemned us. They
condemned us as spending too much time
on foreign affairs. Either you are a Godfearing human or the other way round. I said
this even to people in the Soviet Union

when I

And you have broad ideas certainly as to
what you want to do?
I think I am very clear. There are University

system

for the decline of the

Zambian image, a country that hitherto
has been in the forefront on the African

These

alliance

If I try to get

at

How do you account

vision?

us.

Do you think there will be an
between UNIP and such smaller

go

people move miles away from their
villages to areas where there are trees. They
build shelters there, leaving the children on
their own in the villages with nobody to feed
them. Devastation is not only in the
environment of trees, but also among human
beings.

Did

went to see

Brezhnev.

people criticise the labour leaders?
people did not. I would expect that the

The

labour leaders will be

at

the forefront of

campaigning for the liberation of Africa.
They were not. They were hell burnt on
condemning us because we were supporting
the liberation. I think they have carried that
short-sightedness into today’s world and
they are paying for it.
I believe there have been

complains from
leadership that you continue to be
given a high profile in neighbouring
countries. South Africa, Zimbabwe, etc?
When I go to these countries, it is very
touching because those countries would not
have been what they are today without the
support of the poor Zambians. I am only a
symbol of that support. I am nothing. I was
only fortunate enough to be in a position of
leadership at that time. It could have been
anyone else. The young man that I brought
up Vernon Mwanga is going out of the
country to speak against me. I know that. It
is not important at all.
the

is Nigeria. By now, Nigeria should have
become a world power. It has al 1 the elements

become a world power not to devastate
other countries, but to help Africa. With
to

South Africa

becoming what it is now, and
had made it, we would be moving
somewhere. South Africa is the engine, not
only for a small region, but Africa as a
whole. I only wish SADC/PTA were brought
together. Then you have an internal market
of about 40 million people. You have some
of the cheapest necessities on earth in the
region. Y ou have the engine of South Africa
to pull the train of development. And it is a
wonderful opportunity. People are being
if Nigeria

narrow-minded.

So you see a wider market?
I have said that, but I don’t know how others
see

it. I

soldier

hope it’s not too late. We must
I suppose and see what happens.

on

What do you see as your role now?

back from the 1967 border confl ict between

Somalia and

Kenya. I went and succeeded.
challenges in that encounter.
When the Kenyan government used a word
that offended the Somalian delegation, I
remember saying to Mzee Kenyatta, “You
are old enough to be my father and I will
never have an
opportunity to rebuke you
except now. So I will use this opportunity to
remind you that don’t use such words on
other people,’’ after which he said, “Alright
Kaunda, I agree” and he laughed. 1 have also
gone to South Africa meeting John Vorster,
Botha, De Klerk and the Portuguese leaders
in the case of Mozambique. Indeed, we
There

were

were

honoured. The late Samora Machel

and his delegation
are

used to come here. These

just examples. I also went to South

Africa when the Chaimian of the National
Peace Committee invited

me

to

mediate

between the ANC and Inkatha. So these
have

PTA/Comesa?

in the Liberia conflict. I sent a mes.sage

It is

a

are

real disaster. When dawn

set on

continent with South Africa becoming
it is

a

the

free,

great event that has no precedent and

what

we need is to unite. My only regret on
the continent, besides what has been

happening in Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, etc..

see

to facilitate my involvement in world
peace
efforts. I have experience in that field dating

your views on the decision by
SADC leaders to break away from the

What

I

you have this Peace Foundation.?
I established the Peace Foundation in order

happened and it’s work 1 would like to
do. President Carter invited me to participate
in November,

back

1992 indicating that I must be

acceptable to all the participants. That was
only chance to tell it as it is. What I am
saying is that this is the type of work that has
interested me so much and 1 will participate
in peace efforts anywhere in the world.G
the
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KAUNDA’S MOVES SEND

SHOCKWAVES INTO MMD
Claudia Samutumwa

M

ARY TEMBO groans.

It is first
light in the small hours of the
morning and she has to get up

During his 27 years
of one-party

rule, the

economy

and rush to the main national home stores

deteriorated,

the

in the

infrastructure

was

city centre to join the queue of
other women before day-break.
Does she have a choice? Not doing so will
mean depriving her family of such basic
commodities

consumer

as

mealie meal

down, while the

run

inconsistency in
policies
left the country with

economic

virtually

(staple meal), cooking oil, sugar, salt,
washing powder and bath soap.
Such was the order of things in the 1980s.
Tembo’s plight was uniform of many
Zambian families for some 27 years of one
party rule under former president Kenneth

major parastatals
heavily dilapidated.
Over-protection of
parastatals, coupled

Kaunda.

with

Three years after Kaunda’s defeat in the
country’s first multi-party elections,
Zambian women can walk proudly into
shops to purchase whatever they need. But

reinvestment in the

defiant to the end, Kaunda still has the

temerity to

announce a

comeback.

And the women? Is it back to the ravages
of the 1980s where they had no option but
to

trade their bodies to the so-called ward

councillors in

exchange for favours to
purchase goods?
Now that goods are in abundance, Kaunda
says it does not help to have the goods
flooding the shops and not afford to buy
them,

so

he must return and contain the

situation.

Satisfied with his terminal benefits, the
former

president says he wants to return to
politics because the new government has
brought about suffering.
News that Kaunda intends to return to

active

politics has hit the streets with mixed
feelings and the whole idea of him coming
back to

run

the affairs of

a

nation whose

he is said to have helped to wreck
is seen by many as more repulsive than it
already is.
economy

Sapem September, 1994

no

investment and the

the

lack

of

long term, resulted in
dispensing of
shoddy services and
poor products and
generally leaving the
economy closed up
the

i

with controls that left
all investors with

tfi

I

no

conducive climate to

f

operate as viable
Kaunda: his comeback has sent shockwaves into the MMD

entities.
While

quality

pro-

duction is the main thrust of any economy,
Zambian manufacturers had failed to

produce quality goods that could even be
exported to neighbouring countries, while
the little profits realised by parastatals were
diverted to finance UNIP’s political activities
and Kaunda’s grand birthday parties.
With the Movement for Multi-Party
Democracy (MMD) coming into power in
November 1991, the government set itself
with the task of repairing the run down
infrastructure, embarked
a

on

what it

viable economic programme,

up

the

economy.

saw as

and opened

These

days, it depends on how much
has to purchase either the
imported goods or the locally produced
money one

items. But with the current economic refomis

exerting pressure on the economy,
parastatals are failing to cope, and many
have closed down. Under the previous
regime, each time parastatals experienced
financial problems, they were bailed out by
the government, which simply authorised
the central bank to lend them

more

money.

Because of Kaunda’s failure to implement
sound economic
essential

policies, shortages of
goods and commodities were a
9
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permanent feature that

back has

emergence

in

later gave rise to the
of black marketeering and
his memory can

be, Kaunda
thinks the glory of his reign during those 27
years and the miseries he created for the
people can be forgotten in just the three
years this government has been in power,”
said a prominent politician and economist
in Lusaka recently.
as

been taken

UNIP, with

one

Kaunda. Zambia

kindly by officials

Congress of Trade Unions
president, Fackson Shamenda, says Kaunda

section within the party

led

smuggling.
“Short

not

Kaunda has been

on

a

nation-wide

campaign trail he claims is designed to
consult people on whether they want him
back in power. Kaunda’s rallies have been
fairly well attended, at times fighting
erupting between his supporters and those
of the ruling party.
It is not clear if Kaunda’s bid to return to

active

politics will be within the framework
of his Old Grand Party, UNIP, or he intends
to do it as independent. However, his come¬

by Kaunda’s son, Wezi, outrightly
supporting his return while another, led by
party president, Kebby Musokotwane,
believes Kaunda’s bid to regain power will
result in unnecessary tensions within the

should

simply enjoy his handsome temiinal
play his reserved role of an
elder statesman and only intervene in times
of crisis, in conjunction with the government.
benefits and

Kaunda’s opponents

party.
Kaundaclaims that the new government’s
for the

people, and at one political meeting
he broke down and cried, saying people
have

pay

for

to

pay

morgue

for medical care and even
facilities in the event of

death.
The MMD government appears to be
undeterred, maintaining that all it needs is to

keep

an eye on Kaunda’s activities. The
trade unions, which had been under the

leadership of the current president before

freedom

his elevation, have also vowed to oppose

democracy,” Kaunda said.Q

some
some

on

charging that the former president has not
retired from active politics. But Kaunda has
warned that failure to pay his terminal
benefits would set a bad precedent, because
Chiluba himself will one day retire from the
presidency.
And he maintains that he is simply
exercising his inalienable constitutional
rights: “Although my return to active politics
has provoked threats, I am entitled to

economic policies have resulted in hardships

now

have called

government to suspend his terminal benefits,

of

choice

under

the

new

things last forever
opportunities don’t

Good

training will last you a lifetime so don’t let the
opportunity to focus on your future pass you by consider the Speciss Group for all your training
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is indicative of the commitment and energy that

has
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-
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Speciss

organisation.
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clandestine arms shipments to the Gulf prior

MOZAMBIQUE
ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
KICKS OFF
Campaigning for October’s
multiparty elections in Mozambique
began on September 22, with the two major
political parties vowing to win the elections.
Incumbent president Joaquim Chissano
kicked off his campaign in Zambezia
province, while his main rival, Renamo
leader Afon.so Dhlakama, campaigned in
the northern province of Nampula.
MAPUTO

—

first

The elections, due

for October 27-28,

are

being contested by 12 political parties and
coalitions, and 11 presidential candidates.
Initial observations indicate that the main
contenders in the 250-member Assembly of
the

the

Republic, the country’s parliament, are
ruling Frelimo party and its main rival,

growth rate over the past year, has been
built on a fragile base of volatile coffee
prices, uncertain investments, and a small,
but growing base of non-coffee exports.
Under the government’s programme,
Uganda hopes to achieve a 5.5 percent
growth rate over the next year, while
bringing down inflation from about 16
percent last year to 7.5 percent over the next
12 months, and five percent thereafter.
It also aims to reduce the budget deficit to
7.7 percent of the country’s GDP.
To do this, the programme calls for

For the

presidency, Chissano and
are

seen

as

the favorites.

According to Mozambique’s electoral law,
a presidential candidate will have to poll at
least 51 percent of the vote in order to be
declared the winner. Failure to achieve that
mark will necessitate

a

The poor are

expected to be cushioned

against some of the effects of these measures
by arresting inflation and by earmarking

specific

programmes

for basic social

services, the IMF said.

ARMSCOR ACCUSED OF

SUPPLYING WEAPONS TO
YEMEN
A

has

JOHANNESBURG

candidates.

developed between the South African arms
manufacturing company, Armscor, and
defence minister Joe Modise, over an illegal
shipment of arms to Yemen.
Armscor produced an “end user’’
certificate showing that the vessel carrying
the AK-47 shipment had sailed to Lebanon.
However, the manager of Elithe Shipping,
a Danish company based in Copenhagen
denied Armscorclaims, saying emphatically
that the ship’s final destination was Yemen,
with a bill of lading marked “special goods’’.
According to the Johannesburg Weekly
Mail c6 Guardian, the Elithe Shipping
company is alleged to have been a regular
supplier of weapons to the government of

MILLION LOAN
WASHINGTON

—

The International

Monetary Fund (IMF) has approved a
three-year US$175 million loan package
to

I

SOUTH AFRICA

voting between the two most voted

IMF CLEARS US$175

support ongoing economic

reforms in

Uganda.

provided by the IMF’s
Adjustment Facility
(ES AF), which provides highly concessional
loans to the world’s poorest countries
implementing IMF-backed reform
The funds will be

Enhanced Structural

programmes.
The IMF said

Uganda had made
progress” in restructuring its
economy since 1987, but warned that recent
strong perfomiance, including a 4.5 percent
“considerable
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Under the

apartheid regime. South Africa

supplied large quantities of AK-47s to
Renamo and Unita rebels in Mozambique
and Angola.
Another, is that the weapons could have
originated from ANC caches that were
recently handed over to the government.
also

restructuring of the Uganda Commercial
Bank before it is sold off to private investors.

second round of

UGANDA

Armscordoes not

reductions in the civil service and a

Renamo.

Dhlakama

the allied invasion of

Iraq in 1991.
officially produce AK47 rifles, and questions have been raised as
to the correct origin of the shipment. One
explanation is that these may be weapons
captured by South African forces during
their campaigns in Angola and Namibia.
to

Iran in the

1980s and

was

row

apparently

involved in Colonel Oliver North’s IranContra deal.
It is also

suspected that because one of its
operated from Cape Town, the
may have been involved in

vessels has
company

ZIMBABWE
“MEET THE PRESIDENT”
Zimbabwe’s president,
Mugabe, denounced companies
which are not promoting women to top
managerial positions, and supported the
call by the women’s wing of the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) that
women on maternity leave should be paid
their full salary.
Mugabe was addressing human rights
activists and representatives of women
groups in Zimbabwe, during the “Meet the
President’’, a forum organised by the ministry
of national affairs and employment creation
to allow members of civil .society to air their
opinions directly to the president.
HARARE

—

Robert

A number of

women

activists

were

very

critical of the

president’s remarks on the
question of culture and the way it is u.sed to
oppress women. They felt that Mugabe was
paying lip-service to the issue of women’s
liberation, and that in his heart he prefers to
prop up the traditional system of authority,
as reflected in his paying tribute to the
chiefs (who all

happened to be male)
attending the meeting.
Mugabe took the opportunity to remind
all present, that he was amused by women
criticising the habit of having women dance
and often kneeling when meeting him and
foreign dignitaries at the airport. He
remarked that the majority of women in the
meeting knelt as a sign of respect in their
own homes, but would want to pretend that
this does not happen to them. □
II

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

BACK TO TOYI-TOYING IN SA
Gift Siso

J

ULY 28, it is back to the

toyi-toyi

for South African workers who

are
demanding a speedy
attainment of the “better life for all”

promised them by President Nelson
Mandela and his African National

Congress (ANC).
This comes just three months after the
same workers, under the
tripartite alliance
of the ANC, the Communist Party (SACP)
and the Confederation of South African

Trade Unions

(COSATU, turned out
massively to give a vote to Mandela and the
ANC after several years of toyi-toying for
the right to vote.
Disillusioned with the slow pace of
change, workers have decided to take to the
streets once again to pressure for a quicker
pace in order to reach the promised land of
milk and honey sooner than later.
Workers say they are fed up with their
bosses still treating them as the old kaffirs of
the apartheid era, five months into the new
South Africa. They say if the bosses are not
prepared to change, they will force change
down their throats by pinching them where
it hurts most, shrinking their profits from
their conglomerates by strike action.
“We are tired of these people still calling
us kaffirs,
sending us on endless errands and
then paying us peanuts; we are not monkeys
as they used to think we lived on trees,” said
one disillusioned worker
picketing outside
one of Raymond Ackerman’s
giant Pick ‘n
Pay supermarkets, which by the beginning
of the month still remained shut,
solution

pending

a

the wage dispute.
A number of people on
to

the ground
expected change overnight. That the
following day after Mandela’s inauguration
there should be tangible change that they
could touch and say ‘oh yes some change
has occurred’.

But short of that,

people are growing
impatient and already voices are rumbling
that the ANC government of national unity
is too soft and cannot get things done.
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Striking workers
The worker

particularly angry at the
apartheid whites were
still in the police force, and still sending
dogs on protestors. “Nothing has changed
fact that the

was

same

old

not

do anything

some

strikers

while others
Mufamadi

about the incident in which
badly bitten by dogs,

were

were

arrested.

referring to the dogs that were set
one of the
many Pick ‘n
Pay supermarkets when they tried to storm

heavily criticised by his
colleague in COSATU, Sam
Shilowa, who demanded to know why had
the minister kept silent on the issue, while at
the same time reminding him that it was the
very same workers who had put him in his
position, in order to change the very evil of

the

supermarket in order to get out strikebusting workers.
Management at the store called the police

the South African Police.

who,

and that the

in this country, except that Mandela is now
the President and a few of his henchmen are
now

He

on

in Parliament,” he said.
was

strikers outside

on

arrival, unleashed their dogs onto

the strikers.

“This is the
whites

must

new

South Africa and these

be told in

no

uncertain terms

that

things have changed,” the worker
mourning the inability of the
new Minister of
Safety and Security, Sidney

demanded,

Mufamadi, himself

a

former unionist,

to

stop the police in their “dirty” tricks.

Mufamadi, seemingly powerless, could

was

former

Shilowa

also

noted

that

police

involvement in strikes should be minimised,

setting of dogs on strikers was
unconstitutional, as the right to strike and
picket was enshrined in the country’s interim
constitution.
“We want better wages. To hell with
slave wages now. This is the new South
Africa and please respect our rights to quality

life and better remuneration for our labour,”
some

of the posters read, as workers reverted

to the old

days of toyi-toyi and freedom
Sapem September. 1994
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But conspicuously absent were ANC
placards and Mandela’s posters which have
always graced similar events before the
songs.

elections.

of strikes that
the country have been called a
slap in the face for the ANC and its
government, and a vote of no confidence in
their leadership and the ability to fulfill the
“wild” expectations of the ANC
In other quarters

the

wave

have swept

constituency.
between the ANC and COSATU could be
the rocks,

if it has not come to the end of

the road.

“These wild cat strikes

are

a

direct

challenge to the leadership of the ANC now
in government and is an acid test of their
ability to deliver on theirelection promises,”
one Johannesburg newspaper suggested in
its editorial.

pains to explain to the
just the opposite, insisting instead,

He has been at

media

that the current

wave

of industrial action

reinforcing the ANC’s
bring about change.

should be
hand to

seen as

He warned that there

were

“elements out

there who were keen to sow seeds ofdivision

between COSATU and the

government who would
alliance

negotiations with management and
COSATU has jumped into the fray to give
impetus to the demands of its affiliates and
the call for a stayaway was viewed as putting
pressure on business to respond positively
to union demands and quickly thrash out
in their

deals in order to avoid
which will

bring the

ANC-led

be happy to see our

collapse.”

The workers themselves and union leaders

strikes have

a measure

after the strike that labour
ministerTito Mboweni stood up and decided
to outline a comprehensive plan to
restructure

the Labour Relations Act (LRA)

which governs the conduct
and employers but the union

of employees
feel it is heavy
weighted against them in favour of the
employers.
“We are embarking on a comprehensive
plan to restructure the LRA to introduce the

employers for a simple wage increase. We
are saying to employers they should also
end apartheid in the factories and shop
floors,” said regional secretary of COSATU
in the Witwatersrand area. Langa Zitha.
Zitha said workers .still complain that
their employers still regard them as subhuman beings, and that what “we are saying
as the workers’ representatives is that this
should come to an end and employers must
realise that it is now a different ball game”.
The suggestion that COSATU was about
to embark on insurrection follows a call by
Shilowa to declare August 8 a national
stayaway day if the current labour disputes
in various sectors of the economy are
as soon as

possible.

Sapem September, 1994

not

But President Mandela, in his intervention,

outright and showed the signs of
he
castigated the strikers and urged them to
demonstrate peacefully, without harming
both people and property, which he said
could drive away investors that his
government was working day and night to
was

very

stress

this has caused his government, as

entice, to
as

and invest in the country.

come

words for the employers

some

well, urging them to

exercise restraint

involving the police, which

and refrain from

he said tended to criminalise a .strike which
was

otherwise

a

legal and democratic right

of the workers.
He would

give the workers a hint on
quicken his pace of
change, to deliver them the promised
not

whether he would

land of

a

better life for all

sooner

than

later.□

democratic
elements emboour

consti-

tution and

ensure

died in

that the LRA

BRINGING THE REGION

was

TOGETHER!!!

friendly to

both sides and not

NAIROBI

just please one
party as is the case

tried

simply engaging the

change means changing attitudes
people and changing attitudes takes a
long time, as long as 10 years,” observed an
analyst.

that such
of

But he had

than that at stake.
not

of disillusionment

in the country.
It was only

now,” Mboweni

solved

abrupt

with the pace of the ANC in effecting change

absolutely clear that their
latest struggle and industrial action is not
just about pay packets but that it was more
have made it

are

national stayaway

stop.

user

“They will say to Mandela, watch out,
COSATU is embarking on insurrection”.

“We

a

economy to an

Although this is being watered down, the

It has also been suggested that the marriage
on

Various unions have reached deadlocks

Karonga
DAR ES SALAAM

said.
Mboweni
to

Mzuzu

too

play down

the fact that the

strikes

were

a

LILONGWE

serious embarrassment to

the ANC.

LUSAKA

^Mangochi

think

“People
change is effected
in the

same

Blantyre

HARARE

way

that

night breaks
from day. They
wanted to

sleep

on

Mandela’s

inauguration and
wake up the following day with a
completely
changed atmosphere. They forget

JOHANNESBURG

air malawi
Africa’s

Contact Air Malawi

friendly airline
or

your

travel

agent for more details.
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LESOTHO: THE KING VERSUS THE STATE
KENEILOE PITS'ANE
N

LESOTHO, all is set and done. But
long w'ill the democratically
elected government of Prime Minister
Ntsu Mokhehle stay in power? Will it
trot till it reaches the Finishing line in
1998 without suffering another ousting?
Recent events in the 1.6 million populated
country, entirely enclaved by the gigantic
South Africa, leaves too many questions

I

how

unanswered.

However, Mokhehle’s re-instatement

to

power by

King Letsie III, who toppled him
on August 17, gives him a chance to prove
his government was credible and legitimate.
Letsie dissolved Mokhehle’s government
the

on

basis

that

it

operated

unconstitutionally and was unpopular.
He appointed a six-member provisional
ruling council which was to prepare for
general elections that would ensure the
establishment of

a government based on
proportional representation.
The king outlined several issues which

Ntsu Mokhehle

(right) the reinstated Prime Minister of Lesotho at his inauguration
last year

he said made him dissolve the government

and

parliament. Among them was the issue

of his father, Moshoeshoe II, whom he
wanted

to

Another

for the

an

unfortunate

position of

ousting

was

that

undertaking be done quickly in consultation
with the royal family and college of chiefs.
The agreement gives Mokhehle no option.
The presidents have put him in a tight
position as he will soon have to work with a
new monarch he appears not to hold in
high

Mokhehle and his government were

separate the two sides in the army, who are

definitely

the

might follow from such

nation,

as

well

as

decisions that

on a bloody collision course —
with all the disastrous consequences which

situation’’.
that it was “quite
clear” that the Lesotho army commanders
had “been overpowered by the rapidly
deteriorating situation”.
Amidst suspension of aid by the United
The letter went on

a

to say

unilaterally.
Although the king himself never said he
toppled the government because of a letter
written by Mokhehle to former South
African President F W de Klerk, requesting
for a peace-keeping force to disarm the
armed forces, his provisional council
singled out this in a statement broadcast
over the national radio, as
being among one
of the major reasons why the king had made

Letsie held a tight grip for
close to two weeks, after returning from the
Pretoria talks with Mokhehle, mediated by
South African president Nelson Mandela.
Mediation efforts by the presidents of

his

South Africa, Botswana and

move.

The letter, dated

January 14, and signed
by Ntsu Mokhehle, read as follows:
“As a result of a rapidly deteriorating
situation in the Royal Lesotho Defence
Force, his majesty’s government.
find
.

14

.

conditions for the restoration of the

having to urgently request the South African
dispatching a
peace- keeping force to Maseru, in order to

operating in isolation, without informing
the sovereign on major issues concerning
warranted his attention, but that were taken

as

constitutional government.
One of the conditions was that Letsie’s

government to help us by

be reinstated.
reason

themselves in

father be

re-installed and

It had become

abundantly clear after the

dissolution of government that the executive

States and Britain, and threats to blockade

was

Moshoeshoe II. “No to the

Zimbabwe,

this

esteem.

the country,

through their foreign ministers and special
envoys, did work at last.
An agreement signed by Letsie and
Mokhehle. before the envoys from the
Southern African trio, provided eight steps

that

not

keen

on

either Letsie Ill

or

monarchy. Ntsu
is president,” chanted supporters ofthe ruling
Basutoland Congress Party (BCP) during
their protest against the king’s action.
The controversy surrounding Lesotho’s
monarchy began in March 1990, after
military strong man Major-General Metsing
Lekhanya announced that Moshoeshoe 11
was, on his own volition, to take up a brief
sabbatical in the United

Lekhanya's central

Kingdom.

reason was

that the

Sapem September. 1994
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King had completely not cooperated
with his government, after
exchanges involving two of his cousins,

former

in any way

their friends and collaborators. Moshoeshoe
was also exiled in the Netherlands by former
prime minister. Chief Leabua Jonathan, in

the 1970s.

Questions relating to the monarchy were
considered a national problem by the leaders
of the three Southern African nations, and

highlighted in their report for
attention by Mokhehle’s
government, which contemptousiy ignored
were

immediate

Appealed

to citizens to

work with love

them.
The agreement to restore

Prime Minister
who directly

Mokhehle was greeted by those
or

Letsie:

behind the

scenes

and trust with
Mokhehle

had worked for it to be

achieved. The Zimbabwean envoy who
mediated in the talks, Stanislaus

Chigwedere, congratulated both Letsie III
and Mokhehle on the historic understanding.
“As we congratulate all, we believe it is
a new chapter and opportunity for Basotho
to recommit themselves to democracy,” he
said.
In his

speech after the signing ceremony,
appealed to Lesotho nationals to

Mokhehle
make

sure

that the past events

make it

imperative for them to rededicate themselves
to peace and development.
He added that the armed forces need to

fully to the rule of law,
upliftment and protection of the constitution
in letter and spirit. The Prime Minister
pointed out that this will promote a firm
base on which to build a stable, peaceful and
happy Lesotho.
King Letsie 111 addressed the nation a
day after the signing, appealing to all citizens

commit themselves

to

“work with love and trust” with

Mokhehle’s government
peace,

“to build genuine

reconciliation, stability and

development of the country”.
He thanked Mokhehle for agreeing before

)

everybody to work with him to build good
governance, and expected the Prime
Minister to do all that was agreed upon,

particularly to work towards the speedy reinstallation of his father.
He said Basotho

expected Mokhehle to
policy that will solve the country's
problems by inviting all sectors of the nation
to participate in dialogue, to give lasting
solutions that will bring an end to the
problems.
font!

a
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“1 regret

that some lives were lost and
convey my condolences to the families”, he

wouldn't solve the
worsen

Refen ing to

said.
The crisis in Lesotho had
the

brought about

unprecedented alliance between one

section of the trade union movement in
South Africa, and the government.
National Union of Mineworkers

The

(NUM)

called on mine managements to immediately

suspend the remittance of wages paid to the
130 000 Basotho labourers working in the
South African mining industry. Such a
measure

could have dealt

a severe

blow

on

of Lesotho, which derives
more than US$32 million a year (about 50
percent of its GDP) from the labour it exports

the economy

to

the South African mines.
The United States

suspended aid
during the dissolution period, said “military
intervention was discussed in the region
how

to

was a

make

lives up to

reflection of frustration

sure

a

proposals for the importation

blockade, Hoffman said it would have

tarnished both South Africa and Lesotho’s

economies. “Worst of all, life would be

difficult,
In

a

especially forBasotho,”he added.
the US government said

statement,

the return to constitutional rule al lowed it to

lift the
to

suspension of economic assistance

Lesotho, and that it

now

looked forward

serious and constructive steps to address
causes of political instability in Lesotho,
to

which can only be remedied through genuine

dialogue and

a respect

for the rule of law.

It is not yet clear what is the position of
the army, as it sided with the king against
Prime Minister Mokhehle. There are

charge d’affairs, Karl

Hoffman, whose country

and that

of

problem but rather

it,” he said.

on

that the Lesotho army

its professional credence. It

speculations that Mokhehle’s letter
requesting for a peace-keeping force,
coupled with the army’s suspicion that he
wanted to bring into the military members
of his former guerrilla Lesotho Liberation
Army (LLA), might have fueled the
hatred.Q
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ZIMBABWE: IT IS “SOCIALISM” AGAIN
Nklluleko Jamela

T

HOSF: who had

come

to Harare

hoping for radical changes at the
top leadership of Zimbabwe’s
ruling party, Zanu(PF), during the
organisation’s second congress recently,
might have gone back home disappointed.
They were, instead, fed with a new dosage
of socialism by president Robert Mugabe,
71, who asserted that marxism-lenninism,
based on Zimbabwe's historical and cultural

experience, was still the official ideology
of the county's largest political party.
The Congress was held under the theme
'Mobilisation for Economic Development',
whose main objective is to mobilise
Zimbabweans for

an

enhanced economic

participation leading to the success of the
government’s thrust of increasing
opportunities for employment creation,

national chairman, Joseph

Msika, the fourth
organisation.
This decision was unprecedented in the
history of the party, since it deprived the
congress of its central and most important
role: charting out the party’s policy and
programme regime for the next five years.
mo.st

senior member of the

Resolutions

on

international relations

were

the

only component that was allowed to be
discussed by delegates at the conference.
The presidency, comprising the four
highest figures in the party, found moral
justification for their veto in theirperception
that while there was general consensus on
land, agriculture and other areas, the ten
provinces were deeply divided over
management of intra-party democracy and
that the changes that were being suggested
were wont to

disturb the hornet's

nest

—

the

took place amid a vortex of
intra-party radicalisation of factions, as
political gurus positioned themselves for
enhanced political power. This was evident,
and had been building up since the previous
congress in 1989, in light of the fact that

seven year old unity accord with Zanu(PF’s)
revolutionary liberation struggle ally, the
Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU),
formerly led by Nkomo, which resulted in
the creation of the posts of two vicepresidents at the 1989 congress, following
internecine armed civil strife in the early
and mid-eighties.
The civil strife that preceded the unity
accord and the subsequent social stability
have swayed the overall strategy of the
ruling party towards overruling any intraparty democratic moves suspected of having
the potential of disturbing the country’s
political stability through a struggle by the
country’s two major ethnic groups— the
Shonas and Ndebeles
for political
ascendancy.
The culture of rabid fear of the pre-unity

while the national constitution

era

election of the

Mugabe, Nkomo and Muzenda as custodians
of national peace, and any opposition to
their supremacy as a threat to stability.
This, though vastly important, has had the
effect of stunting intra-party democracy in
light of the fact that the trio has been provided

black empowennent and the successful

implementation of the IMFand World Banksponsored Economic Structural Adjustment
Programme (ESAP).
One of the congress’s responsibility is to
elect

a

central committee and deliberate

resolutions proposed by the

on

provincial

committees, which then form the basis for
the

party’s policies and programmes forthe
five years. The central committee,
which is the supreme organ of the party
between two congresses, was enlarged from
next

160

to

180 members.

The congress

provides for
president every five years,
the party constitution is moot on the subject,
thus fuelling contests among aspiring
presidential candidates for succession when
Mugabe finally leaves the hot seat.
If expectations among party faithfuls, the
general public and the intelligentsia were
.so high on that score, the recent
congress
dashed hopes of a transparent succession
policy. Di.scussion on the issue was vetoed
at the congress by Mugabe and his two
vice-presidents Jo.shua Nkomo and Simon
Muzenda, with the
16

concurrence

of the

—

has fostered

with

a

national

a

virtual deification of

instrument

to

abort

democracy, in some cases simply to maintain
their own hegemony.
“It is the resolutions on the party and
intra-party democracy as they impinge on
the succession of Mugabe and politburo
members that prompted the president to

veto

the di.scussion and subsequent adoption

of the resolution,”

a source in the politburo.
party’s administrative body, said.
However, there are signs that Mugabe is
slowly conceding to rising pressure for the
gradual disempowering of his co-vice
presidents. He supported a recommendation
by all provinces that both vice-presidents
should not stand for parliament in the
forthcoming general elections, but instead
be appointed non-constituent members of
parliament. This is meant to deprive the vice
presidents an opportunity to directly interfere
in regional politics and thus allow the
emergence of a new crop of politicians.
In Ma.svingo and Midlands provinces,

the

Muzenda has
eroded

seen

his grassroot support

by the popularity of fellow politburo

members and mini.sters of mines and justice,
Eddison

Zvobgo and Emmerson
Mnangagwa, respectively.
In Bulawayo province, Nkomo’s
popularity has wanned in favour of newto the

politburo and mini.sterof home
Dabengwa. However,
irrespective of their curtailed political clout,

comer

affairs Dumiso

the two have used their thunder

vice-

as

presidents to get their way and sway Mugabe
with the threat that intra-party strife and
factions would flourish without them

at

the

helm of the

regions.
A day before the congress, the politburo
met to put pressure on he Zvobgo faction to
include Muzenda’s trio of supporters,
constituted

by speaker of assembly Nolan

Makombe, higher education minister Stan

Mudenge, and Masvingo provincial
Josiah Hungwe, in their
provincial list of candidates for the new
central committee. Zvobgo, supported by
retired air marshall Josiah Tungamirai,
refused to budge and after a lengthy
negotiation agreed to accommodate
governor,

Makombe

only.
Zvobgo thought he had thwarted
the political careers of Hungwe and
Mudenge. he was in for a rude shcK'k
because, on the advice of Muzenda, Mugabe
appointed the duo to the central committee
from among his constitutional quota of eight
But if

nominees.
“Zimbabwean

politicians

are

today

Sapem September. 1994
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gradually radicalising towards a polarised
division of a nationally composed clique of
ex-combatants and their allies and the old-

guard nationalists who are wary of the exfighters and would rather surround
themselves with technocrats and sycophants
through whom they will continue to direct
national politics after their political lifespan”,

one party member said.
The combination of Zvobgo, Mnangagwa,

Tungamirai and former army commander,
general Solomon Mujuru, does not augur
well for the consensus politics that Mugabe
inspires in ageing politicians like the vice
presidents and their proteges. To stem the
tide of radicalisation among ex-combatants,
the divide-and-rule technique was put to
good use by Mugabe, by appointing
Dabengwa and deputy minister of tourism
and environment Oppah Rushesha to the
politburo. Both are ex-combatants.
If Dabengwa could be appointed to the
politburo why was agriculture minister
Kumbirai Kangai, also an ex-combatant,
not appointed to the August Assembly?
Was this meant to protect Mugabe’s crone,
Muta.sa, from opposition in the politburo?
Senior minister of national affairs Didymus
Mutasa was behind the defeat of Kangai by
Zororo Duri as provincial chairman in the
1989 Manicaland provincial Zanu(PF)
elections. Kangai beat Duri for the same
post early this year.
In the case of Dabengwa, the obvious
reason for his appointment to the
politburo
after being elevated to the position of home
affairs minister last year and being elected
Zanu(PF) provincial chairman for
Bulawayo, the capital of the Matebeleland
region early this year, is to provide a buffer
for the protection of vice president Nkomo
from criticism

over

his failure

to ensure

that, ZAPU properties, confiscated by

government during the pre-unity strife, are
returned to former members of ZAPU

military wing who had contributed their
demobilisation funds to buy the farms and
equipment. In addition to this there is an
increasing buzz of discussion in the ruling
party and among former ZAPU operatives
which suggests that Nkomo is stifling further
inquiries into the issue so that he could
quietly negotiate with Mugabe and get
everything for himself and his relatives.
At

a

seminar in Gweru in 1992, Zanu(PF)

secretary

for

finance

Sapem September. 1994

Emmerson

Dumiso

Dabengwa

Oppah Rushesha

Mnangagwa responded to a question about
integration of Zanu(PF) and ZAPU
properties by saying that the issue would be
left to Mugabe and Nkomo to sort out. Up to
now nothing has been ventured as a
possible
answer, leaving the subject a target of illfeeling and wild speculation.
Another subject that is exercising the
minds of the party cadreship is that of party
properties that are never openly discussed
at central committee meetings or at the
congress, thus leaving everything to
Mnangagwa, in his capacity as finance
secretary, and other party directors in the
re.spective companies.
In addition to these .shortcomings, there
seems to be lack of clarity on the slogan that
should be used. At the congress, former
ZAPU members still used their ‘waving
palm slogan’while those of fonTierZanu(PF)
the

stuck to the clenched fist.

According to a political analyst, president
Mugabe is intent on evolving a million of
politicians in Zimbabwe polity that will
defy regional parochialism but instead stand
up to the challenges of national, regional
and international politics. This development
is borne out by the grooming of foreign
minister Nathan Shamuyarira into a
Southern African DevelopmentCommunity
household

fame and his exposure to

international affairs

through his ministerial

portfolio.
With Southern Africa moving towards
integration, there is ample evidence that
Shamuyarira will use that niche to improve
his local political standing.
In the context of the admixture of diverse

political personalities and interest

groups.

that includes TA
and chairman,

Holdings chief executive

Ariston Chambati, in the

enlarged central committee and the retention
of the incumbent politburo superimpo.sed
under democratic centralism,

one

sees

a

conservative

ruling party wary of dramatic
changes within its ranks for fear of the
unknown that might provide an advantage
for the opposition.
Zanu(PF) can at least afford
laurels in

as

far

as

to re.set on its

its rural support

is

concerned in that it has, according to its
acclaimed socialist ideology, strove to
ameliorate their lot through enhanced health

facilities, roads, education and food
assistance

during the 1992 drought. This
by taxing urban workers and
corporations whose dissatisfaction cannot
be translated into meaningful voter
opposition, since the urban voter population
compri.ses less than twenty five percent of
was

done

the overall votes.

However,

voter

reaction

in Zimbabwe has never been class conscious
since there is a cross reliance of intrinsically
every

worker and his rural relatives with

a

strong bias towards rural perspectives.

Indigenous businessmen, through the
Indigenous Business Development Centre
(IBDC) and the Affimiative Action Group
(AAG), are more or less Zanu(PF) supporters
in that

a

majority among them hold positions
and in the party’s various

in the party
committees.
An IBDC

representative told the congress
being distributed to
them did not suffice because the organisation
had applications for US$150 million for
their members. A Zanu(PF) committee on
that the US$5() million
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indigenisation has been formed and is
working closely with the IBDC. With the
ruling party so much in economic cahoots
with indigenous businessmen the opposition
is thus left in the cold in this

SAFES BOOKS
NOW AVAILABLE

SAFES TRUST

area.

In his report to the congress, Mugabe said
the government is currently in the process

STATE AND DEMOCRACY SERIES

of procuring

five million hectares of land to
bring the tally to 8,3 million for resettlement
purposes as enunciated in the party policies
before and after independence in 1980 —
Land is

at

the centre of Zimbabwe’s

indigenisation and is wont to ensure that the
party maintains its sway well into the 21st
century.
“Let’s make this congress a launchpad for

winning next year general elections”,
Mugabe said at the occasion. While it is
generally obvious that Zanu(PF) will win
with a wide margin because of its superior
financial

and

resource

opposition parties

are

endowments,

doing themselves

SOUTH AFRICA: THE CHALLENGE OF
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CHANGE
Edited

South

Africa: The Challenge of Change analyses the
problematic inheritance left by 48 years of unified white
supremacy. The classic results of settler colonialism —
dispossession from the land, malnutrition, racialism,
discriminatory access to schools, health and welfare —
t>> N
Maphui
challenge the new government. It is a work of African
scholarship, bringing together the writings of the new
South Africa's researchers alongside the diaspora of our academics who established
their reputation in exile, such as Sam Nolutshungu and Bernard Magubane.
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harm than

good by concentrating on
their divisions instead of uniting to press for
the repeal or amendment of the Political
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opposition has a total of three seats while
the Act stipulates that a party must have 15
seats before it is funded by the state. Under
this law the ruling party is the only one to
qualify, having been awarded last year more
than

US$4,6 million from the

state

coffers.

a majority of them, did not
interest themselves in the deliberation on

Delegates,

the amendment to the constitution but
more

were

interested in the elections and their

resolutions. Did they go home adisappointed

lot?

NO. For
at

a majority of them the congress
least enabled them to visit Harare and mix

with individuals

they could

in their lives. There
to see

was

also

an

various cultural dances,

and sway to

have met
opportunity

never

hear songs

throbbing drumbeats that

punctuated the occasion.
In the final analysis, the wrangling in
Masvingo province that was brought to the
congress, the confusion in Harare province,
counter accusations and compromises that
ensued
can
safely be taken as
instrumentalities of democratic participation
which should be tolerated foras long as they
do not literally split the party.□
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COLONIALISM AND EDUCATION IN
ZIMBABWE

Rungano J. Zvohgo
The current debate

education in Zimbabwe

today
largely around the fundamental question:
KDUCATION f
“Where are we heading to?” Educationists, economists
and even politicians admit that as things stand, the future
is difficult to predict. Education refomi programmes
implemented since independence have not resolved the
problems of youth unemployment, poor economic
perfomrance and public disillusionment with social and
economic policies. This book argues that perhaps the question people ought to be
debating is: “Where have we come from in our quest to get somewhere?” Dr.
Rungano Zvobgo argues that planning education for tomorrow requires a thorough
understanding of the forces that, in the first instance, established the system under
reform. Only then can the errors of the pa.st be avoided in building the future. It is
within this context that the analysis of the development of education during the
colonial history of Zimbabwe is an integral aspect of the debate on how toestablish
an education system which can be an instrument for socio-economic engineering.
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SADC AND PTA/COMESA PART WAYS
Fernando

B

Gonsalves
development goals. This explains why it
has become so easy to sign “treaties”,
regardless of whether they are feasible or
not. Mozambican president Joaquim
Chissano went ahead and signed the Comesa
treaty, even though he had openly declared
at the Swaziland SADC summit in July, that
his country had “very little if any economic,

ARELY A year

after signing the
treaty establishing the Common
Market of Eastern and Southern

Africa (Comesa), there are grow ing signs
that Southern African leaders may not
see

their

membership in the organisation

through.
At the annual summit of heads of state of

the

trade and cultural contacts” with non-SADC

Africa

Southern

Development
Community (SADC), last month in
Gaborone, the organisation’s executive
.secretary Kaire Mbuende advised, and got
the approval of member states, to pull out of

PTA members.

SADC

the 22-member Preferential Trade Area

(PTA), the original economic grouping that
gave

birth to Comesa, and to which all but

two

members of SADC

South Africa

are

—

—

Botswana and

affiliated.

South Africa

joined SADC last month,
becoming the 11th member of the regional
economic
grouping that was originally

SADC, further improvement of equal-

established to counter its economic

partner relationships

dominance and

the most favorable

political destabilisation of

Southern Africa.

South Africa’s decision to

join SADC
institutions attempting
to develop regional economic cooperation
is not surprising, considering that SADC is.
in reality, an expansion of the Frontline
States group, which played a major role in
the dismantling of apartheid in South Africa.
Regarded as Africa’s economic giant.
South Africa has been sought after to join
every
international and regional
organisation, and its option for SADC, which
in view of the latest developments clearly
excludes it from joining PTA/Comesa,
seems to have caught PTA/Comesa officials
in Lusaka by surprise.
At no point, since the ANC victory in
April this year, has the new government of
national unity in South Africa indicated its
interest to belong to the wider trade
arrangement that is represented by the PTA/
ahead of many other

Alfred Nzo

with the G-7, and gain
the

European
Union. At no point did he mention the desire
to join PTA/Comesa, at least in the
access to

immediate future.
The

SADC decision, without

consultation with the PTA, has cut

a

prior
deep

wound in the

already strained relations
organisations.
Just a few days after South Africa was
welcomed into SADC, Ethiopia’s minister
of external economic cooperation.
Abdulmejid Hussein, who is chairman of
between the two sister

the PTA/Comesa council of ministers,

traveled to South Africa in

effort

to

an

apparent

persuade Pretoria to change their

mind.
The simmering dispute between the two
organisations is simply a reflection of the
lack of vision on the part of the respective
leaders as to what must constitute regional
economic cooperation and integration.
African leaders have tended to divert their

Comesa.

efforts and attention from the main thrusts

Speaking before the Senate in Cape Town
August 11, foreign minister Alfred Nzo
outlined some of South Africa’s foreign
policy priorities as a greater participation in

of the organisations they form, transfonning

on

Sapem September. 1994

them into

mere

decorated with
devoid of any

politicians’ talk shops,
diplomatic niceties and
substantive economic

was

formed in 1980, with the main

objective of reducing the region’s economic
dependence on South Africa, at the time
ostracised because of its apartheid policies.
The PTA was formed in 1982, ostensibly
to promote a vibrant cycle of growth through
the promotion of trade and commerce to
further boost production capacities of its
members. The treaty establishing Comesa
was signed in November 1993, but so far
only nine members have deposited their
instruments of ratification, while three others

advanced stage

in the ratification
Eleven members are required to
ratify the treaty before it comes into force.
The decision by SADC members to pull
out of PT A was justified as the need to avoid
duplication and overlap. “The summit, after
examining the different options, opted for
the .separation of the PTA into two; PTA
South consisting of SADC and PTA North
consisting of non-SADC member states,”
at an

are

process.

said the SADC executive .secretary.
There was no timeframe for

the

implementation of the decision, but
Mbuende said it was definite from the point
of view of SADC, as the option for merger
between the two organisations was “out of
the agenda in as far as SADC is concerned”.
It had long been felt amongst members
and donors alike, that the two organisations
had been duplicating each other, and
suggestions were made to split the two, with
countries to the north of Tanzania forming
one

bloc distinct from SADC, but with the

two

complementing each other.

The recommendations

by

a

study conducted by

were

reinforced

a team

of experts
19
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jointly appointed by the two organisations,
and charged with finding ways of effecting
“harmonisation,

rationalisation

finance for the

project if it tells its creditors
the

that repayments will be made through
sale of electricity to South Africa.

and

coordination” of their activities.

However, South Africa’s option to join

The team recommended six steps that
could be taken to resolve the issue of

SADC and the latter’s decision

to break

preferential status; 4) complete
separation of the two groups; 5)

away from PTA/Comesa brings some great
challenge to the organisation, if its objective
to remain viable in the long-term is to be
realised. With a US$8 billion budget and
400 projects to administer, SADC largely
depends on aid.
This is in sharp contrast with the PTA/
Comesa, which hopes to finance its activities
mainly through membership subscriptions
and the business transactions amongst its

rationalisation and harmonisation of both

members. PTA/Comesa has established

organisations’ activities; and 6) recognition
of the PTA/Comesa as providing the

clearing house based in Harare, it has a
bank, and travelers within the region can

duplication. The recommendations outlined:
1)

Coexistence

between

the

two

organisations, “but through harmonisation,
rationalisation and coordination” of their

activities; 2) Merger of the groups; 3)
Existence of both

organisations, but with

individual countries free

to

accord each

other

institutional

framework

for

the

settle their bills

Kaire Mbuende

establishment of the African Economic

Community, as outlined in the Abuja Treaty.
Except for the fourth option, which clearly
indicates that SADC members maintaining
dual membership should disengage from
the

FTA/Comesa, and option two, which

explicitly calls for a merger, the other
options were ambiguous and, in the words
of an African diplomat, reflected the experts'
awareness

of the sensitivities that

inherent in the

are

dispute between the two

organisations.
Officials from both SADC and PTA/

Comesa

are

serious

adamant to admit

publicly that

has

developed between their
organisations, but PTA/Comesa officials
conceded recently that there has been a lot
of “negative reporting” in the media, which
worked to the detriment of regional
cooperation.
They maintain that contrary to some media
reports. South Africa was “actively
considering” the issue of joining PTA/
Comesa, and that the government in Pretoria
had established a .study group to look into
the issue. “I was encouraged by the business
community in South Africa; they are
convinced they have more practical
advantages to gain from PTA/Comesa,”
a

one

row

PTA/Comesa official said.

Expectations by

the South African

business community that their country would

join PTA/Comesa may have been justified
by their desire to have access to a larger
market than that already in existence in
20

a

using the organisation’s
cheques. Its treaty constitutes a
comprehensive framework for free

travelers’
more

Southern Africa.

However, South African diplomats
maintain that Pretoria’s decision

to

join

PTA/Comesa, rests squarely with the
government of

president Nelson Mandela,
not with the business community. One South
African diplomat was non-committal;
“Consultations within cabinet are underway,
but

decision has been made

yet.” A
of avoiding an issue that
has lately become so sensitive.
SADC members, though weary that their
powerful neighbor will inevitably set the
political and economic agenda in the region,
they are not willing to let it go, one reason
being that they stand better chances of
recognition by the world’s major economic
powers if in association with South Africa,
rather than as small, bankrupt entities.
no

convenient way

cross-border trade. None of these is

to

be

found in SADC, 14 years after its inception,
and the organisation is still battling to find
a common

formula

to

allow free movement

of its nationals.

However, the fact that

soon

after South

Africa’s admission into the

organisation a
conference of ministers of the European
Union (EU) and their SADC colleagues
was convened in Berlin,
unequivocally
demonstrates that SADC has been chosen
as

of

the main instrument to further the interests
some

of the

most

important western

powers in the region.
As the Berlin conference

German

was on

its way.

foreign minister Klaus Kinkel

declared that it

was

“the start of

a

long

distance run”, and

although the final
not specific on what

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
four times that of the rest of the SADC

declaration

members combined, its exports to
are five times as high as

electricity, water and transport. South Africa

solidify the relations between the two blocs,
it stated that they “solemnly reaffimied their
determination to reinforce their relationship
and to establish acomprehensive dialogue”.
It also identified 12 areas of possible
cooperation between the two blocs,
including the EU’s assistance in the

is involved in the multimillion dollar

institutional transformation of SADC, trade,

highlands scheme to supply water from
Lesotho. It is also keen to restart the import
of electricity from Cahora-Bassa in
Mozambique, and Mozambique stands
better chances of securing international

development, and cooperation in combating

With

a

countries

the ten
what it

imports from them.
Economic experts believe
can be corrected

trade deficit

of services

to

that the huge
by new export

South Africa, such

as

was

immediate actions

were

to

be taken

to

international crime.

Realising South Africa’s economic
potential, the EU had long started courting
Pretoria for a special relationshipthat would
Sapem September. 1994
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J CHIZIANE AMI

SADC leaders

effectively turn the country into

a

de facto

member of the union.

Western

Europe had long reali.sed that

during their Swaziland Summit in August 1993.

this
relationship in our region as a member of the

cooperate. "We recognise and respect

SADC, in

our

continent,

as a

member of the

South Africa’s major pnxiuction—minerals

OAU, and in the rest of the international

part of its exports to Southern
Africa, and that a special relationship
between the EU and South Africa would

community, including the EU.” Nzo said.

—

were

not

facilitate

Europe’s access to such strategic
minerals asgold, platinum, cobalt and diiunonds.
But behind the
members

scenes

the other SADC

successfully managed to steer the

debate away, insisting that any relationship
between South Africa and the EU should be
based

the fact that South Africa is

on

a

member of SADC, and therefore the

organisation must be aware and approve of
any future agreements between the EU and
South Africa. And in South Africa itself, the
ANC-led

government

apparently

understood the nature of the issue at stake,

quickly moved to align it.self with its
long-time allies in the region.
At the Berlin conference foreign minister
Alfred Nzo categorically declared: "We are
an African country... We also recognise and
accept the hand of friendship and support
offered by the EU.”
Nzo also reminded his partners that the

and

EU and the rest of the countries of the

region, Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific
were already bound together by the Lome
Convention, and that it would be within that
context

that his country

SaPKM SEITEMBEtR. 1994

would like to

despite its recent victories (which for
only serve to make its presence
felt), real success of SADC will largely
depend on its ability to radically transform
itself from an organisation primarily
empowered to dispense development aid,
into one that clearly defines its priorities in
tenns of an overall integration strategy that
emphasises on greater and better production,
trade, economic development and regional
security.
For example, the current organisational
structure through which each member of
SADC is exclusively responsible for a
specific area to which it assigns some of its
But

the moment

civil

servants as an

extension of their duties,

may need to be revisited.
South Africa has not yet

been assigned
responsibility, and diplomats in Pretoria
said interdepartmental consultations are
underway in order for South Africa to come
up with a decision as to what sector it would
like to be assigned to.
Mbuende says that amongst those areas
which could be assigned to South Africa,
there is Peace and Security, Science and
Technology, and Finance and Investment.
Currently Angola is responsible forenergy,
any

and Tanzania for trade and
these

are areas

want to

industry, and

in which South Africa may

be involved.

One other outstanding issue

is the Southern

Africa Customs Union

(SACU), to which
five of the SADC members
Botswana,
—

Lesotho, Namibia South Africa and Swaziland
—

are

members. Discussions

are

motion, and it is not yet clear if SACU

still in

will be

transfonned into the core of SADC activities
be disbanded altogether.
Experts believe that the current SADC
structure is counteiproductive, as it becomes
a diplomatic problem to criticise members
who are not doing enough in their areas.
Calls have been made to emulate the Maputobased Transport and Communications
sector, which although assigned to
Mozambique, is run by experts from the

or

various members. In order to facilitate trade
and cross-border investments
sector as

well

as

by the private
give clout to the much-

talked about cultural and historical ties that

formed

some

of the basis for its

existence. SADC will also need to

own

move

fast and reduce visa restrictions amongst
the citizens of the region. Regional

integration in Southern Africa is no longer
subject of academic debate; it is an
imperative if the goals of integrated
economic
development, increased
production, trade and self-sufficiency are
a

to

be realised.□
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RELICS OF WAR HINDER REGIONAL

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Zerubabel Mldzingwa

F

OURTEEN

after

years

independence,

villagers

and

livestock in Matabeleland and

the eastern

on

border of Zimbabwe,

continue to be maimed

by landmines
planted during the liberation war.
Some decades of war in Mozambique,
ending with a peace accord nearly two
years ago, have left an explosive legacy that
still reap a heavy human, social, and

clearing minefields, over a million antipersonnel mines were buried along common
crossing points for Zanla and Zipra freedom
fighters from neighbouring Mozambique
and Zambia, at the height of the war between

much greater than that of their direct victims.

1977 and 1978.

of hundreds of hectares which

The Defence

Ministry’s findings also

reveal that mined

in Matabeleland

With about 10 000 families in need of
land for resettlement in Zimbabwe’s

Manicaland province alone, the government
faces

a

bleak dilemma,

especially in view
are

mine-

infested.

Since

economic toll.

56 kilometre stretch from Deka river in

independence, due to limited
the government authorised the
clearing of certain areas according to their
economic importance. To date, bits of

As part of its war-time strategy, Renamo
used mines to blow up infrastucture like

Hwange to Mlibizi camp along the Zambezi

minefields have been cleared

river.

the construction of roads, installation of

bridges and railway lines, some of which
still need costly repair. The main rail line

province, areas laid with landmines include

from Dondo and its branch

a

to

the Sena

in Central Mozambique,
to the Moatize coalmines in

sugar estates

running

up

include

areas

87-kilometre belt

covering
Victoria Falls and Mugayi grid, and another
an

In Zimbabwe’s Eastern Manicaland

35-kilometre stretch between Cahora Bassa

dam in

Mozambique and Rwanga river in
Nyamapanda. in Northeastern Zimbabwe,

Northwestern Tete, is still closed after

another 50- kilometre belt from Sheba forest

sabotage in 1984. According to Human
Rights Watch, it would take two years and
millions of dollars to repair.

to

Land mines

are

also

an

obstacle to

reconstructing the 890 kilometre-long
power line from the Cahora Bassa dam in
Tete, carrying 2 000 megawatts of
hydroelectric power to South Africa.
Some stretches of the line

are

so

dangerous, they will, according to reliable
sources,

have to be fenced off and rebuilt in

parallel. Total reconstruction costs are
estimated at US$125 million. Unexploded
landmines are also a threat to people and
wildlife and impediment to tourists in
Mozambique’s national game parks.
With the mainly anti-personnel mines
remaining uncleared at the end of
Zimbabwe’s

war

of liberation in 1979, the

mines have continued

livestock and

have been killed and

have been

to

kill

or

maim

people. To date, 20 people
scores

of livestock

reported killed in the minefields

since 1980.

According to the Zimbabwean Ministry
solely responsible for

of Defence, which is
22

Leakon Hill, and

kilometre
Other

tract

areas

an

in Bumia
are

additional three

Valley.

75 kilometres of land

resources,

to

allow for

electricity and telecommunication lines and
other infrastructures.
In certain borderlands of

Mozambique,
laid by the
Portuguese army and Erelimo during the
war for independence in the 1960s, by the
there

are

still mines which

were

Rhodesian army in the late 1970s, and by
the Mozambican government and Renamo

during their 16-year-old civil

Muziti Mission and the 50-

war.
Mossurize district, in the Mozambican

grid between Sango border post
Limpopo river to the south-east of
the country. All mined areas have a width of

province of Manica. is said to be inaccessible
through Mozambique. To get to the district,
travellers have to pass through Zimbabwe.

from Rusitu

to

kilometre
and the

no

less than 300 metres.

Between 85 million and 100 million anti-

The

Ministry of Defence in a statement
said: “The mines are still as dangerous as
ever and will cut off the legs of the victims
if stepped on. It may be worth mentioning
that some mines laid in Africa during World
War II are still active 50 years later”.
Though the government of Zimbabwe
has engaged some army personnel for mine
clearing, the unavailability of detailed
information about their actual location and

spacing still remain
because the

stumbling block
former Rhodesian amiy left no
a

records.
Even after

a

war,

landmines continue

claim their toll. Because landmines

deprive entire populations
main economic
number of

resource

access to

—

land

people they affect

to

can

their

—

the

becomes

personnel landmines lie scattered in 62
countries around the world. Africa is the
worst

infested, with ane.stimated 30million

mines spread over
in

18 countries: nine million
Angola, two million in Mozambique and

Somalia, unknown numbers in Sudan,

Ethiopia, Eritrea, Rwanda and Burundi.
In Zimbabwe, the government has
initiated a national campaign to raise about

USS3 million

import specialised mineprotected bulldozers.
But while planting landmines is easy,
clearing them is difficult, risky, extremely
expensive and slow. Most mines cost about
US$3
US$ 10 to produce, but the cost of
clearing them, including support and
logistics, is estimated at US$300 —
US$1,000 per mine.3
to

—
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ZAMBIA: STREET VENDORS INVADE TOWNS
Cheushi Cheushi

I

LLECilAL

street

considered

as

an illegal trade which should not be
compromised, as doing so will only lead to
a much more serious problem which the
government would fail to solve.
Some economists attribute the upswing
of vendors to the hardships caused by the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP)
and other economic policies introduced by
the government which have seen a rise in
inflation, unemployment and falling

is

vending, once
problem, is

minor

a

speedily proving to be Zambia’s major
in the major urban centres, with
the capital city, Lusaka, leading in the
concern

unlawful trading.

Along the corridors of the capital city’s
major roads, the town has literally been
taken over by vendors and hawkers who are
seen busy running their business freely,
much to the inconvenience of passers-by.
To the vendors, corridors and major city
streets are now their “shops” and most of
them

vow not to

incomes.

They add that while SAP has brought
hardships on the common Zambian,
1 iberal isation too, has not created an enabl ing

more

leave the streets as business

environment for manufacturers and the

is lucrative there.
“There is

no

alternative

to street

situation “is what

vending

and society just has to understand and accept

vending”, said one vendor in Lusaka, whose
merchandise ranged from groceries to
clothes and travelling bags.
But

with the massive rural-urban

migration, the city’s streets and corridors
will be swamped with vendors if the current

other
street

city council fathers seem to have no
alternative apart from moving the

vendors to

a new

market in the second

trading area once construction is
complete. But the vendors have vowed not
to leave the streets and corridors, arguing
that their business is targetted at workers in
town who “do not” have time to go to the
markets for their shopping.
“We are rendering a service to that
working class in town who do not have time
to go to the markets and find shops closed
when they knock off from work, while we
are on until very late around 7.00 pm,” said
Emma Songwe, a vendor in the heart of

class

very difficult to walk through as vendors are
all over, making the town appear like an
area

of

disorderly

games.

they have to
operations as
that was their only source of income, legally
established shop owners in the city are not

continue with their present

happy.
“In as much as we understand the vendor’s

plight, I think the council should act quickly
before the problem gets out of hand,” said
Radikbhai Patel, from whose shop windows
some vendors hang their merchandise,
thereby obstructing customers from
displayed items in his shop.
But Minister of Local Government and

Housing, Bennie Mwiinga, says street
vendors are not a problem “because they are
a source

of income for the council”, which

or

not the

vendors and

equivalent of US$ 1,4

everyday.
The Zambian Chamber of Commerce and

are

experiencing,

people moving from industrial development
to trading”.
Efforts by local authorities in all major
cities

levies the vendors the

Lusaka.
But whether

public nuisance?

But while the vendors insist

situation is not contained.
The

Vendors;

we

to move

vendors from the streets and

corridors have been met with strong

resistance with vendors sometimes resorting

looting and rioting, and attempts to use
as a source of revenue has virtually
failed as many of them get away scot-free
without paying any levy.
A quick survey in the city of Lusaka has

to

vendors

revealed that the local council does not have

adequate manpower to enforce the levies
from the street vendors, who constitute

percent of

Lusaka’s population of 1,9

million.

Perhaps the other worrying factor is that
while in the past, street vending was only
confined to ordinary dry merchandise, the
now even sell fresh
and fish on the streets, pausing a health

peddlers and hawkers
meat

hazard.

Against this background, health experts
registered traders are seriously
advocating a ban and stiffer penalties for
illegal traders.
and

hawkers’ argument isgenuine,theirbusiness
is a public nuisance whose solution has to be

Industry (ZACCI) disagrees with the

hazard that should be addres.sed

found

minister, arguing that “giving illegal” traders

We cannot have

soon.

anything
worth buying from groceries, green markets,

a green light was unfair to the legally
established traders who were paying a lot of

furniture, clothes and hardware.

money to

Their merchandise

now

include

Already the city’s corridors are proving
Sapem September. 1994

the council and for their licences.

The ZACCI maintains that street vending

40

“The sale of meat in the streets is

a

health

quickly.
people taking the law into
their own hands, even if we understand they
have to earn an income for their living,” said
Dr Matilda Ruwe, the city of Lusaka
council’s director of public health.□
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EGYPT: THE HEART THAT GRIEVES
Samuel Sarpong
OR the

discerning explorer, Egypt
disappoint. Its ancient
history reveals a people greatly
advanced in their development, so clearly
visible from the great pyramids at Giza
to the almighty temples of Abu Simbel.
But Egypt is not just about these fine
architectural landscapes. It has a heartache

F
—

will not

terrorism

-

to

contend with.

Any casual visitor would not see this
security situation in
place to ward off any impending threat.
Everywhere one goes, the presence of armed
.security men placed at vantage points is
very much evident.
because of the extreme

Brig. Gen Sherin Ali Fahmi, commander of
security forces. Brig. Gen Omar
Hassan Mustafa, commander of the Suhag
security forces, Lt. Col Mustafa Khalil Touni
and Lt. Zaki Bahgat.
In a .sequel to last April’s killing of Talaat
Yassin Hamman, described by the Egyptian
government as the military commander of
the anti-government Al-Gama’a AlIslamiya, security forces raided 36 militant

Judge Said Al-Ashmawi, former Head of
the State Security and Higher Criminal
Courts says it is because “militant islamists
start from the premise that Islam is the sole
valid and complete religion”.
An essential part of their creed, according
to Judge Said, is the belief that politics is an
integral part of the faith.
Popular opinion in Egypt suggest that the

hideouts in Cairo and six other govemorates

rather

and arrested 98

“You see, they say Egyptians are not
Islamic enough. They say we are moderates

the Assiut

alleged terrorists. They also
large quantities of weapons and
explosives as well as cash.
Those arrested included high ranking
seized

Islamists

are

as a

not

interested in Islam but

form of nationalism.

hence their desire is

to ensure

religious

fundamentalism,” says Hoda, a 28-year-

figures in the Islamic militant organisations

old student.

writer

whilst the hunt for others who

outside this office

large, continues.
Hamman, described by the Government

Increasingly, the government is now
craving for an Islamic resemblance in order
to make it look legitimate in the eyes of the

the “emir of the terrorist

Islamists. It has

“No citizen is safe”, retorted the

late

Farag Fouda, who was gunned down
on June 8, 1992, by
Islamic militants after being denounced by
an

ad-hoc committee of clerics from Al-

Azhar, a university which wields the ultimate
threat of excommunication in

Egypt.

The ad-hoc committee at Al-Azhar

decided that

“everything he does is against

Islam”. His killers have cited Al-Azhar’s
condemnation as their Justification for killing
him.
The murders and the sectarian strife
continue. But there is

something new. The
police are now being killed, and it seems
there is no more room left for compromise
and dialogue.
On May 15, unidentified gunmen shot
dead a policeman on his way to work in
southern Egypt. Mohammad Ahmed
Guweid was dragged from a minibus and
shot dead by two men who stole his revolver
before escaping. Guweid, who died on the
spot, was the driver of the police chief in a
small village near Sidfa.
The Egyptian Human Rights Organisation
in a report released on May 16, disclosed
that the last four months had witnessed the
murder of 100 people as a result of the
operations between the security forces and
the radical Islamic Gama’a group members.
According to the report, 62 percent of the
victims were killed in the govemorate of
Assiut. It also said 26 security men had been
killed

so

far.

Among those killed in recent times were
24

as

are

still at

organisations”,

killed in April

over

the past years

in a shootout with security
forces who raided his luxury apartment at

empowered clerics of Al-Azhar, the most
prestigious school for Islamic learning, to

Hadayed Al-Qubba, only hours before he

decide

was

was

scheduled

Important

to

travel abroad.

seized from his

papers were

apartment which the government claims
contained information which proved to be
of great value to the police

in tracking down

his aides.

Terrorism

seems

to

have

greatly affected

on

the fate of books, films and

other

publications. Al-Azhar’s displeasure is not
to be countenanced by those seeking to
pursue theirbusiness comfortably in present
day Egypt.
But the legitimacy issue is being
hampered by the government’s seemingly
unwillingness to ensure genuine political

the tourism trade. Though officials are tight-

reforms. And this became evident when

lipped over this, it is evident that reports of

President Hosni Mubarak

terrorist activities in the western media have

candidate in last October’s Presidential

greatly accounted for this.
A number of Egyptians strongly suspect
that the spate of terrorism is being financed
by the gulf states who think Egypt is not
Islamic enough.
A journalist (name withheld) on the Al-

elections.

Ahram,

a

semi-official newspaper stresses

that the acts

being financed not only by
the Gulf-states but also by rich and prominent
Egyptians who reside there.
Usami Al-Baz, First Foreign UnderSecretary and the President’s Bureau
are

Director for Political Affairs denies it,

stressing that, such countries know very
well that any offence to Egypt’s security is
an offence to them. Accordingly, he says,
"there is not iorta of truth in the allegation”.
But why the upsurge in Islamic militancy?

ran as

the sole

A renowned Egyptian writer and political
analyst, Mohammed Hassanein Heikal, has
explained that though the Islamic groups
cause the government considerable
trouble, they cannot establish an alternative

can

system.
“That’s because they have no united
organisation or ideology. Rather they a
number of conflicting groups. Everything
they do is a reaction not a positive course of

action,” he says.
But for now, the government

has

considerably waylaid effective strategies
to ward off attacks by the Islamists and
Egypt could be considered safe inspite of
the isolated cases of attacks currently

prevailing.Q
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CUBA-US: THE NEED FOR AN

EQUAL-FOOTED AND
COMPREHENSIVE DIALOGUE
together with the economic difficulties that
were manifest during the revolution’s most
difficult chapters. It has been established
that the highest migration figure — 25 000

HE MIGRATORY

phenomenon
is far from being a novelty.
Migration currents persist
throughout the world, flowing mainly
from developing to industrialised
countries. In Latin America, the trend

T

always privileged the powerful
neighbour to the north as its destination,
and in the present circumstances Cuba is
no exception.
Lately, the number of Cubans wishing to
emigrate to the US has increased. It has
since become apparent that the twilight of
the USSR and the eastern European socialist
states—Cuba’s major trade partners—has
created serious economic hardships for the
island, further exacerbated by the unfairand
illegal economic, trade and financial
blockade imposed by the US government.
The US has always been the main
destination of Cuban would-be migrants.

—

years of severe economic hardship in
Cuba. The effects of the lawless economic

has

blockade

imposed on Cuba by the US since
revolutionary victory became apparent.
However, as the Cuban revolution became
and its social justice

consolidated

programme began to yield concrete results,
the number of Cuban migrants decreased.
This

explains why Cubans are not among
leading contributors of world migration
flows to the US. It also explains why the
1993 UN Population Fund Report barely
dwells upon the Cuban case.
the

deprive parents of
their children’s custody — 15 000 Cuban
children were sent to the US by theirparents.
that socialism would

12 000 Cubans

Meanwhile, in the 1960s the US

lived in that country.

government began to award political refugee

Cubans

An estimate of 50 000
living in the US by 1957,
population of the island was

status to anyone who illegally left the island
together with preferential treatment — that
no immigrants from any other country
enjoyed — to gain resident and citizen
status. Those policies originated an increase

From 1875 to 1880

were

when the total
less than

seven

some

million.

revolutionary victory of 1959,
however, the scenario radically changed.
That year, over 12 000 Cubans returned to
Cuba from the US, while another 74 000
With the

moved in the opposite direction.

Among the
latter were close associates of Fulgencio
Batista’s bloody seven-year regime, but also
professional and technical personnel,
induced by the new US campaign designed
to deprive Cuba of it experts. Of the 6 000
doctors living in Cuba in 1959,3 000 — 50
percent — headed for the US within a few
years.
us hostility towards Cuba, manife.st since

in the number of broken families in Cuba.

The US began to instigate illegal
immigration and gave a hero’s welcome to
whoever left Cuba under those conditions.
This

encouraged attempts to leave the

country through assaults on foreign embassy

premises in Havana. Such episodes sparked
the 1980 Marie 1 developments, when the
Cuban government authorised boats arriving
from the US to collect their relatives in
Cuba

or

any

other Cuban wishing to

emigrate.

of the migrant

Political motivations burdened indeed the

1960s and beyond. In the
framework of the infamous “Peter Pan

migrant flow of the 1960s. However, those
motivations were later overtaken by
expectations of family reunification.

1959, dictated the

course

flow in the

Programme” — whose propaganda argued
Sapem September, 1994

occurred between 1965 and 1973, which

were

The Cuban revolution delivered to its

nationals the

dignity, sovereignty and
independence that they lacked. It eliminated
unemployment, drug abuse, prostitution,
illiteracy, insanitation and many diseases
that preyed on the population. Education,
health, social security and justice standards
achieved became a matter of national pride.
The dynamics of Cuban migration to the
US proves, therefore, that Cubans would
not leave their country if it were not for
current economic hardships, the mercile.ss
US blockade being their major cause. A
recent survey conducted among presentday migrants contains revealing results.
When asked what kind of country they
would prefer to live in, most of them replied
that they wanted to live in Cuba such as it
was prior to the “Special Period” — that is,
before the economic problems confronting
the country in the 1990s.
Going back to review the migrant
phenomenon of the last decade, one thing
does stand out is US postures. In 1984, in
the framework of family reunification
efforts, the Cuban and the US governments
25
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signed an agreement providing a US promise
to grant up to 20 000 visas per year to
Cubans wishing toemigrate. However, over
1 000 weekly hours of US transmissions, on
17 radio frequencies, encouraged Cubans to
leave their country; and violent boat
hijackers — frequently causing deaths in
their pursuit — received a hero’s welcome
in the US, while that same country’s Interests
Section in Havana granted a decreasing
number of visas to those wishing to leave
Cuba through legal means.
The aim of that policy was clear. On the
one hand, illegal
migration served antiCuban propaganda and slander purposes;
the other, visa denials should have

on

furthered discontent,
riots in Cuba.

hopefully leading to

In fact, many of those who illegally
accessed Florida had been denied visas by
the US Interests Section in Havana. The

following chart, with data from 1984
onwards, when the Migration Agreement
was in force, is
highly revealing:

Mexicans and other Latin American citizens

Naval

wishing to migrate to the US see their
hopes shattered by the wall that the US
government has built along the Mexican
border, where many of them die, literally
hunted down by US border patrols,

unpredictable
i

explosive situation of
is being

an

consequences

created.

Recently, the US further disclosed
economic measures that confirm a step-by-

step strengthening of its anti-Cuban
blockade. One

The US

clearly manipulated Cuban
migrants for political purposes, and its
double migration standard was equally
apparent. Political manipulation and double

I

standard have taken the lives of many
Cubans. And that is one thing Cuba is not
prepared to accept,

can

only hope that this

situation will not be too extended in time.
In the past

migration

few weeks, Cuban-US talks

I

on

;

objected to debate any subject with the US,
provided that discussions are based on equal
footing. That is the way to solve differences

were

held. Cuba has

never

i between both countries. The talks further

Cuba’s

migration policy is clear.
Whoever wants to emigrate may do so,
provided that he or she has a valid visa and
a country ready to receive him or her.
Cubans wishing to emigrate remain a
minority. Right now, regardless of
economic hardships, millions of Cubans
close ranks in support oftheir revolution, to
safeguard their achievements and to perfect
the project of social justice that they have

j

demonstrated that it is possible to find
some common

ground to solve outstanding
dialogue is
a spirit of seriousness and

Cuban-US differences when
conducted in

constructiveness.
But

a

non-evasive attitude with respect

j to the origins of the problems under
discussion is also

required. It is essential to

I debate
and find solutions to the root causes
of the

present migration flow, which lie in

chosen.

j

the inaccurate policies supported by
US has recently disclosed a
modification of its policy concerning Cuban j successive US governments for over 30
The

Illegal
immigrants

Base,

1988

3472

1989

1631

1990

1098

467

1991

1376

1997

1992

910

2511

years with regards to Cuba, particularly its
migration. Since mid-August, it is arresting
j
lawless, unfair and illegal economic, trade
Cubans at sea and taking them to
and financial blockade through which it
Guantanamo Naval Base, a portion of
has attempted to suffocate the revolution,
illegally occupied Cuban territory from the
to prevent Cuba from
rehearsing new
turn of the century. Haitian
emigrants are
[
development
alternatives,
and to bring the
also being taken there by the US.
Cuban people to their knees.
The high risks that this situation involves
I After more than 30 years of hostilities
are clear
foreveryone. On several occasions,
and aggressions, it should be clear that
conflict has sparked at the base, causing
Cuba can not be threatened nor intimidated.
several wounded. Cuba is naturally
That is most certainly not the way.G
concerned by incidents affecting its national
security and involving several thousand I Pedro Nunez Mosquera is the Cuban Aniba.ssador

1993

964

4208

US soldiers

554

4092

Visas
Year

granted
by the US

1985

1227

1986

arrived at
US
—

(The agreement

was denounced following
the US decision to begin radio broadcasts

against Cuba)
1987

1994

(to 27 July)

Total

11 232

;

'

:

on

The chart also shows how the US

barely

granted 7.01 percent of the 160 000 visas
that it was supposed to grant throughout the
years when the agreement was in force.
when Cuba’s economic hardships i
increased, the US government only granted
5 percent of the agreed number of visas.
One must recall that every year thousands
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MANUFACTURING IN MALAWI POISED
FOR RECOVERY
Chatonda Mhone

M

ANUFACTURING in Malawi is

expected to be spurred by an
improvement
in
foreign
exchange availability, following the
resumption of development donor aid
late last year.
The sector has

underperformed since

1992, largely due to the effects of the
continued

drought and foreign exchange
Virtually all sub-sectors in the
manufacturing sector recorded significant
declines in output, except for goods
manufactured for the export market and
constraints.

utilities sectors.
This

was

compounded by the withdrawal
Payments (BOP) support by

of Balance of

the World Bank and other multilateral donor

agencies, pending political reforms that
would usher in a new era of multiparty
politics. But since the election of President
Bakili Muluzi, on May 17, western aid has
started trickling in, and economists are
optimistic of an improved growth in the
economy.
In a just released report the

National Bank

of Malawi (NBM), the country’s largest
commercial bank, says the “resumption in
BOP support will
industrial inputs,

make available imported
thereby raising capacity

utilisation in most industries.” Real output
in this sector is forecast to rise by 4.9 percent
in the 1994 fiscal year,

compared to a drop
1993. Overall BOP position
is also expected to improve, mainly because
of an expected increase in capital inflow, as
a result of foreign aid resumption as well as
a rise in exports. A total of US$305 million
has been pledged to Malawi by the donor
community.
But despite the tight monetary policies
that the government had to undertake during
the aid withdrawal period, general economic
activity in 1993 Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) rebounded from an output decline of
7.9 percent in 1992, to a growth of 10.8
percent, mainly due to a recovery in
of 4.2 percent in

Sapem September, 1994

agricultural output.
“The strong performance of the
agricultural sector had a positive impact on
some sectors of the economy, particularly
those which are agro-based. However, the
weak foreign exchange had an adverse
impact on sectors which are import
dependent, in particular manufacturing”,
commented

a

Reserve Bank of Malawi

economist.
With

population of nine million people
capita income of US$160 per
month, Malawi has a very narrow and
under-developed industrial base, and mainly
depends on imported goods and services. It
also has a limited range of exports. Over 80
percent of total exports emanate from three
agricultural commodities — tobacco, about
63 percent, tea, 14 percent and sugar nine
percent. Other important exports have been
coffee, cotton-made goods, wood products,
pulses and rice, which contribute less than
two percent each.
Although prospects may appear bright in
the manufacturing sector, economic analysts
warn that the depreciation of the Malawi
Kwacha will result in an increasing trade
and

a

a

per

deficit. Malawi introduced a new liberalised

foreign exchange system in February this
year, under which authorised dealers are
free to quote their own daily average
exchange rates according to market forces
of supply and demand.
The Malawi Export Promotion Council is
also sceptical about prospects of
themanufacturing sector due to increasing
costs of procurement of inputs. It cites the
uncertainty in the value of the Kwacha,
inflationary pressures and various
disincentives which the government is yet
to rectify.
The sharp depreciation of the Kwacha has
led to a rise in the prices of goods and
services, forcing a 7.2 percent rise in
inflation, compared to last year.
Observers

generally

agree

that BOP

support is required as the country endeavours
to

broaden and

diversify its manufacturing

and export base.
Government economists

optimistic
resumption of aid will propell the
ailing economy, increase manufacturing
output which will in turn lead to increased
job opportunities in line with the new
government’s policy of poverty
are

that the

alleviation.□
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PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT

—

THE

TRUMP-CARD FOR ZIMBABWE’S
INDUSTRIES
Richard Kamidza
HE 1990s have

dramatic

Africa treats othermembers as equal partners

infrastructure

changes in regional geopolitics,
that have been the peaceful
transition of power in Zambia and
Malawi, cessation of hostilities in
Mozambique and the end of apartheid in

in business, are many and can really change
and reshape the regions’ production and

consumption patterns.
However, regional governments need to
quickly remove all trade and tariff barriers
that currently restrict free movement of
capital, labour, finance, etc. across borders.
It is also important to treat tariff reforms,
not as a predominant way of raising

manufacturing sector that has maintained
strong linkages to the rest of the economy,
uses a greater proportion of local resources
and contribute more than 30 percent to GDP.
However, failure by some manufacturers to
seriously regard productivity management
as a policy likely to land their
products on
regional and international markets is forcing
them to constantly seek government

government revenue, but rather as an

assistance in the form of ‘exclusive export

T

South Africa. This

new

line with the foreign
aim of

creating
regional market.

a

seen

environment is in

investors and donors
larger and vibrant

The admission of South Africa

for

80 percent

—

which

of the subregion’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) —
into the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC), is seen as a hub of
socio-economic transformation likely to
attract massive external capital, financial
and technological inputs into the region.
This has opened a new wave of competition
likely to benefit more than 130million people.
Some industrialists fear stiff competition
from an economy that is well known for its
solid and developed industrial base while
others are keen to face the reality. In the
region, South Africa is the single largest
supplier of most industrial equipment and
machinery. Its market size of more than 30
percent of the 130 million regional people,
occupying only 18 percent of the total
region’s area, is big enough to lure significant
inflows of foreign investment desperately
needed in the region. If South Africa is
really for regional co-operation, then all the
numerous and fragmented markets are likely
to be transformed into larger and more
competitive business centers. Once this
happens, then it is destined to become an
engine, locomotive and powerhouse for
regional economic growth and development.
Regional co-operation permits the
realisation of the economies of scale likely
to result in lower consumer prices. The
trickle down effects, assuming that South
accounts

28

over

economic

policy instrument equally
important to lure foreign investors. Recent
indications resulting from the Cross Border
Initiatives

fiscal

(CBI) show that Zimbabwe’s

revenue

is

unlikely to be affected by

massive tariffs reduction. This is likely to be
the

case

in other countries.

Given this scenario, one wonders if
Zimbabwean industrialists

are really ready
reality of market competition,
particularly regarding the looming challenge

to

face the

from South Africa. Local industrialists need
to

put more emphasis on productivity

that cut production costs through
shedding off of excessive and
unproductive labour and capital as well as
making optimum use of the available
resources. This is fterceived as the only way
of producing quality products that are likely
to penetrate export and/or local markets.
Industrial productivity strategy ensures
that a wider range of choices of goods and
services is available to satisfy customers’
utilities and quest for quality products.
Productivity is also the single most important
long-term resource for national economic
and social development. This can be
complemented by proper planning and
organisation, coupled with human resources
management and appropriate technology
adaptation.
Zimbabwe has a relatively well developed
measures

the

and

a

diversified

incentives’. Industrialists also need to

replacing their ageing
equipment, machinery, tools, etc. so as to
quickly respond to market opportunities as
well as having a vision in future business
concentrate more on

trends.
With

relatively cheap, but highly
qualified, disciplined and hardworking
a

labour force, local industrialists have

comparative advantages over other
producers in the region. This need to be
complemented by good business leadership
which is also a pre-requisite to productivity
enhancement.
In Zimbabwe, senior managers often spend
than three quarters

of their working
playing golf and tennis or
on fishing trips rather than attending to
business daily demands. This means that
important decisions take long to be made
and implemented while workers grievances
are left unattended for too long. This
seriously compromise the goal of
productivity, considering the hefty salaries,
huge benefits and the cost ofbusiness lunches
and dinners these managers enjoy. Ironically,
they resist any pressure for more salaries/
wages increment and better working
more

time and energy

conditions from their sub-ordinates, who

often, victimised and even
working
places in the country are now battle grounds
are

very

threatened with dismissals. Most
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salary/wage disputes leading to direct

and militant confrontation. Nationwide

adversely affected employerworker relationship. In the end, productivity
suffers while industrial products fail to
compete favourably on regional and global
strikes have

Zimbabwe Industrial Relations Association

desired. Industrialists need also to consider

mainly with facilitating dialogue on
labour market and assisting in carrying

profit sharing and individual performance

industrial relations,

participation for this cements the bond

productivity and product quality, packaging,
technology, etc. Hopefully this will minimise
industrial strikes, restore job morale, worker
confidence, and most importantly raise
productivity levels.
It is therefore, incumbent upon the local
manufacturers to seriously consider
engaging themselves in research and
development that leads to higher
productivity levels. Despite the level of

between the worker and the establishment.

tasked

Job morale, motivation, .satisfaction and
.security is at its lowest ebb in the country.
High unemployment rates and harsh
economic conditions brought about by the

the

between 250000
on

—

300000 school leavers

the labour market

means

that labour

elastic, that is, more labour
force can be absorbed without necessarily
raising the wage/salary rate. Given the
supply is

very

undemocratic labour market situation, it is
very difficult to ascertain the right morale
that enhances productivity management as

way of challenging
economic hegemony
a

South Africa’s likely
in the region.

which in turn rely

sectors

markets. Several studies have shown that

economic reform and the entrance of

of the economy,

tripartite arrangement, involving
government, employers and workers also
constitutes a core component of productivity
management. It is in this regard that
Zimbabwe is commended for launching the
A

out

research

on

mostly on their overseas connections in this
regard. While the private sector castigated
the civil servant’s inefficiency, the calibre
of most senior managers leaves a lot to be

related

schemes

as

well

as

worker

The state is also urged to willingly

bite the
leading to drastic reduction in
budget deficit currently responsible for
crowding-out the productive sectors of the
fiscal bullet

economy. While creation of a competitive
business environment is commendable, there
is

industrialisation that has taken

improve the ‘ailing
electricity and water
supply, poor telecommunications systems
and transport networks. The competitive

Zimbabwe, there is

ball is in the local industrialists net

no

place in
Research and

Development Division in most foundry

an

urgent need to

infrastructure’ such

as

or are

they still dreaminglQ

%

Socio-Economic Aspects

of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Figures Part - II

The number of persons

working for the
government in 1986 was 1 433 966, while in
1989 it

was

1 492 822 Of which 443 840 were

female.
The

Ministry of Education had the highest
share of employment in 1989 of 740 434 with
Ministry of Health, Medical Care and
Education coming second with an
employment of 215 602 persons.

EDUCATION

According to the population census of 1986,
the

literacy rate in the country was 61,8

percent with that of males 71,0 percent and
females

52,1 percent. Of the total
population in urban areas, 73,1 percent
were literate, while the rate in rural regions
was

48,4 percent.

the figures for
rural areas being 60,0 and 36,3% respectively.
was

65,4 percent
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education ievel

was over

250 thousand.

-

units, with 5 644 of them providing the services
of itinerant

physicians and employing 14 922

nursing assistants.
There also existed 51

medicine-producing

units.

Altogether 485 million units of medicine
imported in

worth 13 391 million rials were
1990.

HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE

According to the latest census, there were 199
people employed at the ministry of Health,
Medical Care and Education in 1990 of which

976

ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

physicians and 104 372 clinical staff,
not taking into account the personnel in the
private sector. Also, there existed 621 medical
establishments with 82 694 hospital beds. Of
these, 439 units with 60 972 beds belonged to
the public sector and the rest to the private

According to the constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, the economic system of the
Islamic Republic of Iran is composed of public,
private and cooperative sectors.
In the years following the victory of the
Islamic Republic of Iran, especially in the
imposed-war period, many of the economic

16 701 were

sector.

Of the 4 474 clinics in 1990,2 538 were in

80,4 percent of the male population in
urban areas were literate, while the figure for
females

15 018 903 people
receiving primary and secondary education,
of which 8 378 626 were boys and 6 640 275 were
girls. These were studying in 87 024 schools with
485 186 classrooms. Population at the higher
In the 1990-91 school year,

were

W

urban

activities

came

under the control of the

centres and 1 934 in rural areas.

government but recently grounds have

30 062 villages with a population of 14 967 434
enjoyed health centres.
Active Health Centres in the country were 8 736

gradually been paved for the expansion of the
private sector activities and the privatization
plan is being impiemented.
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PLACING THE ABUJA TREATY ON
THE AGENDA

T

[

IBBO MANDAZA

o

August, 1994 the

of PT A/COMES A (the “Ushewokunze

realities that characterise the African nation-

Summit of the Heads of State of

Compromise”,) - which advocates the
creation offour regional groupings to operate

states-in-the-making. The Consultants are
prepared to admit and confess that their
only sin was the commitment to that goal of
an African Economic
Community, not as a
remote ideal but as a necessity if Africa is
to begin liberating itself from the current
conditions of political and economic

N THE 29th

the

Southern

African

Development Community (SADC) decided,
after considering a report of the PTA/SADC
Joint

Committee

of

Ministers

within the broader framework of PTA/
COMESA.

Option 4: Member States of SADC that

on

harmonisation and rationalisation of

are

activities of the

should withdraw from the latter.

two

organisations, that the

Preferential Trade Area (PTA) region should
be divided into two

i)

also members of the PTA/COMES A

Option 5: Based

on

the Malawi

and SADC Secretariats themselves meet

which will

and resolve the issue towards rationalisation

why the SADC Summit decided

and harmonisation of activities.

drastic

Option 6: The PTA/COMESA should
provide the institutional framework for the
Abuja Treaty, and as such, assist in the

between the PTA and SADC.

The Joint

Committee of Ministers, at its

meeting in

establishment and coordination of the five

recommended

time, and the modalities regarding

regional blocs which constitute the building

which

will

blocs of the African Economic Community.

by individual member
sovereign right.

It is significant to note that the preferred

namely the establishment of a Consultative
Committee comprising the Chairmen of the
respective Council of Ministers of the two
organisations. With only some modi-

out

comprise all SADC

mem-

under the

process

auspices of SADC. TTie
of separating the two regions

into North and South will evolve

area

SADC member

states

over

be determined
states

in their

A Preferential
North

Trade Area for the

comprising non-SADC

coun-

tries.

This

was one

of six (6)

Options which

(Ibbo Mandaza, Gilbert

Mudenda and Chinyamata Chipeta), charged
by the PTA/S ADC Joint Committee of
Ministers with the responsibility of preparing
a Report on the basis of which the Committee

itself would

in

turn

advise the

respective

summits of the PTA and SADC:

Option 1: Maintaining the Status Quo

-

which allows both organisations to continue
with the

proviso that they work out

a

firm

mechanism for harmonisation, rationalisation and coordination.

Option 2: Merger of PTA and SADC: a
position strenuously sustained by the PTA/
COMESA but vigorously opposed by the
SADC.

Option 3: Based

on

Articles 56 and 192

of action,

course

Lusaka

on

4-5
an

a

to

on such a
virtual breach

August,
uneasy

as

1994, had

compromise,

options by the Consultants were Options 6,

fications and

3 and 4 in that order. Needless

add, the

institutionalise the process of harmonisation

options represent the opinion blocs
of the variety of views and viewpoints that
emerged from the consultations undertaken
throughout the PTA and SADC regions. A
reading of the Report, which is now
published, reveals in detail why the
consultants preferred Option 6: the need to
relate regional cooperation ventures in
Africa to the broader goal of the Abuja
Treaty, namely the establishment of an
African Economic Community. To the extent

between the PTA/COMESA and SADC,
the Joint Ministerial Committee had to settle

to

various

the Consultants
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There will be endless speculation

A Preferential Trade Area for the South
ber states. Preferential trade arrangements in the South region to be carried

ii)

malaise.

recommendation that the PTA/COMESA

regions, namely:

that neither the Joint Committee of Ministers
nor the

be

an

SADC Summit chose Option 6 might

indication that,
and

on

the basis of current

inter-state

priorities and
considerations, the African Economic
Community is only a remote dream, an ideal
reflecting more the lofty heights of African
idealism and continental solidarity than the
current
political, economic and social
state

for

a

concerted

effort

to

compromise which was essentially
the co-existence of the two
organisations. According to reliable reports,
the SADC Council of Ministers had accepted
a

status quo or

the recommendations of the Joint Ministerial

Committee.

But the Heads of State of

SADC decided

on

an

Option which, if

feasible, might, perhaps, put an end to the
kind of inter-organisational conflict that has
increasingly irritated Heads of State of both
SADC and the PTA. No doubt, at least in
the view of

one who was directly involved
Study, the decision of the Heads of
State was pervaded by the best of good
intentions, including the broader goal of an
African Economic Community. So far so
good. Forthe SADC Secretariat in particular,
it does appear to be the end of the problem

in the
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that had made its work difficult and

COMESA

complicated its relationship with the PTA.

Summit itself.

However,

Treaty on the eve of the SADC
My own enquiries have in
fact confirmed a high level of uncertainty,
in the capitals of the member states
concerned, as to both the advisability and
feasibility of Option 4. Indications are that

the decision of the SADC

Summit would have been better received
within the PTA
an

outcome

of

area as a
a

whole if it had been

Zambia, Malawi, Lesotho, Swaziland and

Joint PTA/SADC Summit

of the Heads of State of both

Namibia will

disengage from the PTA/
are growing
within and outside the new South

organisations,

COMESA.

specially convened to discuss the Report of
a

are

serious problems that

accession

arise almost immediately.

First, the decision
of the SADC Summit is being interpreted
by members of the rest of the PTA region,

but also

essentially ba.sed on the competition for aid
and donor support for regional cooperation
ventures that were increasingly characterised
by overlap in both goals and operations.
Rightly or wrongly, the SADC in particular
and Southern Africa in general, will be seen
by the PTA and East African counterparts
as seeking hereby to establish a regional
identity as a basis of staking a larger claim
of the (declining) donor resources earmarked
for Africa. 1

am

informed that

of Ministers of the PTA

on

a

mission to South

Africa, just about the time that
Summit

Committee

the SADC

making its decision on the
PTA/SADC matter, raised serious questions
was

about the Southern African attitudes to the
rest

of Africa.

informant,
present at the meeting concerned,
According to

my

who

was

one

of the PTA Ministers raised very

uncomfortable questions with Vice President
Thabo Mbeki:

Why has the Southern African identity
become so vital now that South Africa is
free? Have you forgotten that your
struggle was an African one, supported
by the OA U and its Liberation Committee,
with important inputs from some of the
countries that you are now excluding by
your newly-found regional identity?

Unfortunately

Sapem September. 1994

membership of the PTA/

Pan-Africanism.

the existence of these tensions between the

Thabo Mbeki

Ministers of the

economic and Pan

European Union and those

of the SADC.

Second, the implementation of Option 4
problems which also impinge on this
issue of Pan-Africanism but are also of a
very practical nature. To begin with, many
of those SADC member states who

are

also

members of the PTA may

find it extremely
difficult to disengage from the PTA and its
institutions such as the Clearing House, the
PTA Bank, etc. The enormity of the legal
problems associated with the disengagement
from international treaties and accords is
demonstrated

African imperatives of
regional cooperation. This is why Option 6
might have been an agency through which
to

resolve this tension

lack of

raises

by the fact that the

Commission which
the dissolution

was set up to supervise
of the East African

Community took more than five years to
complete its task. Even then, that
Commission did not complete its work; the

an

or

contradiction. The

institutional framework

through

which to mediate between and coordinate
and mobilise the various

sub-regional blocs
African Economic Community
in part for the kind of conflict that

towards the
accounts

has characterised PTA/SADC relations. Of
course,

the absence, four years since Abuja,

an institutional framework also
questions about the seriousness and
commitment, on the part of the O AU and its
Head of State, towards the Abuja Treaty.
But it has helped also to magnify the view
that such regional cooperation ventures as
the PTA and SADC are only coincidental to
the broader goals of either the OAU itself,
the Lagos Plan ofAction or the goal of the
Afi ican Economic Community.

of such

raises

As I emphasised in a previous statement

former members of the East African

“Is

re-examining some of
the remnant institutions of that organisation,
as a basis for enhancing cooperation among

inWEM, V0I.7.N010,July 1994), Africa

Community

are now

themselves.

More important, however, the fear to be
viewed
final

or coincidentally, these
impressions were almost confirmed by the
Berlin Meeting, held within days of the
SADC Summit, between the Foreign

the

The study itself confirmed in our minds

selfish. This is
PTA/SADC conflict has been

hostile act, divisive and

because the

to

COMESA, in the interests not only of trade

those not members of the SADC, as almost
a

Also, there

pressures
African state itself for South Africa’s

Joint PTA/SADC Ministerial Committee.

Therefore, there

not

as anti-Pan-Africanist might in the
analysis deter many if not most of those

members of the SADC who are also members
of the PTA/COMESA from
from the PTA/COMESA.
not most

disengaging

Besides, many if

of these countries ratified the

Development Cooperation Possible?”

needs to get

its act together. The continent
project a unitedfront at the same as
it indulges in self inflicted fratricidal and
divisive efforts. The Abuja Treaty and its
goal of the African Economic Community
should be placed at the centre of the African
Struggle. That in itself will change the
complexion ofiheSouthern Af?-ican identity,
into one increasingly viewed by the rest of
Africa as an integral part of the continent of

cannot

Africa.Q
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ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE

SANGO’S SCULPTURE: “EACH DAY IS
A DIFFERENT DAY ”
Martin Chemhere

T

O WRITE about true artists is

a

great pleasure. But it carries with

it, its

own

problems of the

difficulties inevitable in the criticism
offered to the work and the ideas of the

artist.

Artistically showing uncarved outstanding
features, its large right arm and hand appears
that of a man by virtue of its size and strong
appearance. The other hand is abstractly
created, raised and touching the chin of an

angularly shaped head.

Described

by angular and rounded
Sango’s work which portrays him
as if steeped in Eurocentric ideas surprises
us when we consider his mral background
in Guruve, north east of

(Green Serpentine 1990) shifts its body up authoritatively. The

influences in

sculpture through his work which is more
abstract than that of leading Zimbabwean
artists,” Brigton Sango’s style lies outside
the normal confines of creating sculpture.
Sango’s work breaks out from a large
chunk of the mainstream methodologies
associated with Zimbabwean sculpture. As
it does so, its geniously portrayed form
cries out with a worldly statement, for
learned and well placed judgement and thus
worldwide acclaim without loosing its
undoughted African origins and importance.
Today, he is the only known Zimbabwean
artist exclusively distinguishing himself as
an abstract sculptor. But those who claim to
be experts in Zimbabwe’s major art form,
basing their judgement on western art
learning have called Sango’s work “Cubist”.
This is in a way try ing to deny Sango ’ s work
its purely African influence, and proper
Zimbabwean context. Criticising Sango’s
work as being an off-shoot of the “Cubist”
school is an absolute exageration of the

head bears

is

an

artist who has

never

tasted the

slightest of western art teaching as a young
artist. While his sculpture is sometimes
perceived as “anti-African” (due to its
abstract form), its major influence is largely
African. Although Sango is still to reach
creative pieak, his art, like that of other
genuine artists, has since attained a wholly
unique and individually unmistakable
creative quality.
His piece “Under Water” is an image of
an unknown acquatic creature. Raising up
its coiled tail aided by water, its head turns
forming a U-shaped eye catching movement.
Finely finished it appears shiny, exuding an
irresistible form. “Thinking Man” (1990 Opal Stone - abstract) depicts a male figure.
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“Zimbabwe Bird”

a

big round shaped see-through

hole where the eyes should be. Wingless
and legless its horizontal gesture suggests a

vigilant surveillance of its territory, more
explained by its upright head.
As Sango often says, these images and
many others give him the feeling to be
himself. There is no doubt that this genius of
abstract stone sculpture has been influenced
by the same African traditional and cultural
realities that have influenced his peers and
the older generation artists. Sango’s work
comes out of African inspiration.
If his
style has been different from others, it is
perhaps due to the artist’s vision to be out of
the ordinary, to seek new expressive styles
in a country dominated by repetitive artistic
styles. In trying to be different Sango excels
with great artistic excellence.
In analysing his work one discovers that
Sango’s creative influence also stems from
the power of the colour and shape of the
stone rather than entirely from the African
myth and magic. This is the spirit world as
in the “njuzu” in agery - a common feature
in many artists’ works. Sango defines his
work as “research” and as “the struggle to
be different”. For him, each sculpture must
reflect the fact that time is about change and
development
Never repeating a
sculptural form twice. “Each day is a
different day and so too is the work that I do
on each piece of sculpture,” says Sango.
When explaining his work as “the struggle
to be different”, he is perhaps aware of the
need to be dynamic, to unfold new visions
in a creative journey. For him it is the critic
of the admirer of his work that have to give
a name, a label or a category to it, not
.

himself.

.

.

Zimbabwe, where

he continues to live removed from

one art writer as “the real
illustration of the paradox of Zimbabwe’s

work of

by

Characterised

features

western

major cities.

And when he refers to it

as

“research” he

alluding to the fact that his expressions
though receiving, its deserved critical
acclaim (like that of other good artists) in
contemporary art circles abroad and at home,
are nevertheless still searching for the best
possible way of communicating socially
and creatively.
All the same, his description of his work
tells us of an artist whose creative potential
is inexhaustible, whose work is thought
provoking and invoking rare excitement in
the viewer

as

it exudes

a

vivid and evident

masterly of the sculpture medium.
Bom 1958, in a family of seven, he had to
leave school after only two years of
secondary education. Always interested in
sculpture from a young age, he joined the
Tengenenge Sculpture Community at the
age of 20, working with Bernard Matemera,
one of Zimbabwe’s leading sculptors.
However, feeling that he needed to sculpt
outside the influences of

an

established

artistic

style, he abandoned the community
to work on his own in less than a year. At one
time he is said to have sculpted in Harare but
also for a very short time. Since the early
1980s, Sango’s work has continued to attract
the attention of local and international art

lovers, art collectors, art dealers and critics
who have made critical comments.

Usually referred to as one of a new breed
of Zimbabwe’s new generation artists, Sango
has few

comparisons in the field. In this

category, his peers are Tapfuma Gutsa.
Edward Masaya, Joseph

Muzondo, Norbert
Shamuyarira, Luke Mugavazi, Gladyman
Zinyeka, to name just a few. Brighton
Sango’s work has been exhibited worldwide,
and some of his best pieces grace the world’s
best homes, museums and galleries.Q
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Southern African
for

Regional Institute
Policy Studies (SARIPS)
and

SAPES Books

SAFES TRUST

would like to

congratulate

CODESRIA
and

PAUL TIYAMBE ZELEZA
for

winning the

1994 NOMA AWARD FOR PUBLISHING IN AFRICA
September 19, 1994, Malawian author of CODESRIA Books, Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, was chosen
year’s winner of the Noma Award for Publishing in Africa. The jury chose Zeleza’s A Modern
Economic History ofAfrica, Vol. 1: The Nineteenth Century, published in 1993 by the Dakar-based
Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA), as the winner of the
award, citing the book as “an ambitious, skillfully written, and exhaustively researched synthesis of
African economic history in the 19th century’’. The book is an output of the CODESRl A/Rockefeller
Foundation “Reflections on Development’’ fellowship.
On
as

this

jury citation goes on to say that “the book is an exercise in historical reconstruction, and its
strengths and distinction lies above all in its bold and convincing challenge to hitherto accepted
orthodoxies, terminologies, and interpretations, about the nature and development of African societies
and economies. The book is an outstanding, pioneering work, destined to become highly influential,

The

providing such a wealth of information and detail as to elevate the study of African economic
history to a new pedestal”. The jury considered a further achievement of the book to be its “successful,
continent-wide approach” and “its thorough accessibility”. The very full documentary apparatus in the
book, “which also makes it an extremely useful work of reference”, was similarly praised by the jury.
and

publisher, CODESRIA, was commended for “having shown great enterprise in identifying and
supporting their author and finding him the necessary resources.”

The

publishers in 17 countries were submitted for this year’s competition.
The five-member Noma Award jury, chaired by Professor Abiola Irele, met in Oxford on September
10-11 to select the 1994 winner, together with a number of titles which were singled out for “Special
Commendation” or “Honourable Mention”. In selecting the Award-winning title each year, the jury
Over 140 titles from 55 African

proceeds with the help of independent opinion and assessments secured from subject specialists.
Sapem September, 1994
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

MZAMANE: THE RIGHT WING IS A SPENT

FORCE
as

FREEDOM

of

expression,

thought,

The Inkata Freedom

Party was refusing
adamantly to participate in the election process.
There was the right-wing, provocateurs from
the military, as well as the bantustans, with the
exception of the Transkei. Yet we pointed out
that the right-wing was a spent-force. Leonard
Thomson and Charles Bronson point out how
the Afrikanner fought the local people and the
Anglo-Boer War. To say that they fought a
war of national independence was highly
exaggerated. The Afrikanner had never fought

and their

governments. For most African
states, this struggle has span over many
bitter, epic years of national liberation.
Recently, to mark the 1994 Zimbabwe
International Book Fair, held in Harare,
African writers from the continent and the

diaspora met to assess and update
themselves on the progress being made

rights and other issues in their

respective countries. The workshop’s guest
of honour was Mbulelo Mzamane, himself
a writer, and Vice-Chancellor of Fort Hare
University of South Africa. To find out his
views on the role of the writer in society
and the concepts of freedom of expression.

a war.

the

painful reality that the vote does not
necessarily or automatically bring
prosperity or paradise. How do South

was

Africans fair here?
South Africans know that. But the vote is the

starting point and not an end in itself. However,
views on the | it is an important weapon, to throw out people
expression. Is it limitless and ; when they fail to deliver the goods and bring
in new people.

MABASO: What
freedom of
absolute?

Mzamane: I

am

are

an

freedom” because it is

your

advocate of “artistic

something I subscribe
to. Yet when I was working in Nigeria in the
early eighties, and when one time Chiuna

When confronted in Kuito-Kuanavale,

Angola, they were decimated. There was no
way a guerrilla war could take route in
Kwazulu. Mangosuthu Buthelezi’spowerbase
was mainly in the rural areas, but most of the

thought and association, as well as the
current situation in South Africa,
journalist Clemence Mabaso.

April

27, 1994, predictions of an unprecedented
civil strife came from left, right and centre.

contention between leading African writers

human

will-set-upon brother. Your

Before the South African elections of

association and democratic governance
have been for a long time areas of

on

brother

comment?

What role do you feel artists
South Africa?

should play in

Zulus were in the opposition. Even then the
Boer had been effectively neutralised. To talk
of a civil strife is a pre-obsession bom of
stereo-types of the western media. There is
lesser chance of a civil strife now. The

even a

leader of AWB, Eugene Terre Blanche was
overawed by just a meeting with Nelson
Mandela. Despite the seemingly theatrical
acts, the reality is different. He knows who is
in command.

South Africa is on the threshold of entering
today, we have embarked on “heaven or hell", particularly with regard
reconstruction and development programmes.
to the construction of a new non-racial
Achebe came to address students of Amadou
A blueprint has been adopted by the
society of tolerance, national unity and
Bello University, where I was a lecturer, a ;
government of national unity for economic
equalopportunities. What in your view lies
decree on censorship had been introduced two i reconstruction. In the
past, art and culture
immediately ahead for the new nation state?
days earlier. Whilst one has to defend freedom | played a meaningful role in creating an | In every situation of oppression, that is every
of expression, there must be a distinction ; alternative ethos in the
country, in creating
colonial situation, the struggles were fought
between “freedom to inform” and “freedom to
new democratic structures. One clearly sees
: to get the economy from serving foreign
abuse
Both the journalist and government
their continued role in this regard. Artists are j interests to serving the interests of indigenous
abuse these freedoms. However, people should
capable of re-encompassing the new mind of j people. The most deprived and marginalised
be allowed to express dissenting views.
South Africa. In the end South Africa is a ; of our people will have to be fitted in the new
I want to reserve the right to be able to say, | multi-racial
society. Our strength lies in this | economy sooner rather than later. And the real
'President Mandela, you are naked’! He, in I multi-faceted nature of South African
society : challenge is to reach the rural people. One has
turn, can say,‘You need your eyes’!
| properly harnessed. Given space and latitude | not seen any progress as far as the provision of
Were you in a position to choose which
j South African artists are bound to create many j electricity, water, housing etc; for the rural
politico-socio-economic system to put up in
ante-facts.
people is concerned. This is our greatest
South Africa?
Before the April elections “prophets of
challenge. However, time is still short to make
Socialised state.
doom” were predicting that sooner or later,
any pronouncements of successes or failures.
People in Africa are now too familiar with
South Africa would see a near apocalypsy But we should not wait.Q
i

South Africa

.
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a direct culmination of an
whose origin was the bi-polar

essentially

race

—

ideological disparity that divided the world into
major blocs, that is, the U.S. anchored free
enterprise ideology and the socialist or communist
ideology championed by the Soviet Union —
between the two superpowers. The fundamental
differences between the two ideologies may be
cited fleetingly as follows: the free enterprise
ideology advocates such ideas as individualism,
private property, profit, competition, and limited
government, while the opposite is true about the
basic prescriptions of socialist ideology with
respect to these ideas.
These ideological differences generally shaped
the nature and foundation of relations among

51

nations;

a

country that had fashioned its socio-

economic system on the basis of socialist or
communist ideals, for example, would preferably

DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
The Rwanda Tragedy:
th© Futur© Ngila Mwase

was

the Cold War and

ideology-driven East-West
antagonism, therefore, raises the question of
what is likely to shape the character and trend of
relations and politics among nations in the
aftennath of the Cold War.
The

two

Halting the World Bank and IMF
50 Years Is

HE COLD War between the United

States and the former Soviet Union

Prospects for
52

55

develop and maintain relations with countries
that pursued similar ideals, while acountry whose
socio-economic system was based on free
enterprise ideals would typically align itself with
nations that adopted or espoused a compatible
ideology. The following can, therefore, be said
to be generally true about the Cold War era: that
thecharacterofintemational relations and politics
in the Cold War era was generally shaped by the
ideological beliefs and inclinations of nations.
The long-sought and ceremonious end of both

Religious Dimension in Poiitics

The Place of

Religion
general place of religion in society has
been described in different ways by various
thinkers, among the most prominent of which are
The

Max Weber and Karl

Marx.

In Weber’s

contention (in the book The Protestant Ethic and
the

Spirit of Capitalism), religion has a crucial
bearing on the alternative paths along which the
major civilisations of the world have developed.'
To Marx, on the other hand, “Religion is the sigh
of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless
world, as it is the spirit of spiritless conditions. It
is the opium of the people.”’ And in the worlds
of Bill

Bernard,

a former U.S. political
“Religion is the anchor of
morality.’” Other thinkers have, however,

commentator,

concerned themselves more with the interface of

religion and
society, such

specific spheres of
politics. For example, Gordon

one or more
as

Smith has, in this

regard, maintained that “a
person’s religious commitment is an important
variable in deciding the direction of his political
outlook and thus his voting loyalty.”'*
Moreover, religion has historically played a
significant role in the emergence of some nationstates, as well as in bringing about democracy in
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other countries. When India gained its
independence in 1949, forexample, it was divided

some

into Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan because
the Muslim

minority sought to have a separate
independent nation.-* Also, religion’s role in
political Zionism, and its expression in the
creation of the state of Israel, testifies to its

importance in human history.*’ In Benin, the
Roman Catholic church played a central role in
the country’s democratisation process, which
led to elections in 1991 after two consecutive

unchallenged Marxist rule.’ And in
Republic of Zambia (where a serious

decades of
the

Christian-Moslem confrontation does not
to be

.seem

farfetched). Father Umberto Davoli tersely

summed up his Christian
magazine’s
detemiination to support the democratisation

process
It is

in the country in the following words:
that...

hacking the multifeel that Zambia
badly needs the balancing role of
opposition to check against the rampant
abuse of power in the nation. We would
like to he the voice ofthe voicele.ss andfeel
that this is one of... our important tasks.
We shall carry on... fight against social
Injustice, and no one is going to stop us.*
true

u e are

communism will

necessarily lead “to the global
triumph of liberalism and the disappearance of
’MO
ideology as a force in world affairs.
He has advanced the following reasons to
justify his point of view; (a) it is possible for
Marxism-Leninism to reappear as a force to
reckon with in the years ahead; (b) it is possible
that a new ideology will eventually emerge to
replace communism; (c) universal acceptance of
liberalism does not rule out the possibility of
conflicts generated by non-ideological factors
(such as religion, as prophesized in this paper);
and (d) liberalism has, in fact, not yet triumphed
since it is still a generally abstract concept in
China and the developing world, and its success
in the fomier Soviet Union is yet to be witnessed.''
With respect to the fourth reason, it is perhaps
important to note that many Russians are already
up in anns “fighting for a return to communism”
because they detest the “barbaric capitalism”
being institutionalised in the Russian society by
In this discussion, however, the focus

is

on

non-ideological factors (such as religion.
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proliferation of politically and/or
economically motivated integration),'* they may
not be necessarily true for religion. A look at a
few of the numerous auguries which point to the
unfolding potential of religion as an eminent
of intra- and inter-national conflict and

co-operation is perhaps in order at this juncture.

commercial and industrial activities.'*
The West is

widely being accused (in the
looking to Islam as the new
enemy after the failure of communism. A
journalist with the A1 Anbaa. Yusuf Abderhaman.
made this allegation in 1993 and added, “This is
the new world order; the West was tough about
the Iraq-Kuwait conflict, and about Somalia: but
in Bosnia, in Kashmir, Burma, nothing.
Meanwhile, Al-.shaab, a pro-Islamist opposition
paper, has portrayed United States-led attacks on
Iraq as an extension of the Serb campaign again.st
Muslim world) of

Muslims in Bosnia: “This time the West is not

won

the hearts of the Muslim

world. Mubarak’s fear is that the U.S..

by
attacking Iraq and ignoring Bosnia, has
inadvertently handed over the leadership of the
Muslim world to Iran.-'

Religious Fundamentalism
has witnessed a dramatic

The 20th century
rise in

religious fundamentalism (that is,

For decades, Sudan’s southerners (who are

excessive belief in, and zealous commitment to

mostly Christians and animists) have been at the
mercy of the country’s Muslim-dominated

promote, a particular religion as the only bearer
of truth) within the Muslim. Christian, Jewish,

government. In 1992, the government showed

and other traditions. The 1949

its extreme

India into Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan, the

religious bias when it ignored the
starving southerners’ needs and donated
$5(X).(XX3 and 1,000

tons

of food and medicine

suffering people in Muslim Somalia. In the
a U.S. assistant secretary of state for
African affairs, the Sudanese government has
been “following a policy of forced Islamisation...
in the south... (and) is attempting to destroy
...people of mixed religious beliefs who live
along the dividing line between north and
south.”'*’ The Pope, too, commented on this
issue duringhis 1993 visit to Africa; he observed;
“You absolutely cannot impo.se... (Islamic) law
to

words of

on

those of other faiths.”'’

Minority Christians of northern Nigeria have,
formany years, accused Muslims of dominating
them through the sultanates, caliphates, and
emirates which the British used to enforce their
rule. Mu.slims.

on

the other hand, accuse the

Christians of flouting Islamic rules

which militate
exposing their bodies. During
1992, violence erupted between the two religious
denominations over the construction of a bigger
against

government.'"

slaughtering pigs, thereby violating the Koran.
Christians, on the other hand, alleged that
Muslims wanted to keep a stranglehold on

declaration has

worldwide

that the decline of

were

the

While these and any other similarpropositions

source

cities.

and

question is

may be true for factors like nationalism
ethnic consciousness (as testified by

one of northern Nigeria’s
claimed that Christians

only forcing the Muslims out of Europe but from
the Middle East as well.'™ In Egypt, president
Hosni Mubarak is greatly concerned about Iran "s
championing of the Bosnian cause. After a 1993
Islamic conference convened in Senegal. Iran
declared that it was prepared to act unilaterally to
help Muslims in Bosnia, Generally, this

incomplete.''*

Triumph of Liberalism?

the Yeltsin

—

the fact that the liberalism in

Fukuyama’s article “The End of
History?” posits the triumph of the liberal, free
enterprise ideology over Marxism-Leninism and
the consequent end of ideology and ideological
conflict as important factors in human existence.'*
In Samuel Huntington’s contention, however, it
to assume

Muslims

does not arise from liberalism itself, but from

Francis

erroneous

marketplace in

by some theorists as
insignificant and unlikely sources of conflict
among nations in the post-Cold War era. One
such theorist is Ernst Haas, who would strongly
argue against the possibility that non-rational or
faith-based factors can shape politics and
relations among nations; to him, only Western
reason
that is, the rational-analytic mode of
inquiry — can.'"
His thesis is perhaps confounded by the
proliferation of religious fundamentalism and
the emergence of religion-based nation-states
(for example, Iran and Pakistan) during the
1900s. an era that has been characterised by
increasing internationalisation of Western
reason. Another of such theorists is Fukuyama,
whose argument in this respect is that, while
non-ideological factors may constitute a source
of conflict for liberal societies, such conflict

party movement. We

is

nationalism, and ethnic consciousness) which
have been discounted

women

partitioning of

political Zionism which gave birth to the Israeli
nation, the 1988 declaration of Bangladesh (by
president H.M. Ershad’s government) as an
Islamic republic, and the on-going contlict in the
former Yugoslavia are good examples of the
manifestations ofreligiousfundamentali.sm. The
ensuing excerpt of a news item concerning a
religion-related issue will further substantiate
what is going on in the world today:
l! is not business as usualfor India's policy
makers, captains of industry, and heads of
chambers of commerce. The (on-going religious) unrest... (in the country) w ill have
repercussions well into 1993for the rest of
the country andfor the sub-continent.'Among other numerous religion-related issues
and problems include organised religion in the
Philippines having joined the country’s political
fray in 1992, adding a further twist to the last
rounds of the country’s general election campaign
scheduled for May 11 the same year,^' and the
alleged declaration of war on the new Red Sea
Sapem September, 1994
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nation

of

Eritrea

by Sudan’s Muslim

fundamentalists.-'’ Moreover,

some

observers

predict that Central Asia’s next flash point is
likely to be Uzbekistan’s Fergana Valley, where
growing Islamic fundamentalism is threatening
the survival of President Islam Karimov’s

government; Wahhabi Imams, or religious
leaders, say that their aim is to overthrow the
government and spearhead an Islamic revolution

throughout Central Asia.”
There should pterhaps be no doubting that
manifestations of religious fundamentalism like
the foregoing have very unfavourable
implications for global and national peace, unity,
and socio-economic development. There is,
therefore, a pressing need for laws designed to
keep religion out of political and public affairs in

in order to forestall the unfolding
potential disruption of public order and socioeconomic activities by misguided individuals
and cliques of fanatics from any given religious
denomination who have no respect for law and
every country

order, let alone for the consecrated and moral

teachings and pre.scriptions of their religions.
How this may be accompli.shed is the subject of
the ensuing section.
Escape from Religionism

worship, as well as the choice of
religion, is one of the fundamental
individual rights which every government needs
to fomially recognise and safeguard. However,
there is an apparent need for multi-religious
countries to contemplate introducing laws
designed to keep religion out of political and
public affairs. Such laws should, inter alia, ban
religious activities and programmes (not
excepting television, radio and newspaper
advertising that is of a religious nature) which, in
the contemplation of the law, have the potential
to indoctrinate credulous members of society. Of
necessity, countries should confront religious
indoctrination as zealously as they have
confronted ideological indoctrination over the
Freedom of

one’s

last several decades.

as

Religion-based conflicts and problems such
preceding sections should evoke

those cited in

politics and religion as being like “water and oil”
reflects his true position in this regard.” This
should not be construed as implying that religious
denominations should not freely advocate their
values, beliefs, and causes as interest groups. In
a truly democratic society, any and all societal
groups should have a constitutionally guaranteed
right to seek to be heard in governmental decision
making, and to articulate their demands on their
governments and society’s other groups and
institutions.
The

separations of church and state is
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deliberate effort

legislative or otherwi.se
precludes religion-clutched patronage in
politics, education, and other public spheres of
society that either wholly or partly fall under the
domain or auspices of the government. Pope
John Paul 11 could not have possibly made a more
timely and appropriate call in this regard during
his 1993 African tour when he said, “It is right
that church people... free themselves from
political tasks because the only political task of
the Church ...is evangelisation.-'’ President Ali
Hassam Mwinyi of Tanzania would perhaps
embrace the Pope’s opinion if his description of
for

—

a

—

that
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particularly critical for developing countries
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1947 U.S. Supreme Court dicta, which expanded
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the scope

of the First Amendment clause
pertaining to “the establishment of religion” to
include the doctrine of separation of church and

Religion,”'- and ‘‘As followers of a religion,

state:

people's right to their religions.”"
Thus far, the following themes have been
surveyed: the place ofreligion in society, whether
or not liberalism can be said to have triumphed
over
Marxism-Leninism.
religious
fundamentalism and its implications on national
and global peace and development, and how
modem civilisation can escape from religionism.
Considering the prevalence and escalation of
religious fundamentalism and its malevolent
worldwide manifestations, it is tempting to
conclude that religion has the potential to shape
international relations and politics in a world that
already seems to be devoid of the traditional
East-West ideological disparity and antagonism.
What alternate prognosis in this regard would be
sufficiently supported by the prevailing state of

Neither

a state nor

the Federal Govern-

church. Neither can pass
laws that aid one religion,aidall religions,

ment can set up a

or

prefer

one

religion

over

another. Nei-

ther can force nor influence a person to go
or to remain away from church... or force
him to profess a

belief or a disbelief in any

religion... No tax in

any amount... can

be

levied to support any religious activities or
institutions... Neither a state nor the Federal Government

participate in the
affairs of any religious organisations or
groups and vice versa.-*
It is, however, important for nondenominational religious subjects or courses to
can...

be included in the curricula of governmentcontrolled schools; privately managed schools

(such

as

those which

are run

by ehurches

must

be convinced of the

(but at the

same

we

rightness of our faith,.,

time, we must also honour other

Notes

or

'Chilcote, R.H., Theories of Comparative

leeway in this regard. In Northern Ireland, for
example, this kind of arrangement was espoused
in the country's 1989 Education Reform Order,
which became law on February 19, 1990.'^
Resistance to a change of stance by a
government in this matter should be expected. In
Ghana, for example, proprietors of Islamic
schools have persistently refused to adopt a new
curriculum designed by the government requiring
such schools to place greater emphasis on secular
studies and spend less time on Islamic education
in order to broaden children’s understanding of
both the diversity and dynamics of society.'” Of
necessity, therefore, government leaders should
counsel their people about the need for civilised
behaviour and the fact that “democracy”, as

Politics: The Search for a Paradigm (Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. 1981), p.92.

on

the other hand, have

Mwambazi has maintained, should not be
construed

as a

In

societal

or

government mandate

mischief."
passing, it is perhaps important to implore

to condone

anarchy

or

politieal leaders, particularly in the developing
world, to guard against being shy to “borrow”
from other societies those political and other
ideals which have the potential to contribute
positively toward the improvement of the socioeconomic welfare of their people. There is perhaps
no better and wiser way of coming to grips with
reality in an increasingly interdependent and
homogeneous world of our time. For believers in
any religion, the following messages of the
founder of the Baha’i Faith and President Suharto
of Indonesia to the Muslim

community in his

country should serve as virtuous principles for

guiding their actions: “That the manifold systems
of religious belief should never be allowed to
foster feelings of animosity among men is... of
the
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GAH: THE NEXT ROUND OF RUNNING
BEHIND
Glenn Bricmldino

T

HE IMPAGT of

implementing the

GATT agreement for developing
countries has been assessed from a
of

angles, ranging from the
Monetary Fund (IMF), to research
institutes and NGOs. While methods, analyses

multitude

International

and recommendations
worthwhile to take

can
a

deeply differ, it is

closer look at

some

quantitative data for sub-Saharan Africa with
regard to the prospects of its trade. How this
trade is embedded into an increasingly
regionalised and politically uncontrolled world
market may become clearer by doing so.
As a starting, point it should be acknowledged
that “... the Uruguay Round Treaty will have
different implications for each category of
developing countries.” ' Within the sub-Saharan
region, it seems plausible to distingui.sh between
countries gaining revenue from sales of oil and
non-oil producers. This static classification needs
to be complemented by taking account of the
political conditions prevailing and their effects
upon medium to long tenn integration into the
capitalist world market. The example of
tunnoilous, oil-producing Nigeria may indicate
that despite of considerable endowment with a
tradable commodity, a country engulfed in
political conflict revolving around unsurpation
of national assets by a privileged political/military
group will find itself on the margins of human
development for the foreseeable future. On the
other hand, it

seems a

fair bet to

assume

that
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a

cooperation will need to be formulated and

shares in the world market have led the AGP to

low of 3.3% in 1992.

e.stimating the size of los.ses in
export earnings indicate that all non-oil producers
in sub-Saharan African must anticipate an average
loss of between 0.86% and 1.76%, according to
which trade development scenario is envisaged.
Recent data,

The ten countries of the SADC will need to

conceive of new modes of economic
that will take account of

integration
dependency relations

institutionalised if the SADC countries

are

to

find compensation sources for the GATT related
losses to their trade volume which are expected
to reach a

combined total of

some

90() to 18(K)

million US dollars.^

Production strategies, which favour food
production for local and regional consumption
over continued .strong reliance on a few export
commodities could eventually help to decrease
African reliance upon unfavourable production
and trade patterns regulated by an intensified
GATT (or upcoming WTO) regime.
Imports from the EU have steadily figured
higher than sub-Saharan export figures, hereby
contributing just as steadily to the regions trade
deficit. The effects of the GATT agreement are
most

unlikely to reverse this pattern of unequal
hardly generate any tangible trade

trade and will

investigate Just how negative the effects will be
for them. In

a

recent

comprehensive study

commissioned by the AGP secretariat in Brussels,
the trade prospects of individual AGP countries
and of their main products are investigated and

analysed.*
In the

negotiations of the mid-term review of
protocol that are currently
underway, it is hoped that this hard data will
provide AGP negotiators with indisputable
findings which can convince the EU and its
member states that more support for trade
promotion and better utilisation of Lomé trade
instruments are genuinely needed, Gertainly one
can agree that it is urgently necessary to maximise
benefits from the convention especially for
African AGP countries. Yet the further reaching,
and strategically more compelling question to

the Lomé IV financial

a

democratic political
consolidation, as perhaps is the case in Mali, can
succeed in carving out a large enough niche in
the world market to allow .some gainful returns
from its limited product base to be used for
national development priorities.
Aggregate data on the effects of GATT on the
international trade position of sub-Saharan
countries generally signifies a real loss in export
earnings. While those African countries which
belong to the African, Garibbean and Pacific
States (AGP) group continuously rely strongly
on the market of the European Union (EU) for
vast portions of their exports to the Organisation
for Economic Gooperation and Development
(OEGD) countries, in absolute as well as in
percentage terms, this market has been shrinking
forthem.' African perfonnance in the EU market
remains sluggish and has been following a
country en route to

downward trend since 1980 from

with South Africa. Mutual interests in economic

,spin-offs which could be used for developmental
purposes. In careful terms, even the
IMF
concedes that in the process of further world
market integration, the poorest of the poor will
again be the real losers: “...it is possible that
some net food importing countries may lose...
because ofhigher world agricultural prices... and
that other developing countries may lo.se because
of erosion of trade preferences.”'* The threat of
eroding trade preferences and continued shrinking

a

Who gets

what in new trading order

Estimated annual

gain in world trade: $209 billion by 2002

E.

Europe
China

6.3% share to
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ask, is how exactly can Africa improve its overall

Total Loss of

position in the world market?
It is common knowledge that the production
and trade structures of most sub-Saharan African
countries is

heavily characterised by reliance on
primary conditions. These commodities yield
little in terms of value added through processing.
Both the manufacturing and the industrial base
of most commodity dependent African countries
remain undeveloped, leaving most of the
countries with weakly diversified economies.
Among the non-oil producing countries in Africa,
export dependence on no more than three leading
commodities of a given country can easily reach
ratios of 70% and well above. This monostructure
into

complete single commodity
structure for the oil producing countries, while
in the Southern African region diversification
has generally progressed further than in the rest
of the continent.*’There is little point in lamenting
the disadvantages such monostructures pose for
successfully integrating into the increasingly
competitive world market, and the bypassing of
Africa when the gains from the potential new
impetus through the GATT accord become real
and ready to capitalise on.
For the immediate time being, the African
countries can only hope, and should therefore
strive for maximisation of preferences and
provisions already available to them. This option
obviously relates to the better exploitation of
benefits attainable through the Lomé convention.
The African countries can improve their
performance in the world market to some degree
by making this option a short-term priority. It
would require them to focus their efforts on
building awareness and capacity to deal with the
existing trade provisions. These provisions
themselves can be simplified and their use can
be facilitated for the respective countries by the
turns

Affected Products:

SADC

Scenario (1)

countries

in %

Scenario

now

rather

stringent “rules of origin”, clauses of the
convention can enhance opportunities for African
economies to produce more efficiently by
allowing a wider use of production inputs from
non-EU and non-ACP

sources.

Given that the

European countries continue to keep the lid on
approach would be
the most feasible one, as a fine-tuning of existing
instruments may be tbe most that can be
negotiated at this moment between the ACP and
the “trade box” closed, this

the EU.’
In the medium to

long-term however, it may
politically difficult to uphold the
insufficient, but nevertheless important Lomé
provisions as they increasingly conflict with
become

trade liberalisation demands of GATT and its

upcoming successor organisation World Trade
Organisation (WTO). The African countries need
to prepare for such a possible demise or even
concluding of Lomé-cooperation. Within the

dominated Asian and Pacific,

and the North American Free Trade Association

(2)

in %

(NAFTA) dominated American hemisphere.
Africans need to commit themselves, and
succeeded in

forging closer regional economic
they ought to

alliances within Africa. Likewise,

Angola

0.9

2.0

Botswana

0.8

1.6

Lesotho

0.8

1.7

Malawi

1.1

2.0

Mozambique

1.0

2.0

Namibia

0.7

1.5

Swaziland

1.1

2.2

Tanzania

1.1

2.3

Zambia

0.4

0.9

Zimbabwe

0.7

1.4

SADC average

0.86

1.76

in ‘000

766.2

1529.5

better coordinate their interactions with

international monetary

institutions and economic
trading blocks. As their integration into the world
economy may not be quite as “smooth” as hailed
in the Treaty of Maastricht, they at least must
attempt to avoid many of the deep pot holes on
their bumpy road to development.^
Footnotes
1.

a near

Commission of the EU. A relaxation of the
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from the Japanese

Export Earnings of

ecu:

2.

G. Mhone, “GATT

implications of the
Umguay Round for Developing Countries”,
in SAPEM, February, 1994, page 40.
The dependency of African ACP countries
on the EU market for their
exports is on
average some 60%. Reliance on the US
market averages at 30%, while Japans
market accounts for nearly 4% of the.se
countries exports to OECD countries. For
the years 1990,1991 and 1992, the EU and
the Japanese market have shrunk in total
—

volume while the US market has
intensified relations of market

competition, tbe
poorest countries will hardly manage to delink
themselves from structural adjustment and

is

ODI, London, 1994, appendix 2).
3.

internal modernisation, even combined with

maximisation of

positive spin-offs from the
relationship with the European Union and its
member states are only one aspect of a long term
strategy. As the world market continues to
regionalise, African states need to seek and seize
opportunities from non-European regions, like

In appendix 6 of the “Post-GATT” report a
major-product specific breakdown also for

the SAC countries is

presented. Los.ses
product groups, with manufacturers and tropical commodities generally most hardly hit.

extend to all

4.

IMF, World Economic Outlook 1994, Annex

1, page 84, May 1994.

5.

see note

6.

Notable exceptions to this pattern are Zambia and Malawi which rely to 98% and 85%

2.

respectively on the three main commodithey produce. The highest degree of

ties

confronted with environmental and poverty
related breakdowns.* While it remains a high

priority on the development agendas in particular
of African states to resolve the problems of debt
and commodity prices, any viable long-term
development strategy must envisage a
combination of policy approaches.
Investment in human capital must remain a
top priority and realisation of this goal clearly
can be facilitated by increased momentum of
democratisation processes within Africa. Yet

provided in the “Post-GATT Uruguay

Round Evaluation for the ACP Secretariat”,

international division of labour relations without

risking an even further decline in the living and
development standards of their populations.
Lomé-cooperation can be no more than a
complementary compensation for potentially
negative results of GATT upon the African
countries. To place Lomé into a long-term
productive setting, policy changes in the
developed world are inevitable, notably in the
areaof environment, production and consumption
patterns. “Sustainability” under capitalist market
conditions may well turn out to be an illusion and
the seemingly borderless growth of the western
development model may increasingly be

stagnated,

(a country specific breakdown of this data

diversification is recorded for Botswana

(25%), Lesotho (30%) Mauritius (34%)
and Zimbabwe (37%). These figures are
averages for the period 1988 to 1990calculated by UNCTAD, in. Commodity Yearbook 1993, p.411-412.
7.

These short-term

priorities are spelled out
by A. Koning in: ECDPM, Policy Management Brief No. 1, “Challenges to ACPtrade
with Europe after the Uruguay Round”,
Maastritch, The Netherlands, July 1994;
“Rethinking the Lomé Trade Provisions”
in the context of the mid-term review of the
financial

protocol of the Lomé convention
“European Development
Policy after the Treaty of Maastricht”,
ECDPM occasional paper 1993, p.38-43.
is discussed in:
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LANGUAGE AND THE PORTRAYAL OF
WOMEN IN THE MEDIA
Patricia McFadden

LL SOCIETIES

becomes the extension of the social

of communication and

which characterise

develop mechanisms
expression as
part oftheirevolution and sustainability
as social forms. No society therefore is without
a language, whether written or oral, and even in
societies where multiple expressions of social
identity exist, language remains a major form of

a

national,

ethnic,

racial

and

individual

construction.
In

looking at the issue of language and the

ways in which women are portrayed in the media
in African society, 1 shall attempt to locate the
fundamental

premises upon which people accept
given the temporal and long-term
representations of different members of that
society.
One of the central tenets underpinning the
language of any people is the assumption that
what is said is understood and usable. People use
words and expressions without having to ask
themselves whether what they are trying to say
through those sounds and gestures is
as

understandable to others. Communication

can

only take place in a context of the mutual
assumption that what one person says is coherent
and accepted by another. It is in the establishment
and maintenance of a language that certain givens
are

built into this form of communication.

Eor

example, .social stability is

element in order for

a necessary

language to be sustained
and used effectively. Assuming a permanent,
unchanging status quo allows for the
consolidation of alanguage, and societies struggle
for permanence through the insistence that every
child learn, know and use the language of her/his
community. The struggle over languages
between the colonial state and the indigenous
African people was a clear expression of the
need by African societies to survive the colonial
experience. The colonial state imposed foreign
languages upon all colonised peoples as a
necessary part of the process of alienation and
oppression, whilst Africans resisted through the
maintenance of indigenous languages and other
a

fonns of resistance. In schools, Africans were

punished for using indigenous languages, while
the use of English, for example,was rewarded
with praise and prestige.
Another given which derives from social
stability is that language expresses a relational
status quo. People live together in a certain way,
for a long enough time, such that language
Sapem September, 1994

relationships
particular society. And the
more deeply entrenched those relationships are,
the more resistant to change that language
becomes. We shall see examples of this later in
a

the paper.
At this

point, however, it is important to
language does not exist in a
vacuum. It speaks to social, political, economic,
cultural, religious and ethnic/national issues, all
of which are fundamentally gendered. In fact,
language is an excellent example of how gendered
social reality is. Through language, the oppressive
and exploitative relations between women and
men are most obviously expressed, both in the
public and private spheres.
Language is also about power. We use words
to say what we think about issues, about people,
remember that

about ideas, and we use words to convey messages

of control,

authority, status and privilege. We
language to access and maintain situations of
power and control, as well as to initiate change in
our societies. Most media use language to
maintain a status quo which is underpinned by
deeply entrenched relations of gendered power
use

between

women

and

men.

Language can also be expressed as bodylanguage, the movement of facial and bodily
muscles to reinforce and or imply a particular
message. Both language as words and language
as bodily expression are extensively used in the
media to project particular images of women in
our

societies.

Language as an Expression of Gendered
Relations

their social reproduction
through the socialisation of children into a specific
culture by using language. From the earliest
stages of life, children are taught the values and
norms of their society through words and sounds
which constitute a particular language. It is
through such values and cultural norms that
All societies

ensure

males and females

are

constructed into what

appear to be normal roles of social existence.
Certain words are used to construct the female
child into

a person who accepts an inferior status
vis-a-vis her brothers, her father and other male

relatives in the

family. For example, one hears
as “Just” so-and-so
all the time. T am Just a housewife’: Tam Justa
secretary’; etc. And men describe women in the
same terms. ‘She is Ju.st a woman, after all’. In
women

describe themselves

this way, women learn to internalise a concept
self which translates into numerous examples

of
of
self-depracation in both the private and public
arenas. Women learn to be altruistic, to give up
so that others may have. They learn to live on the
margins of the family, the community, the
political system, the economic system, and tend
to be grateful for little things (small income
generating projects; a clinic for their children; a
community bore-hole).
Females are also taught not to speak in
particular tones towards men, especially men
who exist in relationships of power with them
(fathers and husbands). Men

are

socialised to

deference and submissiveness from
women, especially in the private arena, but also
in certain circumstance in the public sphere. For
example, men do not expect their wives to argue
with them publicly. Argumentativeness is
considered a liability in a woman, and is usually
interpreted as an expression of disrespect for
expect

men.

these

Men who batter
women

women

often claim that

asked for it; they raised their voices

and screamed at the

man; they argued with him;
body language which is defiant
They behaved like men. The
stereotype of a good woman therefore reinforces
a body language which is non-assertive, inhibited,
repressed, and passive.
Body language is also an issue of sexuality for
women, and the female child is continuously
reminded that body language is something to be
repressed. Girls are taught, often through punitive
sanctions, to hide and repress their physical
expressions, not to insist on a point in school, to
be demure and conciliatory. The language of a
nice young woman should reflect a body that is
in waiting — for a husband who will then define
her sexuality in relation to his own sexual needs
and desires. I shall return to this issue of sexuality,
because it plays a very significant part in the
portrayals of women in advertising, business,
and in the gendered allocation of skills in the
public sphere.
Therefore, language must be understood as
having both a speech element as well as having
a physical component, and the manner in which
these two are combined is very much a gendered
issue.
Men are encouraged to laugh and be
boisterous, to speak up, to take the lead, and to
assume positions of prominence by developing
their voices, their interests and viewpoints,

they adopted

a
and offensive.
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frameworks as they are played out
The Public/Private Divide is a

in daily life.
conceptual

convenience which enables us to see more clearly
the

gendered constructions of who is female and

who is male in the home, for

is

powerful and without

domain. However, social

example, and who

in the public
reality is not drawn in
power

black and white lines, and the intersections of the

public/private spheres are multiple and
continuously in flux.
For example, prior to the development of
capitalist societies in Africa, men tended to spend
more time in the public domain, and maleness
could be realised through participation in wars,
through public speaking (praise singing) as well
as through the development of skills like smithing,
etc. Men excelled in the public arena as an
expression of their gendered status as men. whilst
women were expected to excell as mothers and
wives. Very few women entered politics (unless
they were aristocrats) and even then, they were
often limited by their femaleness from occupying
certain public spaces.
Today, women have
exploded the myth that ‘a woman's place is in the
home', and they are actively visible in the public
arena as

decision makers in the state

NGOs and in the commercial

as

well

as

in

sphere.

However, the media still tends to portray
women in their womanly and motherly roles
through advertisements which show women using
cleaning detergents; cooking sadza and serving
the family; feeding/nurturing babies and small
children; and being identified with the domestic
sphere as a 'natural' location for women. A
mildly critical analysis of the advertisements on

TV and Radio which involve

women

show them

in these domesticated,

Media

portrayal of African

through language, while women are discouraged
in most African cultures from being out-spoken,
from being assertive in the way they state a point
of view and from assuming leadership in school,
in politics, in the economic sphere, and least of
all in the religious terrain. It is by making women
voiceless that African societies have been able to

project and portray women in particular ways
which support the wider sexist and chauvinistic
patriarchal ideology.
Portrayals of Women in the Media
The media is best understood in relation to this

issue if
42

we come

to

it from the

public/private

women

makes them voiceless

divide

perspective. In all our societies, gendered
women and men are played

relations between
out

nurturing roles, with very
rare exceptions. In Zimbabwe, one advertisement
for a maize-meal has a jingle which says that this
maize-meal is good for the man's family and his
wife. In anotherexample.thedettol advertisement
which shows a father letting his son fall off a
bicycle and treating his cut with the product that
is being sold, also emphasises the importance of
maleness as past of being able to bear pain, being
able to pick one's self up and forge ahead after a
fall, and several other very masculine messages
aimed specifically at male children. The male
child when shown

on

the TV is almo.st

never

in the wider institutional framework i.e.

associated with his mother. If the mother is

controlled and

present, so is his father and sister (who is always

those institutions which

dominated

are

than he is, by the way —(note the
cream advertisement), and the two

and which ensure that male
interests and privileges remain hegemonic, as
well as at the personal level - between women
and men as siblings, lovers, wives/husbands,

father

relatives and household members.

commercial for baby

by

men

In order to understand how these two levels

intersect, we need aconceptual tool, an abstraction
which enables

us

institutional, and

to look across
see

the

personal and

the interstices of both these

younger

Camphor

males dominate the whole commercial, with the

how

playing the central role. Another
food is a perfect example of
little girls are socialised to look forward to

motherhood

as

the most natural choice for them.

The commentary' even describes the little girl
who is feeding her baby brother as 'a little
Sapem September 1994
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mother’ —clearly reflecting the assumption
all

women must

that

be mothers.

Therefore, although women have been playing
a

greater and greater role in the public sphere, the

media still insists

representing them first as
mothers and as wives, as daughters and as
nurturers, as child bearers and as care givers, but
seldom as persons in their own right, reflecting
achievements that have literally nothing to do
with whether they have birthed a child/ren or are
married to some man. The portrayal of women
according to their domestic construction is
something that goes on as though it were natural,
but we know that this is a very definite role which
the media plays in the perpetuation of gendered
stereotypes about women, in the maintenance of
patriarchal ideology. Who runs the media, by the
way, anywhere in the world? Is it little wonder
that the representations of women are what they
are? This is a question for open discussion.
The

on

Portrayal of Women as Sexual
Commodities

Recently, Zimbabwe has

seen a flood of car
related advertisements on TV, mainly from South

Africa, and almost

invariably,

a woman's body
is involved in such commercials. Half-naked,

beautifully sculptured (white) female bodies
moving across the screen, almost never saying
anything, just purring (the association of female
sexuality with animalness) and mindlessly
associating with a machine. These are the images
of women when they are not portrayed as mothers
and nurturers. In most cases, only parts of the
female body is shown, usually from the neck to
the thighs, and the camera lingers around her
pelvic area or on the breasts, depending on what
is being sold. The fragmentation of the female
body is a central element of the commodification
of women as things. You can sell off parts of
women like you can with cars and machines.
These women are voiceless even when they do
say something, because the emphasis is really on
their bodies as commodities to sell things like
cars, radios, fizzy drinks, computers, etc.
Sometimes women accompany men in the
sales promotion of a particular product - for
example, a deodorant or perfume, but in most
cases, she is either submitting to his sexual
prowess, or he is conquering, or both. The
repre.sentations are invariably dis-empowering
to women, reflecting a sexuality that is animallike, and the male is portrayed as a conqueror, as
having Power, A recent advertisement for a male
perfume says exactly that.
This portrayal of women as possessing a
sensuality and sexuality which men are always
out to colonize and conquer speaks to the
schizophrenic attitude that the media has with
female sexuality. Unless a woman is a wife and
mother in which case her sexuality is collapsed
-

I

-
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into her fertility,

and she is presented as a bearer
generations sexuality is portrayed as dangerous,

secretary who is perfectly shaped, well-groomed

of babies and nurturer of future

and at the boss’ beck and call

then her

the

evil, ominous, to be avoided

or

controlled

-

negative and bad. This is the dichotomisation of
womanhood in terms of Good Woman/Bad

Woman, and the media is guilty on all counts on
this

one.

Ever since I first viewed the advertisement for
Protector Condoms, I cannot get over the gender-

insensitivity of such advertisements. Jumbo’s
irresponsibility is reflected in his running about
‘with all sorts of (loose) women’, who supposedly
infect him and bring him illness. Unlike his
friend Simba, who is responsible, wears acondom
(and therefore can be safely promiscuous by
implication), his sense of responsibility is
reflected by his having a good wife and cute little
children. Not only is this advertisement pushing
the concept of small is beautiful and responsible
in terms of fertility control strategies, but worst,
it perpetuates the stereotypes of women as dirty,
diseased, and as vectors of Sexually Transmitted
Diseases (STDs) like the HIV virus.

of a

woman

the

same

who is sexual and wholesome and at

time reflects the choices that

women

should be

making about mothering and entering
life-long partnerships with men as friends and
lovers. The traditional representations of women
persist because the men who run the media either
do not know that it is possible to be sexual in a
positive, wholesome sense and still be a good
parent and loving partner, or they are in great
need of gender sensitisation. I think both apply.
Women Selling the Corporate Image
Another very gendered portrayal of women in
the media is the use of smart-looking women to
sell a particular corporate image. Women are
invariably the receptionists and secretaries, while
the men sit around in the board-room making the
important decisions. The transference of women’s
domestic/nurturing skills into the commercial
sphere is something one observes being done as
though it were natural. The secretary bringing an
aspirin to the boss who has a headache (because
he is working so hard); the receptionist who
protects her boss and makes sure that he sees
only those people who do not aggravate him; the

because that is

attributed with the characteristics of maleness.

Margaret Thatcher, a former Prime Minister of
Britain was a perfect scapegoat for male
cartoonists who thought women should be ’ barefoot, pregnant and standing at the sink all their
lives’.
Not only are the representations of womanhood

All this

happens very innocuously, without the viewers
actually realising that these misogynist beliefs
about women are being inculcated into them.
How could this possibly be a coincidence? Yet
when this is pointed out, media people often
respond with a knee-jerk reaction, claiming
unfairness on the part of feminist activists, and of
course they promptly forget about the issue. It is
easier not to deal with something that is so
obviously distasteful, and anyhow, it is not part of
our culture to talk publicly about sexuality and sex.
I cannot remember seeing a media projection

—

image of a good woman in the public sphere.
These are images of women which not only
reflect the existence of a glass-ceiling that is way
down low, close to the ground literally for most
women in industry and in the commercial field,
but they also associate women with only certain
skills which is gendered and limited by biases
and prejudices about what most men think women
are capable of.
Women who climb the social and political
ladder, who are achievers and leaders, might be
introduced first as ‘good wives and mothers’ or
they are projected as tough, rough, male-women.
Women who achieve cannot possibly remain
feminine and female in a positive sense. They are

tailored and directed

to

alienate

women

from

their achievements.

and

They also are very ableist
intolerant of any imperfection on the part of

such

be

women.

She has to be better than the best

to

good secretary, otherwise the media will
blow out of proportion any weaknesses she has,
just to prove that women are only best at being
a

wives and mothers. If

a woman

those locations which

men

dares to enter

still dominate and

jealously guard (like politics, big business, certain
sections of the military), then she is open to
constant scrutiny, and her morals are up for grabs
by the grubbiest hands (especially by the gutter
press), and, she dare not be human and err.
In conclusion, I would like to say that it is very
clear that all forms of the media are obviously
playing the gate-keeper role for the perpetuation
of patriarchal ideology, which resists any and all
attempts to change the balance of power between
women

and

men.

Of

course

there

are

the

exceptions to the rule, journalists and producers,
writers and news reporters who break with the
norm,

and

one

sometimes hears their voices in

the different media sites. However, on the whole,
the media in Zimbabwe, and

globally, is in dire
gender sensitisation, in order for this
important group of people to realise that

need of

very
their skills

and

contributions

to

social

development would be better served by a more
gender-equitous portrayal of women and men.
Language and forms of communication have to
adapt and change with the new needs and
directions societies take, and media

personnel

play a critical role is shaping and moving our
societies towards a more democratical ly gender-

can

fair future.□
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HALTING THE WORLD BANK AND IMF
ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL
DESTRUCTION
50 Years Is Enough Campaign*
A

994 MARKS the 50th

anniversary of the
founding of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF),
institutions which have been promoting and
financing inequitable and unsustainable
development overseas that has created poverty
while destroying the environment. These

1

forms to promote more equitable

major
decisions affecting their respective societies.
For more than a decade, citizens' groups in the
United States, in collaboration with partner

were

founded, a diverse group ofUS organisations

has established the 50 Years Is Enough Campaign.
“50 Years Is

Enough” was chosen as the
Campaign’s slogan to express the strongly held
belief by growing numbers of people around the
globe that the type of development that the
World Bank and IMF have been promoting cannot
be allowed to continue.
Above all, the

Campaign is calling for the full

participation of affected women and men in all
aspects of World Bank and IMF projects, policies
and programmes. This will require far-reaching
changes in the lending policies, internal processes
and structure of the World Bank and the IMF.

Only when these reforms are implemented will
these institutions be able to play a positive role in
support ofequitable and sustainable development.
This will require the following:
Openness and full public accountability of
•

the Bretton Woods institutions and the

systematic integration of affected women
and men in the formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of World
Bank and IMF projects and policies;
44

develop-

priorities of women and men affected by those policies;
An end to environmentally destructive
lending and support for more self-reliant,
resource-conserving development;
The scaling back of the financing, operations. role and. hence, power of the World
Bank and the IMF and the rechannelling of
financial resources thereby made available into a variety of development assis-

information about, and involvement in,

Woods conference at which these institutions

—

ment

organisations are also profoundly undemocratic
in that they have consistently denied citizens

organisations in the Third World and Eastern
Europe, have lobbied the IMF and the World
Bank, as well as the US government, for reforms
in the ofierations and policies of these institutions.
Despite these efforts and the growing chorus of
criticism from the US Congress, governments
and UN agencies, the IMF and World Bank
continue to resist fundamental and meaningful
change.
To mark the 50th anniversary of the Bretton

major reorientation of World Bank —
financed economic-policy re-

and IMF

tance

alternatives; and

A reduction in multilateral debt to free up

additional

capital for sustainable develop-

experts at every stage of programme development
toensure

hardship

that adjustment policies do not increase
on

the

poor or

destruction of the

environment. At the World Bank,
must be

allocated

more

time

early in the project cycle to

allow for sufficient local consultations

so

that

people can participate in project
development. To ensure that women as
development actors are fully repre.sented in this
process, and to address the historical exclusion
of women from decision-making structures at
local, national and international levels, specific
affected

mechanisms will need to be established for their

merit.

Institutional Reform
While modest steps

have been taken toward
greater openness at the World Bank, they have
been inadequate to allow for meaningful
participation of affected populations and have
had no positive effect on project quality. Even
when consultative mechanisms are called for by
current World Bank procedure, this requirement
is often sidestepped by staff. For example, acting
against the requirements for Environmental
Assessments, the World Bank regularly fails to
consult with affected communities and continues
to

by all relevant sectoral ministries with the active
participation of a broad range of representatives
from civil society. The IMF should be further
required to consult social and environmental

lend for environmentally destructive projects.

Likewise, the secretive process through which
structural

adjustment programmes are designed
implemented continues to undermine
democratic participation and the local relevance
and

and effectiveness of the reforms themselves.

Despite a World Bank policy that states there
is a presumption in favour of disclosure of
information, in practice the Bank has restricted
almost every type of information regarding its
projects and policy-based lending. The World
Bank’s new information policy, rather than
requiring the public availability of project and
programme planning documents, has established
a system of new information documents for each
project that could potentially obscure important
facts and analysis.
To be relevant to the needs of local populations,
adjustment programmes must be designed locally

full inclusion.

Citizens must have full

access to

all Bank and

IMF documentation

required to make informed
and effective input into the programmedevelopment process. This calls for the revision
of the institutions’ respective information policies
to ensure the release of key internal papers,
including project and programme documents,
from the early stages of the planning process.
The IMF’s Articles of Agreement must be
adjusted to allow greater participation of
government ministries and civil society in

design. At the same time, an
independent evaluation unit must be established
at the IMF to review, on a country-by-country
basis, the impact of the implementation of IMFrequired or—recommended policy prescriptions
on poverty, economic development and the
programme

natural environment.
Economic Policy Reform

Economic “stabilization” and “structural
programmes imposed on client
countries and their citizens by the IMF and

adjustment”

World Bank have failed to lead to sustained and

equitable growth or, in most cases, to increased

productive investment. Instead, they have
increased external debt and caused great social,
economic and environmental destruction while
further impoverishing poor and working people.
As wages and the poor’s access to resources
have decreased and women, in particular.
Sapem September, 1994
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continue to be excluded from

decision-making
concerning macroeconomic policy, they — and
the children they support — have been further
marginalised and impoverished. The widening
gab between the rich and poor accelerated by
adjustment policies represents one ofthe greatest
sources of instability in the world today. The
World Bank’s so-called “poverty lending” and
social-investment programmes do not address
the widespread and structural problems of poverty
and inequality exacerbated by adjustment

programmes in the environmentally sensitive
areas of energy, agriculture, forestry and

transport, and the
areas

institution’s record in these
by needless

has been characterised

environmental

destruction

and

social

disintegration. Billions of dollars have been lent
in support of projects that have turned forests
into wastelands, generated energy in a highly
inefficient and polluting manner, and displaced
peasants from subsistence plots given over to
cash-crop export production. These projects have

programmes.

also forced the resettlement of millions of poor

Non-project, policy-reform lending should be
more limited and must no longer be conditioned
on the adoption of policies designed in
Washington without the benefit of informed
local input.

men,

women

and children, who

diminished standard of living.

now

face

a

Furthermore, the

World Bank’senvironmental lending often serves
to perpetuate

the extemalisation ofenvironmental

costs.

All structural

adjustment programmes and
Bank-supported projects must
take into account and promote the objectives of
Agenda 21 and the Biodiversity and Climate
relevant World

Adjustment programmes must, in fact, derive
from the support the perspectives and
priorities of local populations.

Conventions and should be evaluated for

consistency with the funding policies and
programme priorities established under those
conventions. In addition, the World Bank and

Debt relief, which also should not be
conditioned on the adoption of such programmes,

should

replace non-project lending as the
principal means of providing countries with
desperately needed foreign exchange.
To be effective in achieving these objectives,
lending for economic reform and for parallel
project investments must serve to: a) strengthen
a wide variety of productive activities of the rural
and urban poor; b) increase rather than diminish
local self-reliance, broad-based local demand,
and workers’

rights and wages; c) promote broad-

based sustainable food

production by increasing
productive
resources for small farmers and microenterprises;
d) directly address women’s lack of access to
resources and decision-making structures and
promote equity in the development process for
all
disadvantaged groups; e) ensure
environmental sustainability by decreasing the
access

to

land, credit and other

of natural-resource extraction,

increasing
regulatory oversight and promoting end-use
efficiency in the energy and water sectors; and 0
rate

allow for increased investment in much needed

physical and social infrastructure, especially in
health

care,

education

and

economic

opportunities for women and girls.
Resource Conservation

The World Bank and the IMF have been
oblivious to local conditions and the

longer-term
implications of their lending for the global
environment, local ecosystems and naturalresource

bases,

as

well

structures. More than

billion annual

as

for local social

half of the Bank’s $24

lending is directed to projects and
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IMF must incorporate into their planning and
decision-making processes the value of natural
resources and ecosystems to be depleted and/or
degraded by their policy prescriptions and, in the
case of the Bank, project-lending portfolio.
No project involving involuntary resettlement

should be considered until there is hard evidence
that

alternatives

rehabilitation

have

measures

been

examined,

have been created in

consultation with local communities, and

monitoring systems are in place that will ensure
full compliance with World Bank guidelines.
Specific measures must be taken which will hold
World Bank staff accountable for violations of
the Bank’s

involuntary resettlement policy. In
comprehensively
provide mitigation and restitution to those people
forcibly resettled by 146 projects that it has
financed and that are already underway. It is also
critical that the Bank, in cooperation with
borrower governments, prepare economic
rehabilitation programmes for all the populations
displaced by projects it has funded since 1980 in
violation of its policy guidelines.
This moratorium should stay in effect until a
comprehensive review is carried out of the impact
and performance of past lending for such projects.
addition, the Bank should

A mechanism must be established to
the

findings

ensure

that

applied to future loan
considerations, and all conditions applying to
are

the lifting of the moratorium on projects involving
forced resettlement
individual

are

met.

Furthermore,

projects must not be financed until a
comprehensive river basin management plan is
in place that addresses appropriate alternatives

and that is

developed and implemented with
populations.
Water projects must support conservation,
demand management, improved efficiency in
irrigation, the re-use of treated wastewater, the
transfer of “clean” technologies to developing
countries, and the extension of basic supply and
sanitation coverage to unserved populations.
Similarly, energy lending must support leastco.st investments in end-use efficiency and
local

conservation.

Agricultural lending must be fundamentally
from the current industrial
agriculture model. Rather, it should increasingly
support smallholder food production that builds
on local knowledge and resources while
increasing local household and food security,
local self-reliance and biophysical, social and
economic sustainability. The World Bank should
extend its commitment not to finance logging in
primary moist tropical forests to all primary
forests, including temperate and boreal forests,
and should not finance activities which indirectly
support logging. The Bank must take a proactive
approach to avoid adverse effects on forests
stemming from infrastructure and other
development projects and the promotion of
policies that accelerate forest exploitation.
Development Assistance Alternatives
redirected away

Both institutions have failed

dismally in the

management of programmes whose ultimate goal
is the

improvement of human well-being around
globe. The World Bank’s loan portfolio has
seen only marginal improvement, and two
programmes that it either fully or largely manages
and that it finances with taxpayers’ money—the
International Development Association (IDA)
and the Global Environment Facility (GEF) —
have been ineffective in achieving their mandated
purposes. Previous capital increases have
strengthened the World Bank’s capacity and
inclination to overfund ineffective implementing
institutions and to finance large-scale destructive
projects and programmes void of local input and
the

control.

Capital and quota increases have also
strengthened the power of the IMF and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (IBRD — the World Bank’s hardloan window) to leverage economic-policy
changes against the will of local populations,
undermining more equitable, sustainable and
democratic development. The IMF continues to
focus on narrow policy measures aimed at
correcting short-term balance-of-payments
problems without regard forthe long-term impact
of such measures, demonstrating a total disregard
for the people and environment of borrower
countries.
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Enough Campaign is
Coiling for;
The denial of future capital requests for
Therefore

•

•

the IBRD and the IMF's Enhanced

Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF).
This is the first step in downsizing the two
institutions and limiting the damage that they do.
With less money available in smaller loan
packages by the World Bank, countries will be
inclined to look inward for solutions to

more

their

respective development problems, relying

more

on

local efforts, resources, skills,

knowledge, creativity and commitment. At the
same

time, ESAF

—

which

was

access by low-income
concessional IMF resources

expand

established to

countries to
to

support

“especially vigorous adjustment programmes”
has been underutilised, as its lending terms
are not attractive to the poorest countries and it
has promoted unproductive economic-reform

—

A

•

narrowing of the policy-making roles

of the World Bank and the IMF.
Given the IMF’s

disregard for the social and
impact of its operations, other
institutions in the North, in conjunction with
government ministries and representatives of
civil society in client countries, should determine
appropriate programmes of economic reform
that take longer-term goals into account. The
IMF’s role should be restricted to providing
environmental

technical assistance

on

fiscal and monetary

policies and mobilizing capital and debt relief
required to support the achievement of these
programmes. The World Bank’s role in
leveraging economic-policy reforms must also
be limited, with its non-project lending reduced
to 10 percent of its total loan portfolio, consistent
with its original mandate.
The e.stablishment of an independent
IDA, legally, operationally and finandaily .separated from the World Bank.
IDA suffers from all the problems of the
IBRD, but, because it receives taxpayers" money
from member governments, it needs not be under
World Bank management to gamer funds to lend
to its borrowers, the world’s poorest countries. It
should continue as a concessional financing
mechanism with a more democratic governing
•

board which has

a

The establishment of a Global Environ-

The write-off of World Bank loans made

ment

Facility (GEF) that is legally, operationally and financially independent

for

of the World Bank.

which had severe adverse impacts on local
populations and the environment. The
World Bank has acknowledged a consider-

pilot phase
Facility to be ineffective in dealing
with climate change, biodiversity, international
waters and ozone depletion, largely because of
its top-down, non-participatory approach and its
failure to adopt a valid strategy for using its funds
to maximum advantage. A majority of GEF
projects are attached to regular World Bank
loans which often are at odds with the goals of
the GEF. On paper, the restructured GEF
establishes a functionally independent
Secretariat. This must be put into practice. Other

has found the

essential reforms which the
must

also operate a

second soft-loan or grant
programme, available to all World Bank borrower
countries, that would fund projects directly

new

GEF Council

institute are full public access to information

GEF and associated

projects, guaranteed
participation of citizens’ groups and affected
communities during the project cycle and in the
Council, and agreement on a strategy for
effectively using GEF funds to protect the global
environment. Unless these reforms are agreed to
and fully implemented, the GEF should not be
allowed to fund new projects and government
contributions should be conditioned
reforms

on

now

is owed to the World Bank and the IMF. The

poorest countries, mostly in sub-Saharan Africa,

simply not able to meet their debt payments,
economically better-off nations
development has been stymied while interest
payments are made. Although the IMF and the
World Bank have large liquid reserves, they
are

while in many

or

reschedule the debt owed

taking no responsibility either for projects
that have failed or for stabilization and adjustment
them,

programmes that have led to severe economic
recession and an exacerbation of national debt
burdens.
The 50 Years Is

projects in its portalready disbursed for these projects should therefore
be scrutinized by an international tribunal
chosen by the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors to determine just measures of

folio

as

failures. The loans

debt cancellation and relative

re.sponsibility on the part of the Bank and borrowers.

This tribunal should also establish criteria
for determining

failures

among

completed

as well as appropriate measures
of debt cancellation. Such a policy .shift

projects,

would go a

long

way

toward introducing

greater accountability in the World Bank
and

improve the quality of lending.

An international agreement to ensure that
future borrowing by governments from the

IMF and World Bank is based

on

the in-

formed consent of its citizens to accept
repay

and

the debt.

standards for future debt

dragged
on for a dozen years. The debt burden of
developing countries now stands US$ 1,7 trillion,
of which US$278 billion, or roughly 17 percent,

refuse to reduce

able number of current

An international convention should establish

Debt Burden
The international debt crisis has

projects and programmes that have
failed in economic terms, particularly those

the

being carried out.

legitimate

and

obligations to be
enforceable under

international law.

The convention could

require: publication of

basic details of the loan agreement; availability
of documents for public review for 60 days
before signing: publicized, open hearings to solicit
citizen

input; approval by the legislative body
responsible for appropriations: public signing of
loan agreements by the responsible officials; and
the use of the loan for agreed purposes. The IMF
and the World Bank would be obligated toensure
that these standards are met, and a loan obligation
found by the relevant court of law to be out of
compliance with the standards would be
considered unenforceable.^

Enough Campaign Is
Calling For;

Therefore

better balance between

developed and developing countries, as well as
representation from various constituencies
affected by the institution’s lending. The new
IDA should incorporate an effective fulldisclosure information policy, an ombudsoffice
and an effective appeals mechanism. It could
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without applying structural adjustment
conditionally.

poor

An official evaluation of the GEF

on

programmes.

and requiring subsidized

benefitting the
credit.

The immediate cancellation of 100 per cent
of the

outstanding debt owed the IBRD and
IMF by the Severely Indebted Low-Income Countries and 50 per cent of that
owed by Severely Indebted Lower-Middle
Income Countries. The World Bank and

their

respective liquid and
(USS17 billion and USS35
billion, respectively) to write off this debt
IMF should

gold

use

reserves

*The 50 Years Is

Enough Campaign is dedicated to
increasing the awareness of the US public, the media
and policymakers of the pressing need for far-reaching
change at the Bretton Woods institutions. As the
Campaign platform incorporates essent ial reforms that
the World Bank and IMF

consider, it aims

at

the

same

so

far have refused to

time to limit the power of

the.se institutions and to promote a

of new

structures

that could deliver

public exploration
more

relevant and

appropriate assistance.
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FROM THE HISTORY PAGES OF SOUTH
AFRICA
-v

European Colonial Despotism —A History of Oppression and Resistance in
South Africa by Hosea Jaffe, 1994
Reviewed by alie Fataar
THIRD in

a trilogy of books on the
history of South Africa, this volume
repeats much of what Jaffe wrote in
“Colonialism Today” (1981) and “A History of
Africa” (1985). For one who has read the earlier

A

books, this latest chronicle with additional items
(some cast in

a new

mould) tends to be prolix to

the point of being fatiguing. The only new material

is in the last

chapter on the Constitutional Crisis
(1976-1990). This section is hardly informative
because the author was too dependent on current
reportage and the European media perhaps.
In addition, Jaffe’s penchant for being
prescriptive, evident in other areas of his writings,
is quite mi.splaced in this section since the issues
under consideration are far from being resolved.
Clairvoyance in a historian is certainly deplorable.
Before I comment on some specific issues that
detract from the reputability of this book. I
should in fairness give a thumbnail gist of the ten
chapter book with its 230 pages of material
followed by a massive 90 pages of “references”
most of which should rightly have been
incorporated into the substantive part of the
book.
The book seems to have been produced
hurriedly, as is evident from the lack of checking
of facts that are well known. For example:
“Sonny” Abdurahman was not the son of Dr A.
Abdurahman; Benjamin M. Kies (photo) was
not the only “founding member of Unity
Movement”; the picture on the same page
(opposite p.21()) is not the group “of ANC
executive members, W.M. Tsotsi is extreme

right” — it is a picture of AAC members; at page
228 (opposite) the group picture is labelled
“Activists from the Non-European Unity
Movement” and merely refers to Livie Mqotsi as
a “novelist” (he was in fact a National Secretary
in the Movement) and the others including U and
Ali Fataar without any political qualifications
(photo 1950). The Index has no reference to
Mqotsi; at p. 178 Jaffe takes it upon him.self now
to refer to the AAC/CATA leadership as the
“Africanists” and “right to buy and sell” group
who rejected English as the teaching education
medium and defended “mother tongue". Now
this a deliberate falsification: Alie Fataar, Livy
Mqotsi, N. Honono, L. Sihlali and many others
in the leadership of the CATA and the Cape
Teachers Federal Council clearly enunciated the
Sapem September, 1994

policy against Bantuised "mother tongue”
school ing and demanded that beyond Grade Two
All Education be in the Medium of English,
and if parents wished to start their children at
Grade One in English they should not be
precluded.
But what is quite incomprehensible, and
unforgivable, is Jaffe’sobsession with distortion:
his clearly subjective submissions on page 175
when he speaks of the "split” or schism in the
non-European Unity Movement (N.E.U.M.) in
the late 1950s. This is something he had drummed
up before, especially in his 1992 lecture in 1992
on “Signposts of the History of the Unity
Movement" delivered at the University of Cape
Town. Jaffe repeats his earlier travesties about
the interpretation of Point 7 of the N.E.U.M.’s
10-Point Programme (the Land Question) having
been the main cause of the split. Jaffe and his
largely Cape Town based colleagues had accused
the All African Convention leadership of
interpreting Point 7 as meaning the “right to buy
and sell land”. They, however, were characterised
as the “free distribution of land” group. Now,
almost 40 years after the split, he thumb-sucks
and then names the “buy and sell” Tabata group
who allegedly were at the 1958 AAC Conference:
Tsotsi, Alexander, Limbada, Jordan, Alie Fataar
and Jane Gool

—

even

though Alie Fataar,

Alexander and Limbada
conference. He

were

not

at

the

conveniently forgets to mention

controlled all such transactions.
When the

“split” is looked at more closely, it
was engineered on the

will be discovered that it

fraudulent fonnula of the Land

Question, and of
AAC being “Africanist”.
Here, our clairvoyant historian got confused
when his crystal ball revealed the faces which

course

the charge of the

much later

(1989) turned out to be those of the

ANC and PAC, as is now evident in the “new”
South Africa. I shall deal in

more

detail with

these wild accusations in my Memoirs .
A further element in the engineering

of the
split is the fact that during the late 1950s, the
AAC leadership was staunchly engaged in
fighting the Rehabilitation Schemes in the
Transkei, Ciskei, Sekhukuneland, Witzieshoek
and Natal. There was open confrontation between
the AAC Committees and the government which,
especially in Pondoland/Transkei, entailed the
cutting of fences, refu.sal to have stock dipped
and paying stock taxes, as well as attacking and
killing government officers overseeing the
operations of the so-called Rehabilitation
Schemes. This is also the period during which
the AAC and the CATA members were being
summarily dismissed in their hundreds for
opposing Bantu Education plans. In 1959,
Pondoland was overrun by the army to curb the
people’s opposition.
It is these activities in the Transkei and

elsewhere that alarmed the urbanites in

that the AAC

Cape
They had to distance themselves from the
“confrontational” actions of the AAC and by
hiving offfrom the NEUM, ensure forthemselves
a less vulnerable existence. Rightly or wrongly,
that was the perception of the AAC membership

of

at

the chief Executive members who

were

at the

Conference: Leo Sihlali,

Livy Mqotsi and N.
Honono (part of what he later labelled the
“Africanist’Vright to buy and sell” group in the
AAC leadership. The real facts of the matter are
were merely demanding the right
people in the Transkei/Ciskei and other
classified African reserves to buy the land for
their homes, little gardens to produce food and
raise a cow or goat and some chickens— not the
right to have large lands to exploit farm labour.
Speakers at the Conference pointed out that
the Native Affairs Department (NAD) owned all
the land and no Africans could buy or sell land
anywhere in South Africa, in urban or rural
areas.

It

did not matter that those who had

accused the AAC members
and sell land in

were

entitled to

buy

Cape Town and elsewhere, even
when the Group Areas forced them (Jaffe
included) to buy and sell their properties in
designated Group Areas, which like the NAD

Town.

the time.
I should end

of the

by reminding Jaffe that I was one
leadership that founded the National Anti-

C.A.D. Movement, the N.E.U.M.,

(both in 1943);

the new Teachers’
The TORCH

Leagueof South Africa (1944);
newspaper (1946); The Cape

Teachers' Federal Council

(1952) and the

A.P.D.U.S.A. (1961)), 1 did not need his private
note in which he claims me “the finest general-

secretary of any organisation in the history of
South African liberation movements”. The
is that in his book, I

“Africanist” and

pity

fobbed off with being an
of a group advocating the

am

one

buying and selling of the land
might mean.Q

—

whatever that
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A HUNDRED DAYS OF GENOCIDE
Rwanda, Death, Despair and Defiance by Rakiya Omaar, African Rights,
London, 1994
Reviewed By Napoleon Abdulai
HIS IS

T

books
which

one

of the most comprehensive

the

genocide in Rwanda,
some significant sections of the
on

international press

mistakenly took as one more
“bloody ethnic/tribal conflict” in Africa. This
voluminous, objective book, full of first hand
information and research on the recent history of
Rwanda, puts to rest the eurocentric views,
repeated over and over again, in typical Goebel’s
style on the origins and consequences of the
genocide. It exposes the fascist ideology of the
ruling clique, who went as far as having the Ten
Hutu Commandments, which among otherthings
says:

Every Hutu should know that
woman,

interest

result,

of her Tutsi ethnic

we

shall consider

Hutu who marries

befriends

Tutsi

a

Tutsi

a

wherever she is, works

for the

group.

a

Ai

a

link either

population density or rate of
population growth with hunger.
And yet, the late President Habyarimana used
the population myth as a propaganda weapon to
prevent the return of more than 200,000
Rwandese refugees, saying that “the glass is full
and I have nowhere to put the rest of the water”,
an attitude described by a Rwandese doctor as
“the ideology of overflow”. The environmental
problem in Rwanda, which is real, has also been
exaggerated. For example, an OXFAM
publication Rwanda, Which Way? (1993) states
that twelve million tonnes of topsoil are washed
out of Rwanda by its rivers every year. This,
writes Omaar is “nonsense”. She states (quoting
a recent research by Michael Stocking, at the
IDS in Brighton, Six Myths About Soil Erosion,
to

1994) that “the vast

majority of the sediment
washed from a given hillside is in fact deposited

traitor any

Tutsi woman,

short distances downstream-where it increases

employs a
Tutsi woman as a secretary or a concubine!
a

facts

woman or

Nothing that one has read or seen on television
can prepare one’s mind to the detail of the

soil fertility. No more than one per cent of the
total runoff from the hillsides can be expected to
exit the whole

genocide. Rwanda, is one of the very
few places in Africa that never allowed its people
to be ,sold into slavery. It had a highly developed
kingdom by the time European colonizers,
namely the Germans arrived in the 19th century.
The seeds of the recent genocide can be traced
back to the

manipulations of the Germans and
Belgians (who took over the administration of
Rwanda after the defeat of the Germans during
First World war). This book, made up of 19
chapters, exposes the unscientific writings on
Rwanda such as the Hamitic theory, propounded
by the explorer-missionary John Hanning Speke.
The “Hamitic hypothesis” held that all forms of

region.”

The population, environmental and other myths

Rwandese

are

of

a

total of eleven.

The Rwandese Armed Forces

Rwandese Patriotic Front

government, which came to power in 1973 and
consisted of

clique from the city of Gisenyi,
known as the Akazu and another tiny group from
a

Ruhengeri, ruled the country with an iron hand.
Using the “ethnic balance” policy, Tutsis were
virtually prevented from employment in certain
government ministries. For example, by 1990,
Tutsis were completely executed from

(RPF) invasion in

October 1990, grew to 35,000 by
the central role in the genocide.

1993. It played
FAR was pure
and simple, a Hutu army. No Tutsi was allowed
to join it and its soldiers were forbidden to marry
Tutsi women. A Presidential Guard (PG)
numbering about 1,800 were trained by Belgian
and French officers. They later trained the militia
known

as

interhamwe (the tontons macoutes of

Rwanda) using modem and ancient technology,
such

the machetes

imported from the Peoples
republic of China. A gendamterie, made up of
communal policemen and under the control of
Major-General Ndindiliyimana based in Kigali,
came under extremists politicisation and were
later noted for their viciousness during the
genocide.
Genocide requires weaponry, organised killers
as

the above institutions and

1970s and 1980s using the population myth.
To carry out the genocide, the Habyarimana

(FAR) which

numbered about five thousand at the time of the

and of course

to

third

developmental budget went to
three regions, Gisenyi, Ruhengeri and Kigali out

used to support the position ofthose extremists
on

a

of government

hold

power. For example, Rwanda
received millions of dollars as aid in the late

to

“natives” of these areas, while more than

a

serious command stmcture. With

a
propaganda machine
namely newspapers such as Kangura (founded
in mid-1990), the state radio and the infamous

Radio Television Libre des Milles Collines

(which was founded with technical support from

Belgian and unconfirmed reports speak of the
right wing church groups in
Europe) in place, the state was set for the brutal
radio’s links with

elimination of liberal Hutus and Tutsis with

impunity. Speeches,

or
Caucasoid race”. That the Tutsis are tall and with

a

Tutsi. Only one prefect was a Tutsi out of a total
of 11. Out of the hundreds ofRwande.se diplomats,

and poems were all
propaganda for the
genocide. Popular culture was a favourite means
of spreading Hutu extremists propaganda.
In a chillingly prophetic article published in
the journal Le Flambeau (December 17, 1993),

“straight noses” and the Hutus are Bantus and
short, with the Twa as pygmies were not sufficient
distinctions so much so that the Belgian colonizers

only

it

civilization in Black Africa

came

from the

Hamitic race, the lowest branch of the

were

forced in the 1993-4

Aryan

census to use

government. Out of 143 bourgmestres, none was

one was a

minister and

Tutsi whilst only one was a
parliamentarians out of

two were

seventy.
Within the Hutu

the

population, those from the

ownership of cows as the key method for
determining one’s ethnicity. A person had to

cities of Gisenyi and Ruhengeri got first priority.

have ten

one

cows or more to

be classified

as

Tutsi.

During the 1987-88 academic year, more than
third of all scholarships to study abroad went

The issue of the

to

rest.

positions in state corporations went to the

overpopulation myth is laid to
Rakiya Omaar states that there are no hard
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students from these

areas;

half of senior

used

was

songs

instruments of

as

stated that:

We learn

today, with the greatest
stupefaction that these Rwandese "tontons
macoutes" will implement a plot which
the plotters will pass offas a civil war. The
day of20 December 1993, will be the fatal
day of the “final solution”.
Let

us

their

recall that the Nazi Germans and

chief Hitler baptised the operation
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exterminate those

they considered as
of the blossoming of the Aryan
race, notably the Jews. (the) final solution.
Rwandese fascists and their chief have
decided to apply “the final solution” to
theirfellow citizens judged enemies ofthe
regime.
the existence of this criminal
plan is no longer in doubt when we know
it has Just been denounced by Minister of
to

the enemy

.

.

denounced Gatabazi

on

December 12

1993...
About 8,000 interhamwe

sufficiently
the French army
awaited the signal to begin the
assassinations among the residents of the
city of Kigali and its surroundings.
Everybody today knows that in the task of
identifying the households offuture victims
in all quarters.Joseh Nzirorera (Secretary
General of the MNNZ) and Noel
Mbonabaryi (a very close friend of
President Habyarimana. a former MP)
have notably played an active role, and
completed their work.
The people must on their part organise
themselves for self-defence. The
international community must denounce
vigorously and without any ambiguity,
the mafia that finds itself at the head of
Rwanda which today dissatisfied with its
people has decided to dissolve them...
Therefore those who argued that the genocide
trained and equipped by

was not

In

planned,

are wrong.

1993, the OAU

and other African

governments brought the government and the

Lucky to be alive

permanently in the hearts and minds ofRwandese.
Neighbours were made to kill neighbours,
brothers against sisters, husbands against their
wives and in many occasions, the victims had to
pay bribes in order to be shot to die quickly.
Children as young as eleven have also been
accomplices in murder, macheting other children
to death. A 24 year old peasant from Ntongwe
near the city of Gitarama was forced to kill his
own

The whole

and

death unless

accord

signed, which would have
reduced the power of the government. The accord
provided that, the RPF would provide 40 percent
of the ranks and 50 percent officers for a new
an

was

Rwandese Armed Forces (FAR) and also the
introduction of the rule of law among

other

things. Soon after the Accord was signed. Radio
Milles Collines called forthe return of all Tutsis

Ethiopia via the river Nile. In November 1992,
the university of Butari and
close confident of the President Habyarimana,
Dr Leon Mugesera said referring to Tutsis,
“Destroy them. No matter what you do, do not let
them get away.” He went on to say that Tutsis
should be sent back to Ethiopia through a short
cut via the Nyabarongo river. This accounts for
to
a

former professor at

the thousands of bodies found in that river which
flows to lake Victoria where the

sources

of the

river Nile is.
Rwanda became

a comnmnity full of killers as
ring leaders planned to make everybody a
murderer in order to put fear and intimidation

the
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family
we

was

are

all well-documented.

Rwanda. Death and Despair is an important

brother. He told the author that:

RPF to the northern Tanzania town of Arusha

ofus could live, infact they started hunting
me the day after he died even though / had
done the mission they had set for me.
The attacks on children, rape (which is weapon
of war and genocide), destruction of hospitals,
churches and the slow response of the
international community (including the French
intervention) and the RPF military operations,

threatened with

killed Theoneste. He

contribution to understanding the origin, planning
and execution of the

genocide. It is

serious
rights in
Africa. It concludes by demanding for justice. It
advocates for a Rwandese tribunal to try the
a

begged us to kill him. saying that the only
alternative was death for the wholefamily
and a very cruel deathfor him. By then, we
had all heard stories ofpeople still alive

contribution to the

thrown down toilets etc...

(like the

Afterfour days,about twenty interhamwe.
armed with machetes, hoes, spear and
hows and arrows, came to the house. They

ahead and kill me hut use a small hoe'. He

Hague), saying that “the primary aim of
prosecutions is to bring those responsible people
to court before their own people, so that Rwandese
people can see (that) justice is done.” The truth
about the genocide needs to be told. The
international community should not condone,
feed and clothe the leadership of the genocide,

himself brought the hoe and handed it to
me. I hit him on the head. I kept hitting him

elsewhere.

stood

over

and said: 'Kill him'.

me

Theoneste got up

being killed by

on

a

and spoke to me 'Ifear
machete; so please go

the head but he would not die. The

interhawe

during the whole time,
supervisingwhat they called 'work' .When
Theoneste was dead, they left. The next
were

day. I buried him. And / escaped
immediately afterwards. Although they
said that Theoneste had to die

so

the rest

cause

murderers instead of

who

one

international tribunal

for the former Yugoslavia in the

are now

When

an

of human

in Zaire, Tanzania, France and
than two million

people have
unjust to protect the
murderers, but dangerous for Africa, where there
are still many many dictatorial regimes capable
of carrying out genocide. Efforts to create trust
and confidence so that refugees in Tanzania and
Zaire can go back home are essential.□
more

been murdered, it is not only
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LETTER FROM WEST AFRICA

MOVING NIGERIA AWAY FROM THE
PRECIPICE
Olusegun Obasanjo
MUST make it clear that like the

I

majority
Termination of

cancellation of the June

to

Presidential

election.

I

12, 1993

condemned

the annulment of the election was the selfish
and mindless, if not thoughtless, handiwork of a
see,

leader and his small
to office at

clique of supporters to cling

all costs and without adequate thought

about the monumental

implications. It was an
affront to the sovereignty of the people and a
blow to national unity. It was reckless in the
extreme. The question was, however, whether a
majority of the various peoples, leaders, and
political institutions could be mobilised to fight
the said annulment nationally; or whether the
defence of Bashorun Abiola’s assumed mandate
would

degenerate into

divisive struggle from
which the nation would emerge bleeding and
ungovernable; and a section of the country totally
prostrate. I had helped in my own small way in
creating the national consensus which gave
Bashorun Abiola victory overhis opponent. Many
other Nigerians outside the so-called South-West
also helped in the achievement of that victory. I
also helped in rallying the international
community against the annulment. But I am not
prepared, and never will be prepared, to divide
the country nor to make the defence of the
a

mandate of Bashorun Abiola

a

sectional

military rule is o precondition
our moving forward.

it

unreservedly. As far as I know and as far as I can

or an

ethnic issue.

Nobody, not even Bashorun Abiola
president, nor his constituents, will gain
anything from that. It was a national victory and
its defence should be construed and implemented
as

as

endorsed him. To obtain the

of right-thinking Nigerians, I deplored the

shown anger.

Anger by itself is a normal human
disposition which can either be controlled or
exacerbated. Their anger therefore needs to be
assuaged before it turns to uncontrollable
bitterness.

Nigerian democrats (among whom 1 count
myself) should not fight for democracy in such a
way as to divide and weaken the forces of
democracy. Nor should the constituents in SouthWest Nigeria fight for a mandate in a way to put
them out of future reckoning. Bashorun Abiola
won the elections because
Nigerians from the

by the votes and support of
Similarly, Bashorun
Abiola's mandate derives from support given by
power-brokers in Kaduna. Bomo, Kano, Bauchi,
Katsina, Adamawa, Enugu, Awka, Makurdi,
llorin, Uyo, Calabar etc, if Ibadan, Abeoluta,
Akure etc were regarded as given.
Hausa-Fulanis alone.

It follows that any Nigerian aspiring to a
leadership position must create common ground
with leaders from other ethnic communities. He
must
more

be part of a winning national alliance. The
he is seen as the focus of an ethnic agenda,

the less

whatever side of the divide that

supported him. Nothing should be done to

nationally acceptable he would be. On

alienate substantial sections of the North, the

ourselves,

Middle-Belt, and the East in the skirmish for the

and threats of

mandate

as

There is

it would be
a

self-defeating.

lesson that

we must

learn about

leadership in a plural society like our own. No
Nigerian leader so far enjoyed absolute
confidence of most of the peoples of the Federal
Republic. Every election, rigged or not, has been
disputed. No victor has ever been, or could ever
be, acceptable to all. This is the heart of our
problem.
Yet Nigeria is so constituted that no ethnic
group can by itself win a federal election. In
1979, Alhaji Shehu Shagari had 50 percent of the
votes cast in only two Northern states. In addition,
three Middle-Belt states, and two Southern states

we must

learn to

remove

we

range

secession

break-up from our subconscious
thought; and we must also learn to show
sensitivity to the feelings and perceptions of

and

our

others.
We don't need

fighting in the streets, burning

of properties, petrol bombing paralysing national

strikes, and

a

shutdown of the economy

in this

country. Termination of military rule is a precondition

moving forward. We need the
speediest return to civilian administration under
an agreed leadership, imbued with the
spirit of
compromise and capable of creating an inspiring
national programme round which all the people
can gather.
Among Nigerians who could play
such

a

to our

role is Bashorun Abiola. But whoever it

be, we do not have to kill one another in the
struggle to decide. And in deciding, every
Nigerian must be given a sense of belonging and
a feeling of having a stake in the
country and
something to look up to and hope for. To lose
hope is to lose everything. Neither side should
despise the intervention of elders of our society
who should as fathers to all sides honestly and
transparently brokerpeace and the end of violence
may

I have said that in the biblical sense,

Abiola is

messiah, neither is Obasanjo nor Abacha.
And even God like in the Biblical days of Israel,
a

have been elected

North, the Middle-Belt, the East and the South-

not a

messiah into our midst today,

subscribe to

other northern state, three Middle-Belt states,
and one Western state. He was not, and could not

West

such.

sends

required federal
spread, he had 25 percent of the votes in one

breaking Nigeria

I would not
of

up on account

him.
Justice is indeed

venerable

principle. But it
the life and wellbeing of the people, national peace, and the unity
of the nation. Every individual right, except the
right to life, gives way when these interests are
a

has to be with proper regard to

threatened. The

crux

of the

matter

with the release of Bashorun Abiola

is how to

address the issue of real and

perceived injustice
without doing irreparable damage to the corporate
existence of Nigeria. Regardless of how it has
been provoked and promoted and how it has
been viewed, some sections of this country have
Sapem September. 1994

Bashorun Abiola

so

that

an

atmosphere conducive to dialogue can be created.
Our hope for now lies in negotiation and
compromise. And in genuine negotiation where
spirit of“give and take" pervades, nothing should
be foreclosed and everybody should have
confidence and hope for a fair deal and a better
tomorrow which should move us away from the
precipice.Q
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THE RWANDA TRAGEDY: PROSPECTS FOR
THE FUTURE
Ngila Mwase

T

HE countries of the Great Lakes in

The incoming broad-based,

have witnessed unprecedented political

administration has

military upheavals. The civil war in Rwanda
has been bloodier than anything witnessed in
recent memories. More than 1.5 million refugees
and

have fled to Zaire. About half that number is in

Tanzania.

Through cholera and other diseases,
is dying each minute in the Zairean
refugee camps. Zaire and Tanzania have suddenly
been swammed by a huge refugee population
putting maximum pressure on limited resources
and ecological balance. Why are Rwandese
killing each other? Is the war engineered from
outside? Or is it a logical progression of bad
one

(i)power-shang

Eastern Africa—Rwanda and Burundi

person

politics, internal squabbles and a poisoned
political atmosphere? Would it have happened if
President Habyarimana had not been killed? Be
it as it may, these are dark days for Rwanda, and
the sub-region.
Background To Crisis
April 1990 invasion of Rwanda by
Rwandese exiles led by the Rwanda Patriotic
Front (RPF), Rwanda was on the surface a small,
peaceful country. Its coffee-dominated
agricultural economy was on the surface not too
badly managed. The Bretton Woods institutions
were relaxed on Rwanda. Unlike its neighbours,
it had neither overborrowed nor perceived to be
living beyond its means. IMFAVorld Bank
Structural Adjustment Programmes became a
Until the

significant factor after the breakup of the war.
With its currency backed by the French Franc,
Rwanda was less susceptible to IMF/IBRD
tutelage.

a

multi-ethnic RPF

historical responsibility

to rise above tribal at past poiitical affiliations
to build a nation out of the scattered fragments

of the Rwandese nation.

For 17 years. General Habyarimana’s
Rwanda, unlike neighbouring Burundi which
witnessed a series of coups and civil upheavals,
was, or so

it seemed, peaceful.

A number of events and

developments

esptecially in the late 1980s changed all this.
First, economic and political problems weakened
Habyarimana’s grip on power. Secondly, the
“winds of change” for multi-party democracy
ushered in by Gorbachev’s perestroika and
glasnot put the military-cum-civilian
administration of General Habyarimana on the
defensive. Thirdly, with the Cold War squarely
in the dustbin of history, Paris or Brussels were
limited in the extent to which they could support
Third World regimes perceived to be autocratic.
Fourthly, as Yoweri Museveni’s National
Resistance Army waged a 1981-85 guerilla war
against Milton Obote’s government in Uganda,
it recruited into its ranks Rwandese (Tutsi) exiles.

only constituted the nucleus of the
military machine, but was to win the RPF
a sympathetic ear in Kampala. In fact, RPF men
disguised as Ugandans subsequently occupied
key positions in the defence and security apparatus
in Museveni’s Uganda. Indeed, the military
This not
RPF’s

terror on

army and militia unleashed
Tutsis and to some extent Hutu

opposition elements minutes after the Presidential
jet was brought down mysteriously on April 7,
1994 by elements yet to be identified.
Over 500,000 Rwandese initially Tutsi, but
later including Hutus, are dead; an unprecedented
1,4 million plus, mostly Hutus, are refugees in
Zaire, (a million having crossed the border in
mid-July, 1994); 0.7 million are in Tanzania.
The environment with its natural

species

particularly fish on Lakes Victoria and Kivu
(and its global market) has been adversely
affected by decomptosed bodies. The population
is decimated not only by war, but widespread
cholera

epidemic (7,(XX) deaths 22-23 July).
Widespread HIV and AIDS infection is to follow.
The economy is in ruins. Rwanda’s international
standing, already shaken by the 1990-94 civil
war, is shattered. The four-nation Kigali-based
Kagera Basin Organistion (KBP) and the
Gisenyi-headquartered Economic Community
of the Great Lakes are in disarray. The Gisenyibased

United

Programming

Nations

Multinational

Operational Centre

and

(MULPOC) has been transferred to Addis Ababa.

Defence Minister
echelons of the
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Habyarimana’s Death and Civil Wars

Habyarimana’s

Rwanda has suffered

va.st

They settled in
Despite attempts to
integrate with the local population, their eagerness
to return home remained. Juvenal Habyarimana
who came to power in a 1973 coup against
President Gregory Kayibanda argued that
Rwanda with a population of about 6 million
people and one of the highest population densities
in Africa, was too overpopulated to accept

now

militia (“Interhamwe”) was
secretly being prepared by Hutu supremacists to
exterminate the Tutsi with perhaps tacit
knowledge or support ofPresident Habyarimana.

Rwanda in

the facade of peace

Zaire, Tanzania and Uganda.

seemed them, trivial issues. It is

apparent that a

commander of the RPF force which invaded

Rwanda’s peace and stability under President
Juvenal Habyarimana were illusionary. Behind

thousands of Tutsi supporters.

not as it

returnees.

April 1990 was Deputy Commander
of the Uganda Army. His successor. General
Kagame, now Rwandese Vice-President and

and tranquility, there was
inequality in access to political and economic
power based on an increasing pattern ofethnically
based sense of superiority and inferiority
complex. The seeds of civil strife and chaos were
planted as far back as 1959 when the Tutsi ruling
class was overthrown and exiled together with

Despite Tanzania government’s efforts, full
implementation of the Arusha Agreement was
stalled several times by what in retrospect were

was

likewise

on

the upper

Ugandan military. Uganda’s
purported complicity in, and assistance to, the
RPF. caused an open confrontation between
Presidents Museveni and Habyarimana at the
1990 OAU Summit in Dakar.
Arusha

Agreement
This was followed by detailed, protracted and
costly Tanzania-brokered OAU peace talks in
Arusha. The ensuing Arusha Agreement entailed;

ceasefire; (ii)the return of exiles;
in a transitional Government
of national unity led by President Habyarimana;
(iv) the formation of a national army including
government and RPF soldiers, and; (v) the holding
(i)

a

of free and fair elections.

devastating blow. It will
suspicion
and animosity. The incoming broad-based, multia

take decades to heal the inter-/n77ö/
ethnic RPF administration has

a

historical

responsibility to rise above tribal or past political
affiliations to build

a

nation out of the scattered

fragments of the Rwandese nation.
The RPF victory, as was the National
Resistance Movement in Uganda, has altered
the military arithmetic in Rwanda and with it,
the political imbalances. Henceforth, command
over

tribal “warriors”

or

“men in uniform” will

automatically deliver political dividends.
Indeed with democratisation winds blowing in
not

Africa like the

momsoons,

the Maoist thesis that

“power springs from the barrel of the gun” is on
trial.

Reflections On The Future
The Tutsi-dominated RPF has

by filling the
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Presidency and Premiership with Hutus
reconciliatory stance. By
identifying and exposing those who
masterminded this genocide, the RPFhas shown

demonstrated their

that it will not entertain

a

blanket condemnation

of Hutus. However, it should prosecute the
architects and executioners of the bloody

onslaught against minority tribes as proposed by
various organs to deter bloody episodes of this
kind in future. Save for the ring leaders, the RPF
should declare a general amnesty. Indeed the
innocent rank and file of the Habyarimana army
now languishing in Goma, Zaire and its environs
could after thorough screening be reintegrated
into the new national army. The Arusha
Agreement, with a few amendments can provide
some guidance in this regard. Otherwise remnants
of the Habyarimana army could regroup and
cause havoc of the type experienced in Uganda
or at worst in
Mozambique. If the 45,000 or so
Mozambican soldiers on the payroll of the
Portuguese colonialists had not been disbanded
at independence in 1975, Mozambique’s postindependence history could have registered
brighter chapters.
What then

are

the immediate tasks of the

new

RPF

regime? What could the international
community do to help them to return to normalcy?
The new Bisimungu RPF administration has
narrowed down its immediate tasks to basically
three: the return of refugees, the establishment
of peace and democracy, and economic
reconstruction and development. The refugees
are in two categories — the
April-July 1994
exodus and those who left a generation ago.
Given the widespread outbreak of cholera and
logistical problems of reaching the sick and the
hungry in Eastern Zaire, the new refugees deserve
immediate help to return and resettle. If the latest
FAO food production projections are anything
to go by, the sub-region faces huge food shortfalls
in coming months because of the drought and
war. Assistance to resettle
internally displaced
people especially those in the French created
“safe zone” in South-West Rwanda is also

urgently required. Assistance in the form of
food, medicine and logistical support from the
USA, UK, Germany and other donor countries
and agencies is at hand. What is inadequate is
political and other support from neighbouring
countries, and the Organisation of African Unity
(OAU). Former Tanzanian President Julius

Nyerere recently criticised both the Tanzania
Government and the OAU for lack of

a

firm

stance against the murderers and perpetrators of
genocide in Rwanda.
The OAU in particular should strengthen its
capacity at conflict prevention and management.
Lack of financial muscle and logistical back-up
is no excuse for failure to give political and
diplomatic direction. For example, given their
murderous record, remnants of Habyarimana’s
government should not have taken Rwanda's
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Refugee

camp

life: Children nursing children.

seat at

the June 1994 Tunis Summit. It should

in the

case

as

of Somalia have remained vacant.

This could have sent the

right signal to the then
rump Rwandese government. The UN also needs
to increase efficiency. Although it has had
only
450 military personnel in Rwanda under the
UNISON programme, Boutros Boutros-Ghali
has asked and got UN Security Council
authorisation, backed by US$275 million, to
deploy extra troops in Rwanda. Given the French
decision to pull out by Augu.st 21. 1994, the
composition and deployment of a UN Peace
keeping force should be hastened. This would
enhance security, inter-ethnic confidence
building and above all. allow the new

Administration tocreate a conducive atmosphere

for

genuine peace and
include the creation of a

stability. This would

national anny, the
re-creation of state institutions and consolidation
new

of people’s power through
and public accountability.

popular participation
The establishment of

functional local government organs and greater
use of local elders councils

accommodation and

and other influential grassroots institutions such
as the church would be
helpful. If peace can be

created
and

across

across

the

colour in the

new

South Africa;

religious, ideological and other

artificial divide between

Israel and the

Palestinians, surely genuine peace between Hutus
and Tutsis is not

beyond reach.Q

PROPOSED SARIPS
POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA/(MA/MSc)
IN POLICY STUDIES

SAFES TRUST

For a long-time, regional professionals have identified the need for a graduate course in Policy Studies. This graduate diploma/MA/MSc
directly addresses this need drawing upon regional and international expertise to develop a genuine Southern and East African graduate
experience. This course will focus on three core modules, policy formulation frameworks; methods of policy formulation; and
regional development, cooperation and integration.

Background and Training Context
Universities of the sub-region, to varying degrees, offer post-graduate opportunity. In playing to their strength, such opportunity usually
involves an intensification of specialisations addressed in under-graduate courses. As such, the emphasis is on increasing technical
sophistication which allows international comparability of achievement. One consequence of this is that there are no opportunities for
taking existing under-graduate expertise and exposing it to a wider frame of reference which could address the establishment of
frameworks for policy formulation and problem resolution in the context of regional development.
business/academic community has long realised the value of broad training to manage both on-going production
change. The MBA has long been recognised as providing organic, situational training for practitioneers in a flexible applied

In contrast to this, the

and

programme. Such an approach offers much for the development of policy making in the
it can quickly draw on existing expertise and practice in the region.
The Southern African

It is

Provision of

°

”

for academic year 1995-1996 with the following objectives;

training in policy formulation for the sub-region.
cadre of trained peopie both within and without government, in policy formulation.
Provision of technical capacity to oversee research necessary to argue policy cases.
Provision of interpretative capacity to diagnose and respond to global, regional, national and local
Disseminate information on issues emerging from the course.

To facilitate

°

Masters Programme in Public

Policy Studies in collaboration with the Universities in the

proposed that SARIPS of SAPES Trust establishes such a course

°

”

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) of SAPES Trust will lead a

sub-region. SARIPS is the independent policy research
regional and international recognition, and is best placed to deliver such a programme.

Administration and

institute that has

region, not least because as in MBA programmes,

a

agendas.

Course Structure

Policy Framework Analysis, Policy Methods and Opportunities for Regional Cooperation
sub-region; while initial specialist courses would include regional policy formulation, international relations, energy policy,
environmental policy, land policy, women and development, local government policy and trade policy. Other specialist courses
could be developed on request. Exemptions for courses done elsewhere on specialist sectors will be considered.

The course will consist of such elements as
in the

compulsory and would require assessed work would be taught intensively as two three week courses
spread over 24 months. A third core course on regional development, cooperation and integration will entail two week courses within
the same period, amounting to 20 contact hours. This would give core contact time of 80 hours (8x10 hours), a usual balance forgraduate
Core courses which would be

work.

specialist units would be offered at SAPES, individual universities or research and training institutes throughout the region
specialist basis. Students would be required to complete two such courses which would run for two weeks giving contact
time of 40 hours in specialist subjects (2x2 weeks x 10 hours). Short assignments would be required for each course. Total course
contact time would, therefore, be 120 hours.
Additional

on a

sector

students would be required to submit a 25 000 word project that focuses on a specific policy problem to be completed within
obtaining the 5 course credits. This project would count for 35 per cent of the course work. Field trips and seminars will
also be part of the teaching programme, and a dissertation will form a core requirement based on applications in the home country of
students. The diploma will be awarded after completion of the course work, while the Masters degree will be awarded after completion
In addition,

6 months of

of the dissertation.

public and private sectors, particularly those already exposed to policy work in either
international organisations and private sector organisations. It is intended that the programme will commence

Students will be drawn from institutions in both the

government, parastatals,

with 25 students in 1995-96.

Direct all your

enquiries to The Executive Director, SARIPS/SAPES Trust,
Tel 263-4-727875/790815 or Fax
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P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.

263-4-732735.
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(i)

CONFERENCE SERVICES
Are you having problems in
conference in the sub-region?

convening

your

SAPES Trust

regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:
The Administrator
4

Deary Avenue, Belgravia

SAPES Trust Regional Office
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel: 263-4-727875

Fax: 263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

SAPES/SARIPS ANNUAL
COLLOQUIUM
SAPES Trust/S ARIPS

successfully launched its research theme

Southern Africa in the Year 2000: Issues

on

the Post-

Colonial State;

Democracy and Human Rights; Peace and
Security; and Regional Cooperation during the 1994 Annual
Colloquium held from 25-30 September in Harare. Zimbabwe.
The meeting, which was held under the this year’s sub-theme:
The National Question, Ethnicity and the State, was officially
opened by Dr Nathan Shamuyarira, Zimbabwe’s Minister of
Foreign Affairs, on behalf of Dr Joshua Nkomo, Zimbabwe’s
Vice-President.
Dr Ibbo Mandaza, the Executive Director of SAPES
and convenor of the

Trust,

project. The National Question, Ethnicity
and the State delivered an overview paper on Monday (26
September) which marked the beginning of the discussions and
set the high quality tone and level of debate which became the
hallmark of the colloquium throughout the week.
This year’s colloquium provided areport back on key projects
of the S ARIPS project;
1.
The State and Democracy in Southern Africa
2.

Southern Africa in the Year 2000
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3.

The Global Context

(ii) Peace and Security in Southern Africa
(iii) Regional Cooperation
(iv) Regional Integration
Information for Development, Democracy and Security in
Southern Africa

4.
5.

Education for Human

Rights in Southern Africa
History of the National Liberation Struggle in Southern

Africa.
A progress report was made by Professor Horace Campbell
and Abdul Alkalimat on the project Pan-Africanism and the

Diaspora which is designed as a follow-up to the Seventh Pan
African Congress held in April, 1994, in Kampala, Uganda.
Likewise, there was a report on the Policy Dialogue Division in
which Catherine Odora, Division Head, pointed out will be the
main vehicle through which S ARIPS hopes to translate some of
its key research findings into policy options for the service of
African states, particularly in the field of economic policy per
se. public policy in general, gender, foreign policy and issues of
regional economic integration and peace and conflict resolution.
Professor Sam Moyo briefed the colloquium of SARIPS’
intention to launch a Masters Programme in Policy Studies. It
was noted that a lot of people are
eagerly awaiting the final
preparations for this project.
This year’s colloquium was enriched in temis of policy
interventions by the presence of Dr Mapuranga from the OAU
Secretariat, the heads of SADC and PTA, Drs Kaire Mbuende
and

Bingu wa Mutharika respectively.
various interventions in the colloquium,

In addition to their
they made very good
speeches at a luncheon hosted by SAPES Trust at its regional
head office, highlighting the role of their organisations viz the
challenges of the present times and what is expected for the
future.

Highlights of the colloquium included a panel discussion on
Report commissioned in 1993 by the ADB and the
joint FH'A/S ADC Study which was commissioned by both the
the ADB

PTA and the SADC Heads of State and undertaken

by a
comprising Ibbo Mandaza, Gilbert Mudenda and
Chinyamata Chipeta.
The colloquium successfully deliberated on the major theme.
The National Question, Ethnicity and the State. It was also
noted that an engendered perspective will go a long way
towards our understanding of the issues revolving around the
Post-Colonial State, Democracy and Human Rights; Peace and
S ARIPS

team

.‘i.'S

Security; and Regional Cooperation.
Participants were drawn from the SARIPS network of
scholars, academics, researchers and policy-makers from
various universities, in.stitutions and governments in Southern
Africa, from regional and international sister organisations
and institutions, and donor agencies. A comprehensive report
of the colloquium will be made in the October issue of SAPEM.

they had taken a partisan stance, by not offering them a similar
platform to air their side of the story.
*
A full text of Dr Benjamin’s presentation is available in the
SAFES Trust Library and Documentation Centre.

NEWS FROM THE LDC
New

Acquisitions

(Numbers in decimal figures indicate the classification number

VISITORS TO SAFES
During the month of August, SAPES Trust Regional Head
Office was visited by a number of scholars, academics and
members of the diplomatic community who were coming to
familiarise themselves with our work, attend seminars and also

Library and Documentation Centre (LDC). Notable
among these were: Locksley Edmondson, Cornell University;
use our

Zolisa

Sigabi, SABC; Mary Jay, ABC, UK; R.J. Zvobgo,
College, Mbulelo V. Mzamane, University

Mutare Teachers

of the document)
Intellectuals, economic reform and social change: constraints
and opportunities

graph 1/94).

Mutual; Helge Ronning, University of Oslo; Tade Akin Aina;
Codesria; A. Ribeiro-Kabulu, Angola; Allan D. Mtegha, ADB;
Ibrahim Shao, IDS, Tanzania; T.S. Mutasah, ZCC;
Christian Aid. UK; Peter

Paul Spray,

1994.04.01.02
Conference Mondiale des Femmes, Beijing 1995 - Conference
Preparatoire pour r Afrique,Dakar 1994. Dakar: UNIFEM,
1994.18.01.00
What the T\' cameras missed in Rwanda,

Speech by Mwalimu Julius K Nyerere at thefinal meeting ofthe
OAU Liberation Committee, Arusha, 15 August 1994.
01.03.03

AAPS FORUM

Harare, SARDC, 1994. (01.02.03)

crisis and conflict in Sudan.

Benjamin highlighted that the history of the Sudanese
people has been one of a continuous struggle between the
oppressed and the oppressors, the invaded and the invaders,
between the exploited and the exploiters. The struggle
spearheaded by the SPLM/SPLA is an integral part and a
continuation of those past struggles.
Under the leadership of Dr John Garang, the SPLM/SPLA,
as was noted by Dr Benjamin
is an embodiment of their
people’scollective will and rejection of institutionalised racism,
political sectarianism and religious theocratic bigotry. On the
ongoing negotiations, he claimed that the current Sudanese
NIF government cannot entertain a united, secular, multi-party

equally a democratic right for the
people of Southern Sudan, the Nuba mountains and Southern
Blue Nile to opt out of Arab and Islamic Fundamentalist Sudan
through a referendum for self-determination, he further noted.
The meeting was greatly enriched by contributions from the
floor especially from those who had been affected by the
government position on the treatment of refugees from the
South. On the other hand, a representative of the Sudanese
government, reminded the AAPS executive that he felt that
56

A

(05.03.03)
ofAIDS, by Herbert de Souza. Rio, Relume-Dumara,
1994

(English/Portuguese edition). (15.04.02)

Life before deathIVida antes da morte, by Herbert Daniel. Rio,
Abia, 1994. (15.04.02)
Twenty-first Centuiy Africa: towards a new vision of selfsustainable development, edited by Ann Seidman and
Frederick Anang. Trenton, N J, Africa World Press, 1992.
(16.01.01)

Chitungwiza Human Rights Workshop, 22-24 July 1994. Report and Resolutions. (04.02.01)
Conference on Land Tenure Systems and their impact upon
economic development. Harare, 29-29 June 1994. Papers.
(07.02.01)

Islamic Fundamentalist

Sudan where Sharia is the law of the land.
Given the above, it is

a weapon of terror. Washington/NY, Human
Rights Watch/National Coalition for Haitian Refugees,
July 1994. (Haiti)
matter of power: State control of women's virginity in
Turkey. Washington, Human Rights Watch, 1994.

Rape in Haiti:

The Cure

Dr

democratic state, but are in for an

for Frontline States, by David Martin. Harare,

SARDC, 1994
(01.03.03)

The Zimbabwe

chapter of the AAPS Forum held its monthly
meeting (August) and the guest speaker was Dr Bamaba
Benjamin, the SPLM/SPLA representative to Southern Africa
and the Indian Ocean Islands. The meeting focused on the

(OAU)

Secession claims: an obstacle to unity, by Virginia Kapembeza.
New Role

Crisis and Conflict in Sudan*

by Ronald Imbayago.

Harare, SARDC, 1994 (Rwanda!

Kuthan, Austria; and John McFall,

MP, House of Commons, London.

OS.oloS

WILDAE General Assembly. Papers. 27-30June

of Fort Hare, SA; Yan Yeboah Luckham, ACBF; Mona

Gleditsch, Norwegian Embassy, Harare; Hugh Kinnaird. Old

in theformation ofa Nigerian TechnocDakar, CODESRI A, 1994 (Mono-

racy, by Y usuf Bangura.

Books Received and Available for Review
Gender contracts and housing conflicts

in Southern Africa, by
Schlyter. Lund, National Swedish
Institute for Building Research, 1993.
Chelewa, Chelewa: the dilemma of teenae girls, edited by
Zubeida Tumbo-Masabo and Rita Liljeström. Uppsala,
Anita Larsson, Ann

Nordiska Afrikainstitutet. 1994.

Landfor which people? Some

unanswered questions, by Brian
MacGarry SJ. Harare, Silveira House; Gweru, Mambo
Press, 1994.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GROUP
WHY WE NEED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:
There is

old

saying: “One man’s meat is another man’s poison’’. The same is said with AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. For
many Zimbabweans affirmative action or indigenisation is an advance to a better and more prosperous life, a long ov erdue
an

opportunity to come into their own and start enjoying the good things our country has to offer. For others, particularly
those enjoying comfortable lives, it might signify a new form of discrimination and
injustice, a vengeful form of juggling
with racial quotas so as to threaten their security and livelihoods.

Phillip Chiyangwa,
President, AAG

OCR POSITION:
We visualise this

as a

false conclusion. Affirmative Action, if well

handled and co-ordinated will
benefits for everyone
distribute resentment,

help bind the nation together and produce
concerned. If badly managed, it will merely redamage the economy and destroy social peace

which all Zimbabweans have worked hard
undertaken

at

all. it will

to

obtain and maintain. If not

destroy the peace and ability we currently enjoy

and divide the nation.
The

question is not whether or not to have affirmative action but to
implement it in an effective and meaningful way. The issue is how best to
handle affirmative action and ensure that it is conducted in a principled
manner.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

to us means taking special measures to
people and women and other groups who have been
unfairly discriminated against in the past, would have real chances in life.
In particular, it signifies a concerted effort to enable them to overcome the
obstacles that have been put in their way. to develop their capabilities to
ensure

that black

proportionate to the ends to be achieved. When ordering school
desegregation, the American Supreme Court used the phrase “all deliberate
speed”. The rapidity of transformation will be influenced by normal hiring
and firing practice, average rates of staff turnover,
genuine needs of
rationalisation and legitimate interests of productivity. These factors
cannot

nourishment for all.

ACCOUNTABILITY: The process must be transparent, non-corrupt
and accountable

to public opinion, parliament and the courts.
FLEXIBILITY: Affirmative action works well if it is neatly tailored to
the particular situation it is intended to deal with and takes appropriate
account

of the in-house culture of the

enterprise being transformed
(excluding, of course, the culture of racism and sexism).
OUR APPROACH
While due

1.

cognisance is taken of the expressed desire of our
leadership to take affirmative action to redress the
imbalances in our national economy, aimed at bringing the majority
into the mainstream, it is noted that there is as yet no ACTUAL
indigenisation policy that has been initiated clearly outlining what
needs to be done, what will be done, and by whom.
Our first task is to persuade the Government to outline the
indigenisation and affirmative action policy.
Our second task is to persuade and assist Government in drafting and
enacting legislation regarding affirmative action.
Our third task is to agree with government on the implementation
Government and

2.
3.

EQUITY: The objective must always be to ensure basic fairness.
Affirmative action is about removing injustice, not about revenge, extortion

4.

patronage. This means that its goals and methods must be equitable.
INCLUSIVITY: The processes should be as inclusive as possible. Those

5.

directly affected, whether positively or negatively, must have the
greatest say in how affirmative action should proceed. We do not want
government .steamrolling decisions from outside, but we do insist that
there be guarantees of meaningful internal transformation. Trade unions
and staff association should play a particularly important role in en.suring

CONCLUSION:

most

that the most efficacious and least

onerous

solutions

are

found.

SECURITY: The principles and processes must be securely located in the
constitution and legislation, and not be dependent on the subjective whims

the fluctuating zeal of particular officials. Everyone must know where
they stand legally. The law should give every encouragement to voluntary
forms of affirmative action. The government itself must set an example,
and require appropriate affirmative action in parastatals as well as
or

enterprises to which it awards contracts. In the U.S.A. and Canada, the
courts and independent
tribunals have played an important role in
establishing obligatory guidelines for affirmative action in particular
enterprises, and consideration will have to be given in Zimbabwe for
having similar procedures if appeals to common sense and social
responsibility get nowhere.
PROPORTIONALITY: The

means

u.sed and the time frame must be

block affirmative action. Search and

transformation.

THE SIX SIBLINGS

or

to

capacity
building must go on all the time. A vague sense of social responsibility is
not enough. The whole enterprise must
seriously commit itself to

the fullest and receive

appropriate rewards for their efforts.
We reject the idea of affirmative action being meat for some and poison
for others. Our approach is that what is good for the majority can and
should be good for the minority depending on the involvement of both in
this process. The whole country, the rich and poor, black and white, want
pieace. prosperity, progress and justice. Zimbabwe is well endowed with
riches and resources to ensure not meat for some, poison for others, but fair

however be used

process.

Our fourth task is to police

and monitor the rapid implementation of

the programme.

Real victory for the people means being able to deliver, not just promise
and abstractions, but houses, jobs, schools, and hospitals, real freedom and
real choices in the fullest

We want to

preferential treatment
of goods and services by government, parastatals, and
enterprises in which government has a stake to the majority of the
Zimbabwean African people. We want democracy to be as.sociated with
a better life and peace, and not with
poverty and inadequate living
standards and to this end we will work with any organisation, group and
on

or

sense.

ensure

procurement

individuals that share the

same

vision.

For more information on the Affirmative Action Group (AAG) and how

you can participate
adddress:

The

in this noble cause, please contact us at the following

Secretary, Affirmative Action Group,

35 Samora Machel Avenue,
P 0 Box

1687, Harare

Telephone: 729610/8/9

or

750520/19/18

Telefax: 732792/722320/736259/793384

or

739981/2

or

739425.
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